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Abstract
Breast cancer is the most common cancer among women worldwide. Mammography
is considered as the golden standard and effective screening tool in detecting breast
cancer at its early stage. The extensive screening programmes and health care standards
lead to the necessity of Computer-Aided Diagnosis tools to support radiologists. In this
thesis, we investigate the potential of computer vision and image processing algorithms
in developing CAD algorithms for breast density estimation and micro-calcification
classification. Many studies have shown that breast density and parenchymal patterns
are reliable indicators for breast cancer risk. So, for risk assessment, the thesis proposed
a multi-scale elliptical blob modelling for parenchymal pattern representation based
on a statistical analysis of breast tissue. To describe the breast density type and risk,
we analysed the breast for blob-like dense tissue. The study showed a relation with
the BI-RADS density classification based on fatty and dense tissue blob structures.
Subsequently, the thesis proposed a new variant to LBP called Mean-Elliptical Local
Binary Pattern (M-ELBP), where the intensity and texture features were combined in
an elliptical topological structure. The method is more robust to noise as it does not
perform a direct comparison between pixels as in traditional LBP and has the benefit of
extracting features from multiple orientations. The studies based on density estimation
investigated the potential of ROI size, descriptor size, and classifier effect on density
classification. The validity of the proposed methods is evaluated using the MIAS and
DDSM databases. The obtained classification accuracy was up to 77.4% for MIAS
tissue-based class. BI-RADS based classification attained up to 75.4% and 47.65%
for MIAS and DDSM. For microcalcification classification, a novel method called
connected-chain is developed based on analysis of the topological/distributional pattern
of micro-calcifications in MCCs. The connectivity/closeness between individual micro-
calcification was analysed to discriminate between benign and malignant case. The
performance of the method was tested using three datasets: MIAS, DDSM, OPTIMAM
obtaining classification accuracies of 82.50%, 86.47% and 76.75%, respectively.
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The chapter provides the context for the thesis by delivering an insight into the breast
cancer status in Section 1.1 followed by different breast imaging modalities and breast
anatomy in Section 1.2. Risk assessment is an essential aspect of controlling the
breast cancer mortality rate. To address this, Section 1.3 presents different breast
cancer risk factors and risk assessment methods. From existing research studies, breast
density is identified as an essential risk factor in developing breast cancer, to take
this into account, Section 1.4 discusses different breast density classification schemes.
The detection and classification of mammographic abnormalities are an essential
stage in Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) systems; therefore, mammographic micro-
calcifications are explained in Section 1.5 followed by research aim and contributions
in Section 1.6 and finally thesis outline in Section 1.7.
1.1 Breast Cancer Status
According to the World Health Organization (WHO) survey, breast cancer is the most
common and frequent cancer among women accounting for 11.6% of new cases world-
wide (2.09 million cases in 2018). Almost 2.1 million women are affected by breast
cancer each year, and it accounts for the most significant number of cancer-related
deaths among women. It is estimated that in 2018, almost 627,000 women died of
breast cancer which is nearly 15% of all cancer deaths among women. Approximately
70% of deaths due to disease occur in low- and middle- income countries due to the
lack of screening, failure in early detection, and absence of awareness programmes.
As from the Globocan 2018 project by WHO, incidence rates are high in developed
countries compared to Asia and Africa as shown in Figure 1.1, however, mortality
rates were comparatively low compared to developing countries. In the US, as per
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Fig. 1.1 Breast cancer worldwide incidence - mortality rate by Globocan 2018 report
studies, 1 in 8 women tend to develop breast cancer in their lifespan (i.e. about 12.4%).
An estimate of 266,120 new cases of invasive breast cancer is expected to be diagnosed
this year. However, the death rates have been decreasing since 1989, especially for
women above 50 years due to advanced treatments, screening and increased awareness
like reducing the use of hormone replacement therapy (HRT) and changes in lifestyle
(US breast cancer statistics).
Similarly, in the UK, the NHS Breast Screening Programme has invited all women
aged between 50 and 70 for screening every three years. According to studies, breast
screening has reduced the number of deaths from breast cancer by about 1,300 a
year through early detection and thus improved the survival rate by almost five years.
Survival of a breast cancer patient depends on many factors like the stage of cancer
detection, age, size of the tumour, and treatment facilities (da Costa Vieira et al., 2017).
The incidence of breast cancer has been lower in developing countries when compared
to developed countries, but they tend to have a higher mortality ratio (Parkin et al.,
2005). Since healthcare resources like screening programmes have been less developed
in developing countries, a direct comparison of the incidence rate is less meaningful.
1.2 Breast Imaging Modalities
Breast cancer detected at an early stage has been easier to treat and has shown a higher
chance of survival rate. According to a cancer research UK survey, more than 90%
of women who were diagnosed at an early stage survive for at least five years than
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compared to 15% women who got diagnosed at an advanced stage of the disease.
Similarly, studies from the US show that breast cancer mortality has decreased to 34%
from 1975 to 2010 due to early detection of cancer through screening and advanced
treatments (Narod et al., 2015). Moreover, recent studies in Ireland and Switzerland
have shown that with testing and advanced treatments, breast cancer mortality rates
are decreasing compared to previous years (Hanley et al., 2017; Herrmann et al.,
2018; Mayor, 2017). Similarly, early detection of breast cancer in young women could
increase the survival rate and reduce the chance of more invasive cancer (Elmore et al.,
2005; Kadaoui et al., 2012).
Given such circumstances, the early diagnosis of breast cancer is vital and crucial
in reducing the mortality rate. As imaging modality standards improve, the purpose of
each modality will improve continuously reaching the goal of reducing breast mortality
rate through early detection and treatment of invasive cancer (Autier and Boniol, 2018;
Prasad et al., 2007).
1.2.1 Breast Anatomy
For studying the causes of breast cancer, knowledge of breast anatomy is essential.
Breast tissue is overlying the chest (pectoral) muscle. Various tissue structures deter-
mine the size, shape, and texture of the breast, causing variations according to age
and hormonal changes. The breast tissue structure consists of glandular tissue, fibrous
tissue connecting lobes, and fatty tissue in intervals between the lobes. The breast
contains approximately 15 to 20 lobes of glandular tissue constituting parenchyma of
the mammary glands. They help in providing characteristic shape to the breast due
to the arrangement of fatty tissue between lobes, and histological studies have shown
that they are composed of lobules connected by areolar tissue, ducts and blood vessels
(Tobon and Salazar, 1975; Zucca-Matthes et al., 2016).
The adipose tissue of the breast lies typically between lobes rather than within
lobules (Zucca-Matthes et al., 2016). The breast also contains blood vessels, lymph
vessels, and lymph nodes. The lobules produce milk and are generally called glandular
tissue. The breast appears to be dense if the amount of fibrous or glandular tissue
is considerably more than the fatty portion. Breast density decreases with age. An
overall structure of breast tissue is shown in Figure 1.2. Parenchymal patterns in breast
imaging are essential as it affects mammographic screening sensitivity and explains
the density of the breast. A detailed parenchymal structure is shown in Figure 1.3.
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Fig. 1.2 Breast anatomy showing the various tissue and internal structure (the image
taken from https://studylib.net/doc/8232709/anatomy-of-the-breast).
Fig. 1.3 Detailed representation of a parenchymal pattern (image taken from
https://studylib.net/doc/8232709/anatomy-of-the-breast).
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1.2.2 Mammography
From an imaging perspective to diagnose breast cancer, mammography has been con-
sidered as the "gold standard", despite debates on the effectiveness of mammographic
screening programmes in checking breast cancer mortality ratio (Prasad et al., 2007).
Mammography has been recognised as a primary imaging modality and most effective
tool for early-stage breast cancer diagnosis (Feig et al., 1977; Greif, 2010; Kolb et al.,
2002; Tabar et al., 2003) as it could detect lesions even before they become palpable
and physically examined (Alanís-Reyes et al., 2012). Nevertheless, debates are still
going on with the risk of mammographic screening process on topics like effectiveness
on controlling mortality rate (Gøtzsche et al., 2009), overdiagnosis (De Gelder et al.,
2011), and false positive (Brewer et al., 2007). Besides, other risks like radiation
through continuous screening (Feig and Hendrick, 1997) also exists, however, mam-
mography is believed to be able to diagnose breast cancer at an early stage and thus
saving lives by preventing advanced cancer stages (Welch and Frankel, 2011). To this
end, the mammographic screening process has shown to diagnose early-stage breast
cancer (Lee et al., 2010; Qaseem et al., 2007).
Mammography is a breast imaging process where low-dose x-rays are used to
detect cancer. The x-ray/radiograph is a noninvasive medical test that helps radiol-
ogists to examine the internal structure of breast for any abnormalities. The breast
region is exposed to low dose ionising radiation (30 kVp) to generate images of the
internal breast tissue structure (the images are known as maommograms). X-rays
are considered the most frequently used and oldest form of medical imaging. The
procedure is similar to other x-rays but with a low dose, presenting a high-quality
image with good contrast, resolution, and low noise (Sivaramakrishna and Gordon,
1997).
A mammography unit produces x-rays and has a specialised frame that allows only
exposure of the breast region to x-rays. These units help in holding, compressing, and
positioning the breast so that images can be obtained at different angles for a more
detailed examination. A model of a mammography unit is shown in Figure 1.4.
An x-ray machine produces a burst of x-rays to pass through the breast region to
a detector placed on the opposite side. The sensor can be a photographic film plate
(which captures the x-ray image on a film) or a solid-state detector (transmits the
electronic signals to a computer in the form of digital data). The images produced
are called mammograms representing the internal patterns of the breast. For example,
low-density tissues like fat appear translucent (darker shades of grey) and areas of
dense tissue such as connective tissue, glandular tissue, tumours, masses seem to have
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Fig. 1.4 Analog vs Digital Mammography Machines (the image was taken from
https://lbnmedical.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/anvsdig-3.png).
higher intensity in mammograms. Breast compression is essential for getting useful
mammograms (Kopans 3rd, 2007) as it prevents movement of the patient, avoids
superimposition of tissues to an extent providing a better lesion view, less radiation
is passed due to reduced thickness. Besides, it helps in spreading out breast tissue
uniformly giving a better understanding of tumorous tissue.
Abnormality reading from Mammogram
The areas which do not appear to be normal tissue are a concern for a radiologist.
Radiologists look for higher intensity areas, highly dense tissue, note the size, shape,
pattern, and edge of each suspected abnormality. Possible abnormalities include:
• Cysts: Which are small-sized fluid-filled sacs with a thin wall and may not be
cancerous.
• Calcifications: Which are small deposits of calcium in breast tissue that appear
as white dots in a mammogram. Depending on the size of the deposit, it is
called macrocalcification (could be due to ageing and are generally benign) or
microcalcifications (could be cancerous). Microcalcifications requires further
investigation by a radiologist depending on their pattern. Figure 1.5 shows an
example of microcalcifications.
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Fig. 1.5 Coarse heterogeneous microcalcifications in cranio-caudal (CC) view (the
image was taken from Henrot et al. (2014)).
• Fibroadenomas: Which are usually benign tumors which feel like marble and
common at any age.
• Scar: Scar tissue is caused by scarring on breast tissue and appears as high
intensity on a mammogram.
• Masses: A mass is defined as a space-occupying lesion, visible in two different
projections, characteristic by its shape and contour in a mammogram seen as a
bright dense region as shown in Figure 1.6 (Berment et al., 2014).
• Architectural distortion: The Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System
(BI-RADS) defines an architectural distortion as an appearance in which “the
normal architecture of the breast is distorted with no definite mass visible,
including spiculations radiating from a point and focal retraction or distortion at
the edge of the parenchyma. Architectural distortion can also be an associated
finding” (Gaur et al., 2013). Examples are shown in Figure 1.7.
Mammograms also provide the information about the density of breast tissue;
women with more dense tissue have a higher risk of developing cancer (Zdon et al.,
2019) and also it is more difficult for radiologists to localize abnormalities as density
can hide irregularities (Lattanzio and Guerrieri, 2018).
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1.6 Examples of mammographic masses (a) Mammogram with a circumscribed
mass (b). Mammogram with a spiculated mass (figure was taken from Özekes et al.
(2005)).
Fig. 1.7 Architectural distortion (image was taken from (Baker et al., 2003)).
Mammographic Views
In mammographic screening, each breast is imaged separately at two to four angles:
(a) Medio-Lateral Oblique (MLO) view (oblique or angled view), (b) Cranial Caudal
(CC) view (view from above), (c) mediolateral (ML) view (view from the centre of the
chest outward) and (d) latero-medial (LM) view (view from the outer side of the breast,
towards the middle of the chest). Radiologists prefer MLO and CC view with proper
positioning for screening both breasts getting a total of 4 images per patient (Bassett
et al., 1993; Eklund, 2000; Popli et al., 2014; Sickles, 1988). The CC view can
demonstrate maximum tissue on both medial and lateral aspects of the breast with
retro mammary space and some pectoral muscle (Popli et al., 2014) as represented in
Figure 1.8. MLO view demonstrates axilla, axillary tail, and infra-mammary fold with
all the breast tissue as in Figure 1.9.
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Fig. 1.8 A CC view with retromammary space and pectoralis muscle (arrows). Visual-
ization of pectoralis muscle on CC view implies that no breast tissue along chest wall
has been excluded (the image was taken from Popli et al. (2014)).
Fig. 1.9 Bilateral MLO: pectoralis muscle forming “V, ” when viewed as mirror
images (the image was taken from Popli et al. (2014)).
1.3 Breast Cancer Risk Factors and Risk Assessment
Irrespective of many studies on breast cancer risk factors, the real causes for developing
breast cancer are unknown (Eccles et al., 2013; Kamangar et al., 2006; Torre et al.,
2015). Risk factors causing breast cancer can be of two types: (a) inherent factors such
as age, sex, race, genetic makeup and other changes to patterns in breast tissue during
the lifetime, (b) extrinsic type like lifestyle, diet or long-term medical intervention,
hormonal treatments (Kamińska et al., 2015). Often age is a significant risk factor in
developing breast cancer, especially for women above 45-50 years (Ataollahi et al.,
2015; Jemal et al., 2009; Steiner et al., 2008). Similarly, inherited genes like BRCA1
(BReast CAncer gene one) and BRCA2 (BReast CAncer gene two) are the genes
linked with breast cancer and ovarian cancer if they function abnormally (Brody and
Biesecker, 1998). There are different models for assessing breast cancer risk, which
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include multiple factors (Singletary, 2003). The most widely implemented non-image
based risk models are explained below:
Gail Model: Widely used model for general risk factors. Gail et al. (1989) assessed
a variety of potential risk factors for breast cancer using unstratified logistic regression
analysis. They analyzed data collected from 2,852 white women with breast cancer
and 3,146 white women controls who underwent breast screening every year. They
found that certain expected factors like cigarette smoking, use of oral contraceptives,
or alcohol consumption were not significant risk factors for breast cancer. Instead,
significant determinants of risk in this population of women were: (1) family history
in a first-degree relative, (2) late age at childbirth, (3) early menarche, and (4) multiple
previous benign breast biopsies. The major drawback of this analysis was limited
information regarding family history. Moreover, analysis ignored second-degree
relatives, age at which cancer developed for relatives, and findings of ovarian cancer
or lobular carcinoma in situ.
Claus Model: To address some deficits of the Gail model, the Claus model is used.
It analyzed data from 4,730 histologically confirmed breast cancer patients aged 20 to
54 with and 4,688 controls matched for age (by 5-year age category) and geographic
location (Claus et al., 1994). The primary risk assessment was based on age, number,
and type of relatives who were affected. But this model has the disadvantage that it
is appropriate only for particularly high-risk patients who have at least one female
relative who is diagnosed with breast cancer.
Other models like BRCAPRO considered the probability of family history of first-
and second- degree relatives related to a mutation in a BRCA gene (Berry et al., 1997)
like whether they have been diagnosed by unilateral, bilateral or ovarian cancer in their
lifespan. Similarly, the Bodian model calculates the risk of invasive or in-situ breast
cancer based on Lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS) and age at detection (Bodian et al.,
1996).
In recent years, there has been growing interest in segmenting, classifying the
breast density and parenchymal patterns as risk factors forming the primary focus of
research studies. Various studies based on investigating the structure of parenchymal
patterns and breast density indicated a high risk for breast cancer in highly dense
breasts (Lattanzio and Guerrieri, 2018; Wolfe, 1976a; Zdon et al., 2019). Incorporating
image-based risk factors with existing non-image based models could give a better
understanding of the risk factors for controlling breast cancer.
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1.3.1 Mammographic Risk Assessment
Mammographic risk assessment provides an indication of a woman’s risk in devel-
oping breast cancer based on imaging modalities like mammograms assisting early
detection and treatment. Mammographic parenchymal patterns and density are both
reliable predictive image-based indicators for breast cancer risk analysis based on
mammographic features. Breast density is the measure of radiodense fibroglandular
tissue in the breast (McCormack and dos Santos Silva, 2006). Extensive breast density
and parenchymal patterns can affect mammographic sensitivity. Besides, it might
increase the chance of missing abnormalities hidden in dense tissue obstructing cancer
detection at an early stage (Carney et al., 2003; Kerlikowske et al., 1966; Mandelson
et al., 2000; Rosenberg et al., 1998). In a mammographic image, malignant tissue
has negligible physical density difference from fibrous breast tissue or dense tissue
resulting in low contrast. So there are chances of missing carcinoma and microcalci-
fication during diagnosing time due to similar contrast between tissue (Boyd et al.,
1998; Brisson, 1991; De Stavola et al., 1990; He et al., 2015; Saftlas and Szklo, 1987;
Titus-Ernstoff et al., 2006; Zdon et al., 2019).
The majority of studies investigating breast density assume that breast tissue
is either adipose or glandular. The glandular tissue constitutes supportive tissue,
connective tissue (stroma), ductal structures, and epithelium tissue. On the other hand,
some studies focus on the complexities of the parenchymal patterns for breast density
classification. The mammographic appearance of the breast varies among women
and depends upon the breast tissue composition and X-ray attenuation properties of
various tissue types, as mentioned in Section 1.2.2. Non-fatty tissue like connective
and epithelium tissue is radiographically dense compared to fatty tissue. It would
absorb more X-rays during the image acquisition process, appearing to be brighter
in mammographic images (Boyd et al., 1998, 2007; Wolfe, 1976a). The different
mammographic appearances generated by variations in tissue composition are referred
to as mammographic parenchymal patterns. They represent morphology, composition,
and spatial distribution of various breast tissue. From an image processing view, bright
regions formed by non-fatty tissue are referred to as mammographic density, which in
turn reflects the relative amount of dense tissue composition in the breast.
Section 1.4 describes classification schemes used to define mammographic density
and how they have been employed in clinical studies. The main classification schemes
used by radiologists for mammographic risk assessment are Wolfe, Boyd, BI-RADS,
and Tabar. This classification is based on either parenchymal patterns or breast density
depending on which plays a more significant role in assessing the development of breast
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cancer risk. While Boyd et al. (1995) and BI-RADS (D’Orsi, 2013) classification
schemes focus on mammographic density, Wolfe (1976a) and Tabár and Dean (1982)
focus on complexity of parenchymal patterns for estimating risk of breast cancer
though they all are mutually correlated in risk assessment.
1.4 Breast Density Classification Categories
Breast density classification schemes could be quantitative or qualitative depending on
the studies. Quantitative studies like Boyd’s classification scheme helps in explaining
the strong association between breast density and risk as they are less subjective (Boyd
et al., 1982). However, a qualitative scheme helps in giving information on whether a
particular woman with a high-risk parenchymal pattern structure would benefit from
further follow-up on imaging modalities like ultrasound or tomosynthesis.
1.4.1 Wolfe Four Classification Scheme
Wolfe (1976a) considered parenchyma as composed of three building components: fat,
connective and epithelial tissues, and “prominent ducts”. Wolfe (1976a) considered
connective and epithelial tissue together as ’mammary dysplasia’. Based on this, Wolfe
categorizes mammograms into four parenchymal patterns as follows:
1. N1 (primarily fatty, lowest risk): mammogram is composed of fat (N = normal)
and no amounts of dysplasia or a few fibrous tissue strands.
2. P1: this pattern includes fat as well as linear densities (enlarged ducts) occupying
no more than 25% of the breast.
3. P2: linear densities (from enlarged ducts) occupying more than 25% of the
breast. They are prominently in the upper outer quadrant but may be distributed
throughout the breast (P = prominent ducts)
4. DY: dense, radiopaque breast (Dy=dysplasia); these patterns are again subdi-
vided into low-risk (N1 and P1) and high-risk (P2 and DY) patterns (Wolfe,
1976b).
A fifth category was later added by Wolfe to these four:
Qdy (quasi-dysplasia): this group consists of young women whose dense breasts
have a somewhat spongy texture due to fatty infiltration.
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1.4.2 Boyd’s Six Class Categories
Boyd et al. (1995) and colleagues performed a quantitative study (in 1980) as they
felt Wolfe’s classification had the limitation of a subjective scheme of examination.
They provided a more explicit categorization of dysplasia than defining DY as severe.
So, based on the proportion of the breast occupied by mammographically dense tissue
(estimate the proportion of fibroglandular tissue), a scheme was developed called Boyd
Six Category Classification (SCC). Based on mammographic density percentage given
by radiologists and divided into six categories of unequal intervals:-
1. SCC1: 0%,
2. SCC2: > 0−10%,
3. SCC3: > 10−25%,
4. SCC4: > 25−50%,
5. SCC5: > 50−75%,
6. SCC6: > 75%.
1.4.3 Tabár Five Classification Patterns
Tabár and Dean (1982) classified mammographic images into five patterns based
on parenchyma, rather than the proportion of mammographic density, and similar to
Wolfe (1976a). They suggest that the model of breast tissue in mammographic images
contain four mammographic building blocks: nodular densities (N), linear densities
(L), homogeneous fibrous tissue (H), and radiolucent fat tissue (R). Mammograms
were subdivided into five risk categories, based on the distribution of building blocks
[N%, L%, H%, R%] (Tabár et al., 2004).
1. Pattern I: [25%, 15%, 35%, 25%], A balanced proportion of all components and
is considered as lowest risk pattern of breast tissue with a slight predominance
of fibrous tissue.
2. Pattern II: [2%, 14%, 2%, 82%], predominance of radiolucent fat tissue (fat
breast) providing radiologist excellent environment in detecting abnormalities.
3. Pattern III: [similar to Pattern II], the predominance of fat tissue with retro
areolar residual fibrous tissue.
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4. Pattern IV: [49%, 19%, 15%, 17%], predominantly nodular densities and appears
to be resistant to the process of involution, making the perception of pathological
lesions difficult on mammograms.
5. Pattern V: [2%, 2 89%, 7%], predominantly fibrous tissue (dense breast) with
the highest risk. The mammogram is dominated by a voluminous amount of
homogeneous structure-less fibrous tissue. This will form a ground glass-like
appearance with no perceptible features making it difficult for radiologists to
reveal small pathological lesions and abnormalities.
1.4.4 BI-RADS Classification of Density
BI-RADS (Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System) is a quantitative method
established by the American College of Radiology (ACR) (D’orsi et al., 1998). It
was designed as a quality assurance tool for mammographic reporting. Moreover, it
provides insight to physicians about decreased mammographic sensitivity in detecting
cancer with increased breast density (Sickles, 2007). It is presently the most widely
used mammographic breast density classification method in North America and Eu-
rope (Eberl et al., 2006; Orel et al., 1999; Taylor et al., 2011). Fig. 1.10 shows example
mammograms for each class.
Fig. 1.10 Example mammograms showing various BI-RADS density classification
based on BI-RADS 5th edition: (a) BI-RADS 1 (entirely fatty breast tissue), (b) BI-
RADS 2 (scattered fibro-glandular density), (c) BI-RADS 3 (heterogeneously dense
breast obscuring small masses), and (d) BI-RADS 4 (extremely dense breast lowering
the sensitivity of mammography).
1. Category A / (BI-RADS I): The breasts are almost entirely fatty.
2. Category B / (BI-RADS II): There are areas of scattered fibroglandular density.
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Fig. 1.11 Examples of ROI patches of malignant (top row) and benign (bottom row)
microcalcification from mammograms, first column: Original patch; second column:
annotated microcalcifications; third column: zoomed microcalcifications
3. Category C / (BI-RADS III): The breasts are heterogeneously dense, which may
obscure small masses.
4. Category D / (BI-RADS IV): The breasts are extremely dense, which lowers the
sensitivity of mammography.
Muhimmah et al. (2006) investigated the correlation between the four classification
schemes (i.e. Wolfe, Boyd, BI-RADS, and Tabár) using the MIAS (Mammographic
Image Analysis Society) database (Suckling et al., 1994) and found that there was
a strong correlation between Wolfe, Boyd, and BI-RADS categories. Since it is
considered as the standard evaluation method worldwide, we chose to use BI-RADS
classification in our studies.
1.5 Microcalcifications in Mammograms
Breast microcalcifications are small spots of calcium deposit which are common
among women and are mostly benign (Cheng et al., 2003). Microcalcifications appear
as white specks on mammograms, as shown in Figure 1.11. However, the presence of
fine, patterned granular microcalcifications clusters can be an indication of early breast
carcinoma and of concern to radiologists leading to further histological examinations
for clarifications.
One of the prominent features of microcalcifications is that they are found in a
group or clusters. Microcalcification clusters (MC) are defined as a true cluster if there
are more than 3 microcalcifications in a 1cm2 region of the mammogram (Hernán-
dez et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2010; Soltanian-Zadeh et al., 2004). The classification
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1.12 ROI samples for benign (a) and malignant (b) micro-calcification clusters.
of microcalcification clusters as benign or malignant is more difficult compared to
masses (Cheng et al., 2003), which leads to one of the aims of this thesis (see sec-
tion 1.6). From various researches and clinical studies, it has been predicted that
benign microcalcifications clusters have fewer microcalcifications than malignant
clusters. Similarly, they appear as coarse, round or oval shapes with a uniform shape
and size with high density, and normally homogeneous with scattered and diffuse
patterns (Mousa et al., 2005). It is stated that malignant microcalcifications have more
irregular and dissimilar appearance than benign cases with size and shape variance,
forming microscopic and fine, linear branching patterns. Besides, they tend to have a
more grouped pattern than the diffuse pattern of benign micro-calcifications (Feig et al.,
1987; Sickles, 1986). Figure 1.12(a) shows an example of a benign and Figure 1.12(b)
a malignant micro-calcifications cluster.
1.6 Research Aims and Objectives
As seen from breast cancer statistics, breast cancer is one of the significant cancers
among women worldwide. Therefore, any research contribution to controlling the
mortality rate due to breast cancer is vital.
According to Section 1.3, parenchymal breast patterns, and breast density are
major risk factors in developing breast cancer. Therefore, one of the focus areas of the
thesis is on modelling breast parenchymal patterns to understand the breast anatomical
structures using geometrical structures from an image analysis perspective. In the
current work, we attempt to model parenchymal patterns using elliptical blob-like
structures for representing various mammographic patterns in various orientations.
The study helps towards a better understanding of the complex nature of breast tissue
patterns that can be used for risk assessment.
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Considering breast density as one of the significant risk factors in developing
breast cancer, we try to estimate breast density through mammographic tissue analysis
using various texture analysis methods. To understand the importance of intensity of
mammographic tissue in addition to texture in density estimation, we develop a new
CAD algorithm called Mean-Elliptical Local Binary Pattern (M-ELBP) for density
estimation. An attempt to investigate the effect of size and location of ROIs in density
estimation is performed, in addition to considering the descriptor size and classifier
size in density estimation.
Section 1.5 explains the role of abnormalities (micro-calcification) in breast cancer
diagnosis. Therefore, another focus of our research is on developing a CAD algorithm
for classification of segmented micro-calcification as benign or malignant. The study
emphasizes the distributional pattern of MC in MCC. Based on the distributional
arrangement, we propose a method called the connected-chain model for MC classifi-
cation. Moreover, we investigated the applicability of the connected chain method for
surrounding tissue texture analysis.
To this end, the main aim of the thesis is to analyze mammographic images to
develop a framework for (a) breast cancer risk estimation, (b) to develop a model for
breast parenchymal patterns as well as (c) develop a new method for the classification
of microcalcification clusters using image processing and computer vision techniques.
In light of the above discussion, we subdivide the main goals into a set of objectives
as mentioned below:
• To develop a method for breast density estimation. In addition, investigate the
effect of ROI size and location, descriptor size, and classifier effect on breast
density estimation along with a comparative study with related algorithms in
breast density estimation.
• To develop a model for the representation of parenchymal patterns in mam-
mographic images using elliptical blob-like structures. The bright elliptical
blob-like tissue structures are represented as multiscale elliptical blobs at differ-
ent orientations.
• Finally, micro-calcification distributional patterns based on distance were ex-
plored in developing a new algorithm called the connected-chain model for MC
classification as benign or malignant. The proposed algorithm was compared and




This section describes the organization and the flow of the thesis. As discussed, the
thesis is focused on methods for mammographic breast density estimation, breast
parenchymal modelling to estimate risk and chance of developing breast cancer in
women from mammogram images. Besides, a method for classification of micro-
calcifications is developed to distinguish benign and malignant micro-calcification
abnormality.
Chapter 2 describes the need for CAD in medical image analysis for controlling
cancer, followed by different concepts and methods used in the research for breast
density estimation and risk scoring. The next section explains the different BI-RADS
classification descriptors for micro-calcification detection, followed by MC abnormal-
ity classification. In addition, different texture analysis methods used in computer
vision for image processing are explained to define the use of different texture analysis
methods for feature extraction in breast density estimation and also in MC classifica-
tion. The chapter gives a detailed study of different texture analysis techniques like
statistical, structural, signal processing, and model-based methods. The next section
provides a brief description of the uses of texture analysis like classification, segmen-
tation, synthesis, and shape analysis. It explains a few texture feature descriptors
used in our study for mammographic breast density estimation and micro-calcification
classification. In the last section, the datasets used in the current study is presented.
Chapter 3 explains the different variants of Local Binary Patterns (LBP) and its
applications. The proposed Mean Elliptical Local Binary Pattern (M-ELBP) variant
for breast density estimation is introduced in the following section. The method is used
to classify mammographic images into different BI-RADS classes. The last section
describes the use of the proposed method for MIAS 3-class tissue classification along
with a comparative study between different variants of LBP, the effect of choosing
ROI size and location. Additionally, the effect of descriptor size and role of classifier
in classification is studied. The study found that M-ELBP performs better than many
variants and traditional LBP.
Chapter 4 introduces the proposed elliptical blob analysis model for breast density
estimation and risk assessment. The chapter gives a brief description of different
synthetic and simulated models used for breast parenchymal modelling and its applica-
tions in CADs. The chapter explains how mammographic structures are represented
in scale-space and how they can be used for risk assessment. Moreover, the chapter
introduces the elliptical blob modelling of mammographic patterns in scale-space at
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different orientations. The investigation describes the potential of modelling breast
tissue according to Tabar’s model.
Chapter 5 introduces a new method for micro-calcification classification. The new
approach, called connected chain modelling, is developed based on the distributional
pattern of MCs in the micro-calcification cluster (MCC). Similarly, the chapter de-
scribes the multi-scale approach for connected chain modelling using morphology.
Additionally, a comparative study based on texture features from the surrounding
tissue of MCC and the connected-chain model is presented.
Chapter 6 gives a summary and conclusion of the thesis. Moreover, the novel
contribution from the thesis and insight into possible future works are discussed. Lastly,
the publications from the research are provided.
1.8 Summary
The chapter gave a vision of the status of breast cancer and why it is essential to
develop more CAD algorithms to control breast cancer. The chapter explained breast
anatomy, representation of breast tissue in mammography procedure, and possible
abnormalities that could be detected from a mammographic image. Besides, the
different risk assessment models and breast density categories for risk and density
estimation were introduced. Importantly, the chapter provides an insight into the





In the previous chapter, we have discussed statistics of breast mortality rate, why CAD
systems in breast cancer research are important in controlling breast mortality, different
medical imaging modalities, possible abnormalities detected in mammograms, breast
density classification schemes, and a description of microcalcification in mammograms.
In this chapter, we discuss in detail the various techniques used for breast density
estimation and classification, a detailed study of microcalcification classification
methods, and the most common features used for microcalcification detection and
classification. Likewise, review of texture analysis methods, and various texture feature
descriptors are discussed. Additionally, a brief description of the databases used is
given.
2.2 CAD in Medical Image Analysis - Mammography
Mammography is considered a gold standard method for early detection of breast
cancer. Worldwide screening programmes have helped in reducing breast cancer
mortality rates considerably in the last two decades. However, it is difficult to analyze
a large number of mammographic images to detect a very small number of true positive
cases due to the complex structure of breast tissue and parenchymal patterns along with
dense tissue. Again there are chances of missing some cases due to the overlapping
tissue structure thus hiding real abnormalities. The main errors during the radiological
diagnosis can be divided into three categories, a) search errors (unnoticeable by the
radiologist), b) detection errors, c) interpretation errors (lesion is detected but not
classified correctly) (Calas et al., 2012). In addition to this, there has been a drastic
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increase in the number of mammograms to be analyzed and this has posed a serious
challenge to radiologists causing more diagnostic and classification problems along
with inter- and intra- variability among radiologists in reading mammograms (Beam
et al., 1996; Elmore et al., 1994). CAD (Computer-Aided Diagnosis) tools can be
used to address some of the limitations in mammograms and reduce the variability
between radiologists. Many clinical studies have shown that CAD systems have
increased the sensitivity in breast cancer detection of about 20-21% compared to the
radiologist (Baker et al., 2004; Brem et al., 2003; Destounis et al., 2009; Romero et al.,
2011). Computer-Aided Detection (CADe) assists radiologists in finding cancer during
screening and Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CADx) helps radiologists in deciding on
the malignancy of abnormalities (Nishikawa, 2007).
A large number of CAD systems have been developed for assisting radiologists in
screening mammogram (Doi, 2007; Nishikawa, 2007). In 1967, Winsberg et al. (1967)
introduced a CADx system that determines a lesion in the mammogram as benign or
malignant. Thereafter, a lot of studies were done to improve the performance of CAD
systems to assists radiologists/doctors (Chan et al., 1990; Getty et al., 2000). The objec-
tive of CADe systems and CADe algorithms is not a diagnosis but to provide support to
radiologists for improving the positive prediction from mammograms (Destounis et al.,
2004; Getty et al., 2000; Horsch et al., 2006; Huo et al., 2002). Destounis et al. (2004)
have analyzed the role of CADe in reducing false-negative results in mammogram
screening through double reading. The results found that the CAD system was able to
find 71% of the 52 findings diagnosed during screening which showed the potential
of a CAD system in the screening process (Destounis et al., 2004). Various studies
on CAD were performed on different parameters like lesion size (Brem et al., 2005b;
Taylor et al., 2003), breast density, histological tumor type, calcifications, detection,
recall, biopsy recommendation to see the potential of CAD in the screening process.
Breast density was found to be one of the major problems affecting the sensitivity
and performance of CAD system (Ho and Lam, 2003; Obenauer et al., 2006). High
breast density can decrease the sensitivity of diagnosis, especially with the diagnosis of
breast masses (Brem et al., 2005a; Ho and Lam, 2003; Obenauer et al., 2006; Sajeev
et al., 2018). While detecting different tumor types Hadjiiski et al. (2006), it was
found that the number of unnecessary biopsies by the radiologists was reduced by
0.7%. Similarly, different studies have shown that CAD had helped radiologists in
detecting microcalcifications with a sensitivity ranging from 80% - 100% (Kallergi,
2004; Leichter et al., 2004; Soo et al., 2005).
Though the aim of CAD systems are not to replace radiologist for detection and
classification, various studies were performed to analyze the role of CAD systems as a
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double reader and single reader in screening mammograms. A study by Gilbert et al.
(2006) in the UK National Breast Screening Programme, found that single reading with
CAD systems in cancer detection was higher than through double reading. Around
6.5% more cancers were detected through single reading with a CAD system which
in-turn increased the recall rate significantly from 15% to 32% from double reading.
Similar studies showed the same suggestion that CAD systems help in improved cancer
detection with increased sensitivity and (small) increase in recall rate (Ciatto et al.,
2003; Gromet, 2008) for a large number of mammograms.
Recent studies showed that incorporating CAD systems in diagnosis can improve
sensitivity and can enhance early-stage detection of malignancy (Castellino, 2005)
though there is a debate that high sensitivity does not provide high detection rate by
CAD systems (Lehman et al., 2015). It is estimated that the use of CAD systems in
interpreting the digital screening of mammography has increased from 5% to 83%
from 2003 to 2012 (Lehman et al., 2015) showing the advancement of CAD systems
in medical research in diagnosis. Similarly, studies by Morra et al. (2015) showed
that in digital breast tomosynthesis, CAD systems showed a larger detection rate of
89% for breast masses and microcalcifications with an acceptable FPR (2%) while the
microcalcification cluster detection obtained a higher rate of sensitivity (95% with 37
of 39 microcalcifications detected).
The studies by Calas et al. (2012) showed that CAD systems are useful in cases
where there is high inter-observer variability, lack of trained observers, difficulty in
double reading by multiple radiologists. It is estimated that CAD performs better in
detecting lesions of size between 1 and 3 cm (Brem et al., 2005b; Taylor et al., 2003).
The studies showed that CAD is advantageous in dealing with patients with dense
breasts because the sensitivity will decrease with the increase in breast density (Brem
et al., 2005a; Ho and Lam, 2003; Obenauer et al., 2006).
While considering the detection and recall rates, Morton et al. (2006) observed an
increase in the detection rate of 7.62%, Freer and Ulissey (2001) reported an increase
of 19.5% of detection rate. The study by Warren Burhenne et al. (2000) analyzed
1,083 mammograms with biopsy-proven results and found that CAD system correctly
detected 77% of the cases with no significant increase in recall rate (8.3% before
and 7.6% after). When considering the biopsy recommendations, the decrease in the
number of recommended biopsies by the use of CAD systems with an increase of
accuracy of 2% shows the potential benefit of CAD systems in medical systems (Marx
et al., 2004). Similarly, CAD systems are beneficial in cases where the interobserver
variability is high. The studies by Jiang et al. (2001) showed that the variation in
radiologist accuracy (interpreting clustered microcalcifications) was reduced to 46%
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with the incorporation of CAD systems. Besides, the incorporation of CAD systems
has decreased the average analysis time by the radiologist (Tchou et al., 2010). Thus
the studies based on detection and recall rate, lesion size, processing time, breast
density, sensitivity, classification accuracy, and recommended biopsies show that
developing CAD systems are potentially useful in early detection and control of breast
cancer mortality rate.
Overall the studies showed that CAD systems can play an important role in the
mammogram screening process and have played a vital role in improving detection
rate for large screening programmes and assisted radiologists in pointing out risk
regions in mammograms for further investigation and reading. Similarly, advanced
algorithms in CAD systems helped radiologists in image enhancement and detection
for improving the specificity of cancer detection. Though CAD systems cannot be
an alternative for an expert radiologist, it could help with increased sensitivity with a
slight increase in recall rate and there is much more opportunity in improving CAD
systems and CAD algorithms especially when dealing with dense mammograms.
2.3 Breast Density Classification and Risk Scoring
It is stated that risk in developing breast cancer in women ranges from many factors like
hormones, genetics, age of first pregnancy, hormone replacement therapy (HRT), breast
density, obesity, smoking and drinking, menopause, use of drugs, and age (Ferlay
et al., 2013; Parkin and Fernández, 2006). Among these, breast density (Boyd et al.,
2009) is considered as one of the top risk factors in developing breast cancer (Boyd
et al., 2009, 2007; Maskarinec et al., 2005; Reporting, 2003). Breast density is the
calculation of the relative amount of fibro-glandular tissue versus fatty tissue in the
breast. Therefore, women with a higher percentage of fibrous tissue tend to have dense
breasts with less fat tissue (Kumar et al., 2015). A high dense breast can hide the
abnormality in a mammogram as it is a two-dimensional projection of breast tissue
making a misperception among radiologists in diagnosing the abnormality accurately.
Similarly, there are chances that various types of tissues overlap each other making it
difficult to diagnose correctly (Ferlay et al., 2013; He et al., 2015; Virmani and Kumar,
2010; Wolfe, 1976b). Therefore, an intelligent CAD system should be able to increase
the diagnostic accuracy of atypical cases masked by dense breast tissue (Kumar et al.,
2015).
According to the literature, studies on breast density estimation and classification
were started by Wolfe (1976b) based on the nature of breast parenchymal patterns. It is
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observable that most CAD systems either follow an ROI based or segmentation based
classification. It is stated that compared to global image measurement of breast density,
the parenchymal texture descriptors based on localized descriptors can provide more
refined features to measure the complexity and classification of breast parenchymal
patterns (Gastounioti et al., 2016). Besides, parenchymal textural features could be
considered as imaging markers to identify parenchymal changes concerning cancer
development stages (Tan et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2010) and also can be used to grade
breast malignancy (Bae et al., 2015; Sala et al., 2000).
It is to be noted that the majority of the methods in the literature for density segmen-
tation are based on thresholding models, clustering models, or statistical models (He
et al., 2015). He et al. (2015) have provided a detailed study on breast parenchyma
segmentation methods based on these techniques. Torrent et al. (2008) had done a
comparative study on two clustering-based algorithms and a region-based method
for classifying dense and fatty mammograms. While the first strategy was based on
multiple thresholding methods depending on excess entropy (Feldman and Crutchfield,
2003), the second approach used Fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm (Bezdek, 1981),
and third focused on Fisherfaces method (FF) (Belhumeur et al., 1997) based on a
statistical analysis of breast. The study provided a ROC analysis and concluded that
clustering algorithms obtained better sensitivity.
Automatic single-threshold value methods can be used to separate highly dense
tissue and low-intensity fatty tissue, but it fails due to mammographic density inhomo-
geneity. This lead to the proposal of adaptive thresholding methods for breast density
segmentation (Kim et al., 2010; Neyhart et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2001). Matsubara
et al. (2001) proposed a model in which mammograms were divided into three regions
using histogram analysis and discriminant analysis and classified into four categories
based on the ratio of three regions. Similarly, Saha et al. (2001) proposed a model
to classify digitized mammograms into dense/ fatty based using a scale-based fuzzy
connectivity method. Features from image segments were extracted to characterize
the mammographic density. To select the threshold, the minimization of energy func-
tion was computed based on the spatial arrangement of pixel intensities within the
segmented region and across the regions. Sivaramakrishna et al. (2001) segmented
the whole breast using a modified Kittler’s optimal threshold procedure to segment
dense regions. Zhou et al. (2001) classified breast density into four categories using a
rule-based classification method by first segmenting the breast region using boundary
tracking method and then an adaptive dynamic range compression technique was used
to reduce the large grey level pixel variation to increase the differences in the charac-
teristic features of the grey level histogram. Bovis and Singh (2002) proposed a new
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method for the classification of mammographic images according to the breast type.
The approach utilized texture features for classification by using Fourier transforms,
laws texture masks, spatial grey level dependence (SGLD) using the directions {0°,
45°, 90°, 135°}, and discrete wavelet transforms as feature extractors. The Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) was used for dimensionality reduction. To improve the
classification results, a variation on bootstrap aggregation (’bagging’) where multiple
classifiers comprising feed-forward Artificial Neural Network (ANN) were trained
using a ten-fold cross-validation scheme and using the combination rules proposed by
Kittler et al. (1998). The method successfully classified mammographic images into
BI-RADS four classes obtaining an accuracy of 71.4%.
Masek et al. (2003) used average histograms of mammographic images of each
density class in MIAS dataset for classification and accuracy of 62.42% was obtained
using Euclidean distance measure. Similarly, Zwiggelaar et al. (2005) used statistical
grey-level histogram modeling (PCA) for triple MIAS density classification and
obtained an accuracy of 71.5%. Later, Muhimmah and Zwiggelaar (2006) proposed
quantitative estimation approaches based on histogram information to classify the
mammographic images. A multi-resolution histogram technique that used Directed
Acyclic Graph-Support Vector Machine (DAG-SVM) classifier to utilize texture feature
was proposed. The approach successfully classified the MIAS dataset obtaining an
accuracy of 77.5%.
As discussed, density classification using the fibroglandular disc region in mam-
mogram attained a vital role in classification. Ferrari et al. (2004) proposed a method
to segment the fibro-glandular disc in mammograms based on a statistical model of
breast density using a mixture of up to four weighted Gaussians. The parameters
of the model and number of tissue classes in the breast were estimated using an
expectation-maximization algorithm (EM) and minimum description length method
along with grey level statistics of the pectoral muscle to determine the tissue categories.
Later, El-Zaart et al. (El-Zaart, 2010) developed a similar method using Gamma distri-
bution instead of Gaussian distribution for modeling data in mammography images.
The histograms of images were seen as a mixture of Gamma distributions and the
expectation-maximization technique with a gamma distribution (EMTG) was proposed
to estimate the statistical histogram parameters. It was found that the Gamma distri-
bution model performed better than the Gaussian mixture model. Torres-Mejía et al.
(2005) performed a comparison of qualitative and quantitative evaluation using data
from the UK Guernsey. The mammograms were classified using subjective qualitative
Wolfe classification and many quantitative mammographic features using computer-
based techniques. The study showed that breast cancer risk is affected not only by the
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amount of mammographic but also by the degree of heterogeneity of the parenchymal
pattern.
Karssemeijer (1998) proposed a method based on the distance transform that sub-
divided the breast tissue area into regions for automated determination of parenchymal
patterns in mammograms. The study was performed to study the relation between
breast cancer risk and changes in mammographic density. The grey level histogram
features were computed from the subdivided regions along with other features like the
differences between tissue projected in pectoral and breast area and the KNN classifier
was used for classification. Bosch et al. (2006) proposed an approach to model and
classify breast parenchymal tissue. The distribution of tissue densities was investigated
using different descriptors like texture and SIFT features, where textons performed bet-
ter than SIFT. The features were classified using a classifier based on local descriptors
and probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA). Martin et al. (2006) developed
a method (computer-aided mammographic density estimation-MDEST) for density
measurement using the percentage density where pixel grey-levels in breast borders
were analyzed and dense areas were segmented. To calculate the percentage density,
the number of dense pixels was divided by the total number of pixels within the borders.
The results found that the MDEST has cross-correlation with the radiologist-estimated
density, although there was a large overlap between percentage density in qualitative
BI-RADS categories 2-4.
Miller and Astley (1992) investigated texture-based discrimination between glan-
dular and fatty regions by applying granulometric techniques and Laws texture masks.
Similarly, Petroudi et al. (2003) used maximum-response filter bank (MR8), which
mapped to a texton histogram to capture the mammographic appearance to perform
breast parenchymal pattern classification. Oliver et al. (2005b) proposed a method
to classify mammogram images into BI-RADS density classes based on their breast
parenchymal density, which extracts the breast tissue texture. This approach groups the
pixels with similar tissue having similar grey-level values using fuzzy c- means algo-
rithm (Bezdek, 1981). Morphological features like relative area, the center of masses,
and medium intensity from both clusters and texture features from co-occurrence ma-
trices were used for classification using KNN (Duda et al., 2001). Similarly, the same
approach was used to classify the MIAS triple class using KNN and ID3 classifiers
(Oliver et al., 2005a). Likewise, Oliver et al. (2006) performed a comparative study
between different methods like a fractal, statistical and fuzzy-c means and showed
that the statistical approach obtained more significant and separated regions when
fractal approach resulted in a pixelated segmentation. It was noted that small tissue
variations were not affecting the density classes assigned by statistical method, but it
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can affect the results of the fuzzy c-means algorithm. Oliver et al. (2007) later used
clustering methods like Fuzzy-c-means, Normalized cuts algorithm (Shi and Malik,
2000), and Mean Shift algorithm (Comaniciu and Meer, 2002) to cluster/segment the
tissue regions. The texture descriptors like Local Binary Patterns and Co-occurrence
Matrices were used for texture feature extraction. Normalized Cuts performed lower
when compared to others due to the inherent nature of the algorithm, while the LBP
and co-occurrence matrices performed almost in a similar manner.
Later, Oliver et al. (2008) developed an automatic breast tissue classification
methodology based on segmentation of breast area into dense and fatty tissue, ex-
traction of textural and morphological features followed by classification scheme by
using a Bayesian combination of different classifiers. The method showed a high
correlation between automatic and expert-based BI-RADS density assessment. The
same approach was used later in full-field digital mammograms (FFDM) and obtained
similar results (Tortajada et al., 2012).
Subashini et al. (2010) proposed a method where ROI was restricted to breast tissue.
The technique included preprocessing, statistical feature extraction, and classification
through the SVM classifier. Grey level thresholding and connected component labeling
were used to estimate the artifacts and pectoral muscle from ROI. The method obtained
an accuracy of 95.44% for a MIAS triple class density classification.
Blot and Zwiggelaar (2001) performed classification of mammographic parenchy-
mal patterns where the background texture and structures in images were separated.
The approach was based on the statistical difference between local and median co-
occurrence matrices. The method focused on background texture information. The
study showed that although there was no improvement in classification results com-
pared to Karssemeijer’s technique (Karssemeijer, 1998), there was no loss of informa-
tion during the reconstruction of texture. Liu et al. (2010) used histograms of multiple
resolution mammograms to classify density using the SVM classifier. Similarly, statis-
tical features, morphological and texture features were used to classify mammograms
based on breast tissue/density (Chatzistergos et al., 2010; He et al., 2012; Kim and
Kim, 2014; Papaevangelou et al., 2011; Sharma, 2017; Vállez et al., 2011).
Oliver et al. (2015) proposed an automated approach for breast density segmen-
tation in mammographic images. The method used a supervised pixel-based classifi-
cation and textural and morphological features for density segmentation. The study
showed that the dense tissue percentage decreased over time. Chen and Zwiggelaar
(2010) developed a breast region segmentation method using histogram thresholding,
active contour model, and region growing, which was later used for mammographic
density estimation. The density estimation was done using a modified fuzzy-c means
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method where spatial information was incorporated into traditional FCM clustering
algorithmp Chen et al. (2011). Similarly, a topographic model where a topographic
map was constructed to represent the regions having a range of densities (Chen
et al., 2011). Additionally, Chen et al. (2013b) developed a multiscale blob based
model for representing mammographic patterns. Ben-Ari et al. (2016) proposed a
breast segmentation method based on training with weakly labeled data (breast density
categories). The method introduces a segmentation strategy based on the correlation
between segmentation parameters and breast density. The threshold for segmentation
is estimated using a recursive approach based on the Fuzzy-Logic framework. The
method obtained an accuracy of 75% using 243 full-field digital mammograms.
Antonelli et al. (2019) proposed descriptors based on Permutation Entropy (PE)
algorithms for mammographic density estimation. When the characteristic vector
for each mammogram is obtained, they were trained using a multi-layer neural net-
work. Ahn et al. (2017) classified breast density using a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) using the 397 full-field digital mammogram database provided by Seoul Na-
tional University Hospital.
Virmani et al. (2016) used features from Law’s texture energy from Laws’ masks
of length 5, 7, and 9 for classifying MIAS mammograms into fatty and dense tissue.
The dimensionality reduction was performed using PCA, classification using SVM
and Probabilistic neural network (PNN), and attained an accuracy of 94.4% with the
first four principal components derived from features for Law’s mask of length five.
Cai et al. (2018b) performed a breast density estimation using a wavelet transform.
The grey-scale histogram of the breast with different densities is enhanced by adap-
tive histogram equalization through wavelet fusion methods. Then the threshold of
the mammary region was computed using a grey-scale histogram, which later was
classified into four categories. The method obtained an accuracy of 85% using 400
mammograms from a private dataset. Fowler et al. (2014) developed an automated
percentage of breast density measurement (PDa), which analyzes signal-dependent
noise (SDN) based on a wavelet expansion. The application used Full Field digital
mammography (FFDM) for performance evaluation.
Wei et al. (2018) proposed a supervised deep learning approach for automated
estimation of percentage density (PD) in digital mammography. The Deep Convolu-
tional Neural Network (DCNN) was trained to estimate a probability map of breast
density (PMD) where the PD was computed as the ratio of dense area to the breast
area. The method was successful in finding a strong correlation with DCNN estimation
and segmentation by radiologists. Kallenberg et al. (2016) proposed an unsupervised
deep learning method for density estimation and risk scoring. The proposed convo-
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lutional sparse autoencoder (CSAE) model consisted of a sparse autoencoder within
a convolutional architecture. Mohamed et al. (2018) constructed a convolutional
neural network (CNN)-based model to classify digital mammograms into BI-RADS
“scattered density” and “heterogeneously dense” categories. The approach obtained an
Az of 0.9421.
Similar to BI-RADS and Wolfe density classification schemes, a few studies
classified mammographic images into Tabar classification (He and Zwiggelaar, 2013;
He et al., 2008b, 2009, 2010a; Muhimmah et al., 2007). He et al. (2009) performed
mammographic segmentation based on spatial moments and prior information on
mammographic building blocks like nodular, linear, homogenous, and radiolucent.
It is observed that most of the breast density segmentation/estimation methods
utilized the texture features, statistical and morphological characteristics of breast
tissue. Though there are a few deep learning approaches in the literature, most of
them focus on FFDM images and classify the density into two categories, unlike the
BI-RADS four-category or MIAS triple category. Similarly, some studies show that
image enhancement approaches can improve the density estimation as it gives more
information on the underlying tissue structure. Few other methods based on LBP and
breast density modeling are explained in respective chapters 3 and 4.
2.4 Classification of Microcalcification
2.4.1 Microcalcification- BI-RADS Classification Descriptors
The presence of microcalcification clusters is considered as a primary sign in breast
cancer detection (Sakka et al., 2006). Microcalcifications are deemed to be one
of the prominent symptoms in indicating the carcinomas (Kallergi, 2004). 55% of
non-palpable cancers are diagnosed by the presence of mammographic microcalci-
fications (Gajdos et al., 2002; Hernández et al., 2016; Holland and Hendriks, 1994).
Though breast microcalcifications are common findings in mammography, the mor-
phology of individual micro-calcifications (MC), MC-cluster and distribution of mi-
crocalcifications are considered to be the most critical features noticed by radiologists
for the classification of microcalcifications as benign or malignant (Elter and Horsch,
2009; Hernández et al., 2016). The primary descriptors as per BI-RADS categories of
microcalcifications based on 5th version showed the prominence of morphology and
distribution in classifying microcalcifications (Sickles et al., 2013).
BI-RADS microcalcification distribution descriptors defined the arrangement of
calcifications inside the breast region (Hernández et al., 2016). The distribution de-
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scriptors can be diffuse distribution (scattered within the breast), regional distribution
(pattern in an extensive area of above 2cm dimension), grouped/clustered distribu-
tion (minimum of 5 calcifications in 1 cm to more calcifications within 2cm), linear
distribution (calcifications are arranged in the linear pattern) and segmental distribu-
tion (calcium deposits in the ducts and its branches). BI-RADS microcalcification
morphological descriptors explain the morphology of calcifications within the breast
tissue.
The benign calcifications can be vascular (usually calcium deposits in the walls
of mammary arteries forming a bilateral railroad shape), skin/dermal calcifications
(calcifications on the sebaceous gland), milk of calcium calcifications (small particles
of calcium oxalate deposits in saccular dilatations of TDLU), extensive linear calcifi-
cations (secretory or road like calcifications located in ducts), popcorn calcifications
(dense, thick and more massive), dystrophic calcifications (usually due to the existence
of fat), round/punctate calcifications, ring calcifications (egg shelled or radiolucent
centered) and suture calcifications (calcium deposited in suture material, with linear or
tubular calcifications with knots).
The morphological descriptors for suspicious calcifications include coarse hetero-
geneous calcifications (rough, irregular, varied and may be located in breast ducts),
amorphous calcifications (powdery, cloud or cottony pattern with less than 0.1 mm
size), fine pleomorphic calcifications (called as crushed stone with different size, shape,
and heterogeneous nature) and fine linear or branched calcifications (small-sized with
less than 0.5 mm, thin, linear and irregular edges in a discontinuous pattern. They
tend to branch in different directions forming shapes of letters like L, V, Y, X). A
detailed classification according to BI-RADS categories (5th version) is summarized
in Table 2.1.
2.4.2 Microcalcification Detection/Classification
As discussed, micro-calcifications appear to be bright spots in mammograms. Depend-
ing on the morphology and distributional pattern of micro-calcifications as discussed
(see Section 2.4.1), they can be classified as malignant or benign cases (Hernández
et al., 2016). According to the studies, the presence of microcalcification clusters
is considered to be a vital sign for the early detection of breast cancer. So, the high
correlation between microcalcification clusters and cancer shows the importance of
developing CAD systems for automatic classification of micro-calcifications (Cheng
et al., 2003; Sakka et al., 2006). MCCs are a common abnormality found in mam-
mograms and are found in 30-50% of mammograms during screening, which could
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Popcorn calcifications BI-RADS 2
Dystrophic calcifications
Round, scattered or isolated calcifications
Ring calcifications
Suture calcifications
Round grouped calcifications BI-RADS 3
Coarse, rough, heterogeneous calcifications BI-RADS 4 B
Amorphous calcifications BI-RADS 4 B
Fine pleomorphic calcifications BI-RADS 4 B
Linear or branched linear calcifications BI-RADS 4 C
Linear and new branching linear and segmental distribution calcifications BI-RADS 5
promise up to 60-80% cancer cases during histological examination (Cheng et al.,
2003; Ren, 2012; Sentelle et al., 2002). A typical CAD system includes preprocessing,
ROI extraction, detection/segmentation of microcalcifications, and classification of
microcalcifications as benign/ malignant (Ren, 2012).
Preprocessing or enhancement techniques could be used to enhance the inten-
sity/contrast, remove background noise, and sharpen the ROI edges or boundaries (Begh-
dadi and Le Negrate, 1989; Cheng et al., 2003). The image enhancement techniques
could be based on conventional methods like masking using global or fixed-sized win-
dows by amplifying the high-frequency pixels and reducing low-frequency data (Narod
et al., 2015; Papadopoulos et al., 2008; Singh and Kaur, 2017). The region-based
enhancement methods where a pixel is taken as a seed point and the region is enhanced
and grown, based on the pixels, region’s contrast and background (Mohideen and
Thangavel, 2013; Morrow et al., 1992). The feature-based enhancement methods using
fractals (Li et al., 1997; Stojić and Reljin, 2010) and wavelets (Mustra et al., 2012) for
preserving the sharpness and shape of the microcalcification spots are the typically
used enhancement approaches.
The second stage of CAD system involves the ROI extraction and classification,
which could be done to assist radiologists with suspicious regions or to classify the
abnormalities detected as benign or malignant (Cheng et al., 2003; Li et al., 1997).
The feature/primitive extraction of abnormality is a vital step in the detection and clas-
sification of abnormality into benign or malignant causes. The main features extracted
to categorize microcalcifications are based on the morphology, texture, and cluster
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features. According to the BI-RADS classification category, the abnormality type
could be benign (B), malignant (M), or Uncertain (U) (Kallergi, 2004). Kallergi (2004)
and Muttarak et al. (2009) explained a detailed classification based on morphology,
distribution and the number of MCs. The microcalcifications appear as clusters in
mammogram (Karssemeijer, 1991; Veldkamp et al., 2000). Therefore, radiologist
utilizes the characteristics cluster features of microcalcifications like morphology
of individual and cluster, location of the cluster, and distribution for reporting the
malignancy of the abnormality (Cheng et al., 2003; Elter and Horsch, 2009).
Individual microcalcification feature extraction included properties like perimeter,
compactness, area, elongation, eccentricity, contrast, orientation methods (Cheng
et al., 2003; Ciecholewski, 2017; Roty et al., 2017; Yu and Guan, 2000), grey level
features, morphological features (Betal et al., 1997; Ciecholewski, 2017; Papavasileiou
et al., 2018; Suhail et al., 2018a; Woods et al., 1993), using multiple threshold lev-
els (Dominguez and Nandi, 2007) and estimating the probability of each pixel type to
be a part of lesion using Gaussian mixture models (Singh and Bovis, 2006). Karsse-
meijer (1991) developed statistical methods and Bayesian image analysis for extracting
clustered microcalcifications from mammograms, Yu and Guan (2000) used mixed
features from wavelet features and grey level statistical features based on connec-
tivity for detection and classification, Chan et al. (1990) used the local and global
thresholding methods for detection and classification. In order to study the tissue
around the microcalcification in classifying the microcalcifications, Karahaliou et al.
(2008) extracted texture features and attained an Az of 0.98. Texture features of mi-
crocalcification tissue and surrounding tissue were investigated by researchers for
classification of microcalcification using feature extraction methods like co-occurrence
features (DaPonte and Sherman, 1991; Dhawan et al., 1996; Enderwick and Micheli-
Tzanakou, 1997; Karahaliou et al., 2008; Yu and Guan, 2000; Zyout and Abdel-Qader,
2011), grey level run length features (Kim and Park, 1999; Kramer and Aghdasi,
1999), Gabor filter bank (Bhangale et al., 2000; Farzana and Rathnakara, 2011; Ro-
gova et al., 1999), spatial grey level dependence (SGLD) matrices (Geronimo et al.,
1994; Hamdi et al., 2008; Kim and Park, 1999), DT CWT (Tirtajaya and Santika,
2010), Laws features (Dheeba and Selvi, 2011; Karahaliou et al., 2008; Laws, 1980b)
feature extractors and obtained good classification results. Similarly, morphological
shape and related properties of individual MCCs and cluster were investigated for MC
classification (Betal et al., 1997; D’Aloia et al., 2013; Soltanian-Zadeh et al., 2004)
using statistical (Soltanian-Zadeh et al., 2004), Fourier descriptors (Chitre et al., 1993;
Ma et al., 2010; Shen et al., 1993, 1994), Radon transform (Bocchi and Nori, 2007),
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wavelet features like entropy, energy (Kocur et al., 1996; Malar et al., 2012; Sakka
et al., 2006; Soltanian-Zadeh et al., 2004; Tirtajaya and Santika, 2010).
Other than the morphology of microcalcification, distribution and number of
microcalcification are vital features in classification of MCCs (Chen et al., 2015;
Cheng et al., 2003; Elter and Horsch, 2009; Feig et al., 1987; Kallergi, 2004; Ren, 2012;
Sickles, 1986; Suhail et al., 2018b). The proximity of microcalcification distribution
is an important indication of the type of abnormality of MCCs. It has been reported
that the malignant MCCs tend to be smaller in size, densely distributed occupying
more than five microcalcifications within 1cm2. In contrast, benign MCCs tend
to be larger and widely spread (<= 5 calcifications per 1 cm2) (Chen et al., 2015;
Cheng et al., 2003; Feig et al., 1987; Ren, 2012; Sickles, 1986; Strange et al., 2014;
Suhail et al., 2018b). Therefore, investigating cluster features like location of a
cluster, distribution of individual microcalcifications and cluster morphology has
been an important factor in MCCs classification. While considering the location
of microcalcification cluster, it is a well-established fact that malignant lesions are
widely seen in the upper outer quadrant of the breast (ACR, 2003a,b). Veldkamp et al.
(2000) automatically detected the microcalcifications using statistical methods based
on Bayesian and Markov random field. Later, the relative distance of cluster to pectoral
muscle and breast edge was estimated to classify the clusters and obtained an Az of
0.83 for a subset of 90 images. Similarly, Russakoff and Hasegawa (2006) investigated
the location of masses in the breast region and revealed areas of higher risk of breast
cancer, though the location of MCs were not considered. Later, Andreadis et al. (2015)
investigated the location of MC cluster to develop a probabilistic map to determine
the risk of malignancy. The main disadvantage in determining the malignancy using
cluster location is that there are limitations with the images under investigation as
it needs prerequisites like information on the location of the breast skin, pectoral
muscle and nipple. Later, Ashiru and Zwiggelaar (2016) conducted a study based
on classification using location (Andreadis et al., 2015) and topological modelling
based on Chen et al. (2015) and found topological modelling performed better than
location-based classification.
While considering the distribution of individual classification in a cluster region,
the spatial distribution through mean and standard deviations were employed along
with eccentricity and normalized central moments of the MC centroids (Alam et al.,
2018; Betal et al., 1997; Dhawan et al., 1996; Lo et al., 2003; Papadopoulos et al., 2005;
Schmidt et al., 1999; Soltanian-Zadeh et al., 2001, 2004; Suhail et al., 2018a,b; Wei
et al., 2005a). Similarly, several approaches have been developed for discriminating the
MCCs based on surrounding tissue/background tissue assuming that the abnormality
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could change tissue structure of breast (Elter and Horsch, 2009). Texture features from
surrounding tissue region of the cluster were analysed through grey-level co-occurrence
matrices (Dhawan et al., 1996; Karahaliou et al., 2007; Kramer and Aghdasi, 1999;
Pratiwi et al., 2015; Sakka et al., 2006), Haralick features (Fu et al., 2005; Geetha et al.,
2008; Lucas and Mortezaie, 2002; Thiele et al., 1996), wavelets and multiwavelet
features (Kramer and Aghdasi, 1998; Soltanian-Zadeh et al., 2004).
Similarly, topological modelling of microcalcification based on spatial distribution
was investigated (Alam et al., 2018; Bocchi et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2014, 2015;
George et al., 2018a; Rampun et al., 2018b; Strange et al., 2014; Suhail et al., 2018a,b).
Chen et al. (2014, 2015) investigated the topology and connectivity of microcalci-
fication in clusters for classifying the abnormality into benign or malignant. They
performed morphological dilation operation on microcalcifications at multiple scales
to create a subgraph based on overlapping of micro-calcifications during the dilation
process. After that, eight graph features were extracted to classify the abnormality.
Similarly Alam et al. (2018), extracted graph connectivity features at particular scales
based on the denseness of cluster at different fixed scales of graph topology. Like-
wise, Strange et al. (2014) used topological modelling and introduced mereotopological
barcode for classifying microcalcifications into benign or malignant. They performed
a morphological operation (RCC8D, 8 regions Connected Calculus) on segmented
microcalcifications at multiple scales to investigate the connectivity and developed a
barcode for classifying microcalcifications into benign or malignant. Later, Suhail
et al. (2018b) developed a topological model based on binary tree structure properties
and classified microcalcification clusters as benign or malignant based on the height of
the tree. The scope of topological models was investigated by Ashiru and Zwiggelaar
(2016) and found that topological model performed better than location-based, which
gives more closeness from a clinical perspective of evaluation.
All the above methods based on topology were performed on segmented micro-
calcifications from DDSM and MIAS datasets which helped us in providing a direct
comparison with the discussed methods. The thesis introduces a new topological model
based on the distribution of microcalcifications in an ROI called connected-chain model.
The connected chain at multiple scales is evaluated to make the method resolution-
independent. The distributional closeness of microcalcifications was estimated using
mathematical morphological operations. Similarly, we have investigated the surround-
ing tissue features based on various texture feature methods. Then connected-chain
topological model was compared to analyse the potential of topological models in the
CAD systems for micro-calcification classification.
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A wide variety of classification methods are used to classify micro-calcifications
into benign or malignant using the extracted features. A wide range of machine
learning algorithms helps the CAD systems in discriminating the malignant and benign
microcalcifications from the extracted features. The most common machine learning
algorithms used by researchers are algorithms based on Neural Networks, K-nearest
neighbour classifier, Bayesian-based classifiers, linear classifiers, fuzzy decision tree
classifiers, Binary decision tree classifiers, Support Vector Machines. Kramer and
Aghdasi (1998) used KNN classifier to distinguish the abnormality using the features
extracted through co-occurrence matrices and wavelet features. Later, a comparative
study by Kramer and Aghdasi (1999) compared the performances of KNN and Neural
Network (NN) on the texture features extracted from Nijmegen dataset and found that
NN performs better than KNN. Similarly Soltanian-Zadeh et al. (2001) used KNN to
classify a set of shape feature using Nijmegen dataset to discriminate the abnormality
and obtained an Az of 0.82. Bhangale et al. (2000) used a KNN classifier to classify
the texture features extracted from microcalcifications using Gabor filter banks.
Similar classifications were done using KNN classifier by various other studies
for microcalcification classification (Chen et al., 2015; Engan et al., 2007; Rad et al.,
1999). Yilmaz et al. (2002) proposed an approach based on Support Vector Machine
(SVM) for detection and classification of microcalcification clusters. Ren (2012) ex-
tracted cluster features to classify microcalcifications using SVM and ANN. They
introduced a method to deal with unbalanced data which is a prevalent problem in
medical image classification as the number of cases of a particular type of abnormality
will be very high compared to others. Similarly, SVM was used by various researchers
for classification of benign or malignant microcalcifications (Dheeba and Selvi, 2011;
Fu et al., 2005; Singh et al., 2006; Wei et al., 2005a,b). The next common classifier
under consideration was Bayesian classifier which was used (Karabatak, 2015; Kr-
ishnaveni et al., 2014; Patrocinio et al., 2004; Zyout et al., 2009) for investigating the
malignancy of microcalcification cluster. Bankman et al. (1994) extracted features
that represented individual microstructures using the contour map and used a neural
network for the classification.
Likewise, the classification capability of the neural network was utilized for better
classification of microcalcifications by various researchers (Chan et al., 1997; Khehra
and Pharwaha, 2016; Ren, 2012; Shachor et al., 2018) and advanced models of neural
networks were developed for better classification. Deep learning neural networks
are advancing its architecture in better classification of features, and it finds its best
application in micro-calcification classification. Samala et al. (2016) used deep learning
CNN for classifying microcalcification in tomosynthesis, Bekker et al. (2016) used a
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multi-view deep learning architecture for microcalcification classification, Wang et al.
(2016) used deep learning for discriminating both masses and microcalcifications, Cai
et al. (2018a) proposed a fully automatic microcalcification detection based on deep-
CNN.
In this thesis, we will analyze the microcalcification classification using the most
commonly used classifiers like KNN, Bayesian classifier, SVM for evaluating the
performance of the proposed microcalcification feature extraction and classification
methods. Thereby it provides a direct comparison with other topological modelling
methods in the literature. A brief description of the standard features extracted and
classifiers used for classifying the microcalcifications into benign or malignant cases
are explained in Table 5.10, which shows a comparison with the proposed methods.
Separate comparative tables are shown in the respective sections in chapter 5.
2.5 Texture
What is Texture?
Texture cannot be defined mathematically, or with a comprehensive definition, it can
be considered as a fuzzy concept as it depends on various human interpretations.
According to Tuceryan and Jain (1993), a universal definition cannot be given to
texture, but the definition depends on the area of application. Image texture is consid-
ered as a set of metrics calculated in image processing giving information about the
arrangement of colour or intensities of a selected region of the image in a space (Linda
and Shapiro, 2001). Sklansky (1978) defines the texture of a region as "A region in
an image has a constant texture if a set of local statistics or other local properties of
the picture function are constant, slowly varying, or approximately periodic." Simi-
larly, Tamura et al. (1978) define texture from an analytical viewpoint as" We may
regard texture as what constitutes a macroscopic region. Its structure is attributed
to the repetitive patterns in which elements or primitives are arranged according to
a placement rule (Rosenfeld, 1975)". According to Haralick (1979), image texture
can be considered as an organized area phenomena which on decomposing may have
two dimensions. While the first dimension describes the primitives out of which the
image is composed, the second dimension explains spatial dependence or interaction
between image primitives. It gave a structural approach to the definition of image
texture. Similarly, Tamura et al. (1978) attempted to explore statistical features to
texture attributes resulting in explaining coarseness, contrast, regularity, roughness,
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Based on spatial homogeneity, image textures can be classified as homogeneous
(texture contains uniformly repetitive structures producing idealized patterns), weakly-
homogeneous (explains local spatial variation in the spatial arrangement of texture
elements violating the precise repetitiveness as homogeneous), and in-homogeneous/
heterogeneous (the self-similarity of repetition of texture elements are absent). Figure
2.1 shows sample images of texture based on homogeneity.
Fig. 2.1 Representation of texture based on homogeneity: The first column represents
homogeneous texture, second column represents weakly-homogeneous texture and
third column represents in-homogeneous texture images.
Texture analysis can be explained as the process of extracting meaningful informa-
tion or details from the surface of an object or structure/patterns appearing in an image
or video, where the object could be representing a small region or whole image.
2.6 Texture Analysis Techniques
The image processing procedure is divided into different stages. Noisy image re-
gions are pre-processed, followed by feature extraction where texture patterns are
extracted/segmented for classification. The efficiency of the texture analysis process
can be calculated by the accuracy of classifying patterns or identifying objects based on
extracted features. So, developing an effective feature extraction algorithm or a robust
classifier can provide high-quality features and improve accuracy, respectively. Feature
extraction techniques can vary depending on the application and the spatial relationship
between the arrangement of pixels in an image region is observed (Tuceryan and Jain,
1993). Some of the feature extraction methods can include spatial features, transform
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features, edges and boundaries, shape features, moments and texture features. Though
there is great diversity in texture feature extraction techniques, we focus on the most
widely used techniques of texture analysis in this section classifying them into four
categories:
• Statistical methods: Statistical methods explain the distribution and relationship
between grey-level pixel values.
• Structural methods: Structural methods explain texture features based on texture
elements called texels/primitives and the placement rules of elements.
• Signal processing/filtering based approaches: Methods based on applying a
group of filters to images in the frequency or spatial domain.
• Model-based techniques: Approaches define texture as a probabilistic model.
2.6.1 Statistical Methods
Statistical-based techniques explain the texture using properties governing the distribu-
tion and relationship between grey-level pixel values in the image region. According
to Haralick (1979), an image texture is considered non-figurative and cellular. The
texture is composed of two dimensions on decomposing, where the first dimension
describes the primitives, which make the image texture while the second dimension
represents the spatial representation of primitives. Depending on the number of image
pixels defining the local feature, the approaches can be further classified into first-order
(single-pixel), second-order (two pixels under consideration) or higher-order (more
than three pixels) statistics (Ojala and Pietikäinen, 2004). While first-order approaches
calculate texture properties like average and variance of pixels, higher-order calculates
features between multiple pixels in a specific location relative to each other. A com-
monly used statistical description of texture is the intensity histogram estimation which
is the first-order statistical analysis of the image. The most common texture features
extracted from intensity histogram are mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis, energy and
entropy, which provide the grey-level information of pixels in the image. However,
the histogram of intensity levels of an image gives only a summary of the statistical
information about an image or fragment of the image. The histogram shape can reveal
many features, e.g. a narrowly distributed histogram represents the low-contrast of
image. Though the histograms calculate the statistical properties of individual pixels,
it cannot provide any details about the relative position of pixels to each other or
fragments in an image.
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Haralick et al. (1973) proposed a second-order statistical feature extraction method
using co-occurrence matrix where the spatial relationship of grey-levels between a
pair of pixels are analyzed at a particular distance or angular spatial distance. They
were able to extract potential texture features for texture classification, especially in
bio-medical images (Lerski et al., 1993; Pratiwi et al., 2015). A wide range of texture
features can be extracted from this grey-level matrix to measure texture properties
within the image region, such as homogeneity, contrast and correlation which made
it famous and widely used texture extraction approach. A wide range of models
based on the grey-level co-occurrence matrix was developed in the literature to extract
the two-dimensional spatial relationship between pixels in an image. Lam (1996)
developed grey-level gradient co-occurrence matrix (GLGCM) to capture the second-
order statistics of grey level gradients between pixels. Similarly, other variants like grey
level difference matrix (GLDM) estimated the absolute difference between grey levels
at a predefined distance. GLDM can extract features similar to GLCM like contrast,
angular second moment, entropy, mean and inverse difference (Weszka et al., 1976).
Galloway (1974) proposed a new variant grey-level run-length matrix (GLRLM),
where the number of grey level runs of specific length is computed. The grey level run
represents the linearly adjacent pixels with the same pixel value and length denotes
the number of pixels in a run. In order to evaluate the spatial distribution of pixels
estimating the probability density function (PDF, estimate the grey level values of two
pixels at a predefined distance and direction), Spatial Grey Level Dependency (SGLD)
matrices were developed (Clausi, 2002; Galloway, 1974; Weszka et al., 1976).
A detailed description of statistical texture features will be explained in Section 2.8
2.6.2 Structural Methods
A common structural approach of texture analysis is fractal analysis (Kaplan, 1999;
Wohlberg and De Jager, 1999; Xia et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2006). A fractal is a
structure where similar patterns appear recursively at progressively smaller scales
and maintain its shape at all scales (e.g. snowflakes). The most common method for
calculating the fractal dimension is the box-counting method (Li et al., 2009; Sarkar
and Chaudhuri, 1994). The basic approach of box-counting is, for an object E in an
image, the image is covered by boxes and the number of boxes occupied by object E
is counted. Lu and Fu (1978) developed a syntactic structural method for extracting
and discriminating textures. The texture pattern is divided into fixed-size windows.
The windows belonging to same pattern units are characterized by a tree grammar
which is later used to synthesize and discriminate the textures. Similarly, Ahuja
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(1982) developed a model to define the neighbourhood of a point known as Voronoi
tessellation. The Voronoi polygons assumed to have appealing characteristics as
expected from the neighbourhood of a point. The geometrical features of the Voronoi
neighbourhoods are used as characteristic features in dot pattern processing which on
analysis incorporates joint properties of neighbour points. Later, Tuceryan and Jain
(1990) introduced a texture analysis based on Voronoi tessellation. They defined texture
in terms of primitives called tokens. The algorithm created a Voronoi tessellation of
the tokens to define the textured image. Then it computes feature vector for each of
the Voronoi polygons to identify the interior and border regions of textures.
The main drawback of the structural approach is determining how to define texels
that represent texture structures, especially when image structure does not follow a
particular structure or pattern. So these approaches are better suited for a significant
pattern (macro-structures) than micro-structure texture images.
2.6.3 Signal Processing/Filtering Based Techniques
The signal processing techniques apply a range of filters to an image, and the filter
responses are analyzed for determination and classification of the texture of the image.
The most common and direct approach for extracting texture features in this technique
is applying any spatial domain filters such as Robert’s masks, Laplacian masks or
Law’s filters to images (Canny, 1986; Laws, 1980a; Roberts, 1963). The spatial
filters give strong responses to edge related features as the density of edges per unit
area can characterize the fineness of textures. Law’s mask also called as energy
filters, was introduced by Laws (1979, 1980a) and it filters images with specific one-
dimensional mask convolved with images to give strong responses to flats, edges,
spots and ripples. Tuceryan (1994) used the spatial moments from spatial filters (Laws,
1980a) to generate moment-based features (moments from small windows of the
image are used) for texture segmentation. In order to learn the effect of illumination
and geometrical changes occurring in image texture, studies were performed where
a set of filter banks were applied to the image in a spatial domain. The bank of
filters has a set of spatial-frequency selective and orientation-selective linear filters
to capture texture features at different scales. For example, Leung and Malik (2001)
used 48 filters (two Gaussian derivatives at six orientation and three scales, eight LoG
filters, and four Gaussian filters) and the responses of filters are gathered to form
data vectors. These data vectors are then clustered using k-means algorithm to select
images with same texture classes to form a row of output data called textons. Finally,
each image is represented as a histogram of textons. Similarly, Varma and Zisserman
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(2005) used a method called Maximum Response (MR) and used only 36 filters
(two Gaussian derivatives at six orientations and three scales) and selected only the
maximum responses from each scale (i.e. six responses) which reduced the memory
requirement and offered better performance. However, Varma and Zisserman (2009)
showed that filters could remove some relevant texture information and suggested that
the local patches from an original image could give better performance.
The basic frequency domain filter involves applying Fourier transforms to the
image for texture analysis. Fourier transforms are widely used for texture extraction
due to its robustness to additive noises in images. Discrete Fourier Transforms (DFT)
is usually used for image processing (Brigham and Yuen, 1978). DFT is a sampled
Fourier Transform and therefore does not contain all frequencies forming an image,
but instead a set of samples which is large enough to describe the spatial domain
image completely. The number of frequencies corresponds to the number of pixels
in the spatial domain image, i.e. the image in the spatial and Fourier domain are of
the same size. As Fourier transforms are applied to whole images, it fails to extract
local texture information leading to the necessity of spatial filters (Bovik et al., 1990).
These filters will be computed based on local windowed size rather than a whole
image, giving combined feature information of spatial/frequency properties of texture.
The most common joint spatial/frequency filters are windowed Fourier filters (Short
Term Fourier Transform, STFT) (Azencott et al., 1997) and multi-channel Gabor
filters (Bovik et al., 1990; Haley and Manjunath, 1999).
Besides, wavelet transforms are one of the most common methods of texture
analysis (Mallat, 1987), which can be utilized for characterizing texture properties
at multiple scales (Rioul and Vetterli, 1991; Unser, 1995). The main advantage of
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) over Fourier transform is its ability to extract
frequency and location information. Chang and Kuo (1993) developed a tree-structured
wavelet transform instead of a typical pyramid structure to analyze the components
located in the middle frequency channels. Similarly, a wide range of wavelet trans-
forms was developed for various purposes like extracting rotation-invariant features
using a Radon transform (Jafari-Khouzani and Soltanian-Zadeh, 2005), Gabor trans-
form (Arivazhagan et al., 2006), linear regression model (Wang and Yong, 2008) for
texture analysis.
2.6.4 Model Based Methods
Model-based texture analysis methods try to construct an image model which will be
able to describe the texture and also synthesize textures as the image model parameters
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capture essential texture qualities (Tuceryan and Jain, 1993). Primarily, most of the
model-based approaches aim to interpret an image texture by using a generative,
stochastic or fractal model to generate texture patterns (Materka et al., 1998). However,
the computational complexity due to stochastic modelling parameters is a primary
problem. Though fractal models are found to be useful in natural texture modelling and
discrimination, they fail to find a suitable position in describing local image structures
due to the inability of orientation selectivity (Chaudhuri and Sarkar, 1995; Materka
et al., 1998; Pentland, 1984). The most well-known model approaches include the
Random Field(RF) models like Markov Random Fields (MRF) (Cohen et al., 1991;
Yousefi and Kehtarnavaz, 2011), Gibbs Random Field (GRF) models (Derin and
Cole, 1986; Geman and Geman, 1984). MRF models can capture and extract spatial
contextual information from an image as it assumes that the intensity of each pixel
depends only on the intensities of neighbouring pixels.
The critical issue with model-based texture analysis approaches is the difficulty in
determining how to chose the correct model for a specific texture image and how to
map texture with the selected probability model (Zhang and Tan, 2002). Since these
models require many parameters to be determined, which is not insignificant with
large neighbourhood size, makes it less popular among texture analysis methods.
2.7 Uses of Texture Analysis
Texture analysis can be used for many applications in image processing and computer
vision. The different purpose/problem domains are:- a) texture classification, b) texture
segmentation, c) texture synthesis and d) texture shape analysis (Hau, 2015; Ojala
et al., 1996; Zhou, 2006).
2.7.1 Texture Classification
Texture classification involves grouping the feature samples into different classes,
where the samples in a class share some standard features, while each class differs on
some features. No matter how good the feature extraction algorithm is in extracting
features, the discrimination of texture regions depends also on an appropriate classifi-
cation algorithm. Due to the complexity of feature space, the complete classification
between classes is impossible, so classification depends on determining the probability
for each class.
Texture classification can be performed in two stages: the learning phase and the
recognition/discrimination phase. The texture contents extracted through texture de-
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scriptors are learned through specific texture properties of image regions like similarity,
fineness, homogeneity, and contrast. Once the model has been built with respective tex-
ture classes from the learning phase, it can be used to classify the (previously unseen)
testing data, which should have the same properties as the training data. Subsequently,
each unknown sample is compared with the training sample for the best similarity
match using some classification algorithm (Ojala et al., 1996, 2000).
In general, for a classification process, selecting a portion of data from the feature
set for testing and using the rest for training the classifier is known as cross-validation.
This helps in ensuring the fidelity and non-randomness of reported classification
outcome when a distinct sample is inspected. The major cross-validation approaches
are hold-out method (feature data set is divided into two disjoint groups as training
and testing set) and bootstrap method. The K-fold cross-validation method splits
data into K-subsets where one of the folds is chosen for testing and rest for training.
The extreme case of K-fold is considered to be the leave-one-out approach where the
number of folds, K is equal to the data set length, N. The bootstrap method, unlike
the hold-out method, randomly generates sample sets of size, N by sampling with
replacement. So, if a data sample is chosen for training or testing, it cannot be drawn
again.
2.7.2 Texture Segmentation
Image segmentation is the stage of texture analysis, where the group of pixels/region in
image sharing similar texture characteristics like contrast, homogeneity, and fineness
are estimated and grouped. The challenging aspect of segmentation is the effect by
noise on texture features making it difficult to differentiate texture patterns. The main
approaches to texture segmentation are:-
• Region-based approach: The method groups pixels in an image into homoge-
neous regions. The major region based categories are Region-growing, Split and
merge, Watershed transform, etc.
• Contour-based methods: They focus on the detection of edges based on grey
levels, colour, and texture for separating distinct regions. A few of them are
Roberts edge detection, Sobel edge detection, Prewitt edge detection, Kirsch
Edge detection, Robinson edge detection, and Canny edge detection.
• Clustering-based approaches: The pixels having same/similar properties are
clustered into a group for segmentation. The most common approaches are
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K-means clustering methods and Fuzzy C-means (FCM) methods, Mean shift
(a non-parametric feature-space analysis technique for locating the maxima of
a density function), Expectation maximization clustering, Hierarchical clus-
tering (Jain et al., 1999) (creates a hierarchical tree of similarities between
the vectors, called a dendrogram), Self-Organizing Map (SOM) (used to map
a multi-dimensional dataset onto a (typically) two-dimensional surface), and
Graph-theoretic approach.
• Thresholding methods: The most common, but faster and inexpensive way
of segmentation, where a piece of global information about the image region,
like histogram, is used to separate the regions. The main challenge with this
technique is the proper decision of the threshold value and the ambiguity posed
by different objects with a similar colour.
• Energy function-based methods: The most common methods in this approach
are active contour/deformable models and Markov Random Field (MRF).
The image segmentation methods separate the whole image into subsections called
regions thereby reducing the effects of additive noise caused by artefacts (Ali et al.,
2019). Image segmentation plays a vital role in breast applications like localising
suspicious regions, providing quantitative assessment and monitoring the progression
of breast diseases as well as to analyse the anatomical structures (Saidin et al., 2012).
Es-salhi et al. (2017) discussed a wide variety of mammogram image segmentation
methods used in literature.
2.7.3 Texture Synthesis
Texture synthesis is the process of developing more substantial digital data from a
small digital texture sample using the characteristics of the initial sample. It is a widely
used technique in computer vision and image/video post-processing stages. The most
common application is filling-up the holes in images as in inpainting or constructing
large non-repetitive background images. The most common techniques used for texture
synthesis are tiling (where multiple copies of the initial image are copied as tile, side
by side), stochastic texture synthesis (it randomly chooses colour values of pixels
based on parameters like minimum brightness, and average colour. It works better
with stochastic texture images than with structure images), Chaos mosaic (developed
by Microsoft group for internet graphics. It uses tiling method, and then random size
patches of sample image are copied to output image followed by a filtering process
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on the final image to smoothen the edges), Pixel-based texture synthesis (it copies
pixels similar to the local neighbourhood to form a synthetic texture. The most typical
methods used are Markov fields, non-parametric sampling, and tree-structured vector
quantization), patch-based texture synthesis (generates a new texture image by copying
and stitching together textures at various offsets using some clone tool. Image quilting
and graph-cut are the most common approaches), Deep Learning and Neural Network
approach (they are considered to be the fast and data-driven parametric approach).
Texture synthesis finds wide application in mammogram image processing. Devel-
oping synthetic images under controlled environment can help in developing better
image quality and assessment. Bakic et al. (2002a) have developed a breast tissue
pattern by simulating adipose tissue compartments. Later, Bakic et al. (2002a) devel-
oped a 3D model, based upon simulation of breast tissue structure and mammographic
imaging process. Similarly, Bochud et al. (1999) developed a method called "clustered
lumpy background" to generate synthetic medical texture images based on lumpy
background and found that the first and second-order statistical features are similar
with original and synthetic images. Different models were developed in literature
to study and compare the inner tissue structure (Rose and Taylor, 2003), tumour
pattern (Castella, 2009), abnormality, etc. in mammogram images.
2.7.4 Shape Analysis
Shape features are one among the fundamental characteristic texture properties. They
helped in synthesizing the texture to develop 3D models and patterns. There are many
cues in image texture that allow the viewer to infer the 3D shapes and surface of
objects, like variations in shading, boundaries, and edges. The relationship between
surface shape and variations in texture properties was studied by Gibson (1950). So,
analyzing the surface geometry of an object from an image and inferring the 3D model
of an object in space is vital in CAD applications. Similarly, Blostein and Ahuja
(1989) used scaling effect to infer the surface information from images. The surface
element extraction was performed in various scales by filtering the image with a filter
at different scales, and the best surface fit was selected to define the size of the object.
As a result, blob-like texture elements were extracted from different scales.
In medical imaging, especially in mammographic images, the shape estimation
helps in better understanding of the nature of abnormalities, as malignant tumours may
show distinctive shape and pattern when compared to benign cases. Additionally, it
helps in simulating the 3D patterns of breast tissue and arriving at more inferences on
the underlying tissue patterns and abnormalities.
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2.8 Texture Feature Descriptors
Texture can be considered as an image property that explains the surface and structure
of an image. So, texture feature descriptors can provide information like smoothness,
coarseness, and regularity, which in turn can quantify the texture content of the object
and optimize the appearance, shape, colour and size. This section will review a few
texture descriptors and features commonly used in CAD systems, especially in this
research work on mammogram images for texture analysis and classification.
2.8.1 First Order Feature Descriptors
Statistical features analyze the spatial distribution of grey level values at each point in
the image by computing the local features at that point. Depending on the number of
pixels defining the local texture feature, they can be first-order (one pixel), second-order
(considering two pixels) or higher order. First-order statistics such as mean, standard
deviation and higher-order moments of the histogram are concern with properties of
pixels ignoring the spatial interaction between pixels. The most common method is
the use of histogram for representing the grey-level distribution in image pixels.
Let random variable I represents the gray levels of image region. The first-order
histogram P(I) is defined as
P(I) =
number of pixels with gray level (I)
total number of pixels in the region
(2.1)
Based on the definition of P(I), the Mean m1 and Central Moments µk of I are
given by













(I −m1)k P(I),k = 2,3,4 (2.3)
where Ng is the number of possible gray levels (Hlaing, 2015; Kumar and Gupta,
2012). Commonly used central moments are Variance, Skewness and Kurtosis are
given by µ2, µ3, and µ4, respectively. The Variance is a measure of the histogram
width that measures the deviation of grey levels from Mean. Standard deviation is
µ1/2 and is used to compute the dispersion of image data (pixel intensities). Skewness
is the measure of the degree of histogram asymmetry around the Mean, and Kurtosis
is a measure of the histogram sharpness (Hlaing, 2015).
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2.8.2 Second-Order Feature Descriptors/GLCM Features
While first-order statistical features extract features based on individual pixels, the
second-order statistical features compute the properties of two pixels according to
their relative positions considering the neighbourhood relationship. Spatial grey level
co-occurrence models are the most famous descriptor models that estimate the spatial
image properties related to second-order statistics. Haralick (1979) developed one of
the most popular second-order statistical texture feature descriptors using the grey-
level co-occurrence matrices (GLCM). This method emphasizes the joint probability
distribution of pairs of pixels. GLCM shows how often each grey level value occurs at
a pixel located at a fixed geometric position relative to each other pixel, as a function of
the grey level (Srinivasan and Shobha, 2008). GLCM represents how the pixel value, i
of a reference pixel occurs in a spatial relationship to a neighbouring pixel with pixel
value j. So, each element (i, j) of the matrix cell represents the number of occurrences
of the pair of a pixel with pixel values i and j which are at a relative distance, d and
orientation (θ = 0,45,90,135) from each other as shown in Figure 2.2.
Fig. 2.2 An illustration of GLCM distance (d) and orientation (θ ), for extracting
GLCM texture features
Computing GLCM features (known famously as Haralick features) involves con-
structing the GLCM and calculating features from the GLCM. Constructing GLCM
involves creating a matrix based on the grey level values of the input image and con-
structing a grey level co-occurrence matrix using distance and orientation as shown in
Figure 2.3.
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Fig. 2.3 Estimating GLCM matrix for distance (d=1) and orientation (θ = 0◦,45◦)
After the construction of GLCM matrices, the Haralick texture features (Haralick
et al., 1973) are computed as follows:-
• Notation:
where p(i, j) : (i, j)th entry in a normalized grey-tone spatial-dependence
matrix, = P(i, j)/R, (R is a normalizing constant).
px(i) : (i)th entry in the marginal-probability matrix obtained by summing the
rows of p(i, j), = ∑
Ng
j=1 P(i, j).
Ng : Number of distinct gray levels in the quantized image.

























p(i, j), k = 0,1, · · · ,Ng −1
• Energy: Energy, also called Angular Second Moment and Uniformity is a
measure of textural Uniformity of an image. A homogeneous image contains a
minimal number of grey tone transitions which result in fewer entries of larger






• Contrast: it is the estimation of the number of local variations present in an
image.

















where n = |i− j| and Ng is the number of grey levels in the image
• Correlation: It measures the linear dependency of grey levels of neighbouring
pixels.
Correlation =
∑i ∑ j(i j)P(i, j)−µxµy
σxσy
(2.6)
where µx, µy, σx, σy are the means and std.deviations of Px and Py, the partial












• Sum of Squares/Variance: Variance is a measure of dispersion of data values






• Inverse Difference Moment: It measures the local homogeneity of image by
measuring the closeness measure for the GLCM elements with GLCM diagonals.
IDM achieves its largest value when most of the occurrences in GLCM are
















where x and y are the coordinates (row and column) of an entry in the co-
occurrence matrix, and px,y(i) is the probability of co-occurrence matrix coordi-






(i− f8)2 px+y(i) (2.12)
• Sum Entropy :














p(i, j) log(p(i, j)) (2.14)
• Difference variance: It is variance of Px−y















• Maximum Correlation Coefficient: It is the square root of the second largest
Eigen value of Q, Where
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• Info. Measure of Correlation1:




• Info. Measure of Correlation 2:


























Tamura et al. (1978) developed a set of six features based on psychophysical studies
of characterizing elements that are perceived in textures by humans. For an image I
with width W, height H, and the pixel at location x and y as I(x,y), they defined the
features as (Humeau-Heurtier, 2019):
• Contrast: It measures the variation of grey levels q: q = 0,1, ...qmax within the
image region g and to what extent their distribution is biased to black or white.
The second-order (the variance σ2) and normalised fourth-order central moments


















and m is the mean grey level, i.e. the first order moment of the grey level
probability distribution.
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• Directionality: It takes the details of edge strength and the directional angle.
They are calculated using pixel-wise derivatives according to Prewitt’s edge
detector.
• Coarseness: It measures the scale of a texture. For a window size, a texture
















in the horizontal or vertical direction, k ∈ [1,L] where 2L ≤ min(W,H).Ek,h(x,y)
and Ek,v(x,y) are computed from Ak(x,y) which is the average at each pixel

















• Linelikeness: It is defined as the average coincidence of edge directions that
co-occur at pixels separated by distance ’d’ along the direction α .
• Regularity: It is defined as the
Regularity = 1− r
(
σ coarseness +σcontrast +σ directionality +σlinelikeness
)
(2.28)
where r is the normalizing factor and σ , the standard deviation of the feature in
each sub-image of the texture.
• Roughness: It is the sum of the coarseness and contrast measures.Roughness is
related to the standard deviation of the normalized grey levels.
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2.8.4 Local Binary Pattern Methods
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) is a non-parametric texture descriptor whose aim is
to efficiently summarize the local structures of images developed by Ojala et al.
(1996). It is computationally simple and is invariant to monotonic grey scale changes
and is convenient for multi-scale feature extraction. LBP operator describes the
neighbourhood pixels of a central pixel by generating a bit-code depending on the
central pixel value. Later, a decimal value is computed out of the bit code for each
central pixel. The histogram is calculated to extract the features from the LBP pattern
image. The detailed description of LBP and its variants for breast density estimation is
explained in Chapter 3.
2.8.5 Local Directional Pattern
Jabid et al. (2010) developed a local directional feature descriptor for facial feature
recognition. The Local Directional Pattern (LDP) feature is obtained by computing
the edge response value of each pixel in eight different directions. Thereafter a code is
generated from the relative strength magnitude for each pixel. The detailed explanation
of the LDP feature detector will be covered in Chapter 3.
2.9 Datasets
Access to medical data is not an easy task due to ethical issues relating to information
about the patient, security and privacy. The use of a standard database assists in
standardizing the evaluation comparison of various CAD systems and algorithms. The
datasets used in the thesis are the Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS) and
the Digital Database for Screening Mammography (DDSM).
2.9.1 MIAS
The Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS) is an organisation of UK research
groups interested in the understanding of mammograms and has generated a database
of digital mammograms. The X-ray films were taken from the UK National Breast
Screening Programme. The images have been digitised to 50-micron pixel edge with a
Joyce-Loebl scanning microdensitometer, representing each pixel with an 8-bit word.
The database contains 322 digitised films including 208 normal, 63 benign and 51
malignant mammograms. It also includes radiologist’s ground truth markings on the
locations and type of any abnormalities that may be present along with the details
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on tissue density type (fatty, fatty-glandular or dense-glandular). The database is
also available as mini-MIAS, which has been reduced to a 200-micron pixel edge,
and padded/clipped making all images of size 1024x1024 (it should be noted that
mini-MIAS has not been used in this thesis). Details on the MIAS database can
be found in (Davies, 1993). The dataset includes details about the character about
background tissue (fatty, fatty-glandular, dense glandular), class of abnormality present
(CALC-Calcification, CIRC-well-defined/circumscribed masses, SPIC-Spiculated
masses, MISC-ill-defined masses, ARCH-architectural distortion, ASYM-asymmetry,
NORM-normal), the severity of abnormality (benign/malignant), image-coordinates
of abnormality, the approximate radius of a circle enclosing the abnormality.
In the thesis, the tissue density type, BI-RADS density class information, and
the microcalcification class type from MIAS have been utilised for evaluating the
performance of the proposed algorithms. Each mammogram is annotated into three
distinct groups as either Fatty (F), Fatty-Glandular(G) or Dense-Glandular (D) based
on the tissue pattern. We perform classification on 321 images (it should be noted that
a single image could not be included as it had been corrupted and the downloaded
database only contained 321 images) with 106 fatty cases, 104 fatty-glandular and 111
dense-glandular cases. We classify the mammograms into three categories- Fatty (F),
Glandular (G) and Dense (D) based on the tissue structure. More details on how the
images are used will be explained in respective chapters/sections.
2.9.2 DDSM
Digital Database for Screening Mammography (DDSM) is a publically available mam-
mographic database used by many researcher communities (Heath et al., 2000). The
database and its details are provided at http://www.eng.usf.edu/cvprg/Mammography/
Database.html. It was developed as a part of collaborative work between Massachusetts
General Hospital, Sandia National Laboratories and the University of South Florida
Computer Science and Engineering Department. The dataset contains approximately
2,500 studies where each study includes two images of each breast along with a bit
of patient information (like age, and ACR density rating) and image information
(like scanner used, and spatial resolution). A pixel-level ’ground truth’ informa-
tion about the location and type of suspicious regions in the images are provided
with the images. For each woman, four mammograms were taken, including both
MLO and CC views of each breast. The scanners used for mammogram digiti-
sation included DBA M2100 ImageClear (42 microns per pixel, 16 bits), Howtek
960 (43.5 microns per pixel, 12 bits), Lumisys 200 Laser (50 microns per pixel,
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12 bits), and Howtek Multi- Rad850 (43.5 microns per pixel, 12 bits). Each mam-
mogram included patient information, breast density rating (four BIRADS density
categories), and subtlety rating for abnormalities. A detailed description of the scanner,
cases, volumes, software to access the mammogram and truth images are provided in
’http://www.eng.usf.edu/cvprg/Mammography/Database.html’ (Rose et al., 2006).
In the thesis, we have used the BIRADS density information for a set of mam-
mograms are used for breast density estimation and microcalcification classification.
Detailed information on images will be described in respective chapters.
2.9.3 OPTIMAM
The Optimam Mammography Image Database (OMI-DB) has been developed to
support researchers involving medical imaging. The database is under an ongoing
project at the Medical Physics Department of the Royal Surrey County Hospital,
which includes NHS Breast Screening Programme (NHSBSP) images from differ-
ent screening centres across the United Kingdom with an aim to develop a large
repository of breast images for research purposes. The database contains 2D and 3D
processed and unprocessed set of breast images, associated annotations which describe
features of abnormalities such as microcalcification, mass, architectural distortions.
The images were categorized by radiologists into three clinical categories: normal,
benign, and malignant cases. These mammograms were acquired using a Hologic
Selenia mammography unit, with a resolution of 70 microns per pixel and a depth




The chapter provided an idea about the need for CAD systems and their support
for radiologists. Besides, a detailed study of breast density and microcalcification
classification was done. Moreover, a brief introduction to texture, its definition and
application in computer vision and image processing were provided. Besides, vari-
ous uses of texture analysis techniques along with the most commonly used feature
descriptors are explained in detail as they will be used in the following chapters for




Breast Density Classification using
LBP variants
Following the previous chapter on texture analysis, in this chapter, we discuss the
nature of local features for texture extraction. The focus of the discussion is to address
the following aspects: utilizing Local Binary Patterns (LBP) and its variants for feature
extraction and density classification of mammogram images; what are the effects of
adding intensity attributes to texture features for mammogram density classification.
Towards the end of chapter, a new LBP variant, named Mean-Elliptical Local Binary
Pattern (M-ELBP), which incorporates the intensity features along with the texture is
introduced. In addition, the effect of Region of Interest (ROI) size and location, the
effect of descriptor size, and comparison between ROI and whole breast for density
classification are explored in this chapter.
3.1 Background Work
Texture can be considered as the repetition of sub-patterns/local patterns or microstruc-
ture with a number of local properties generating a global structure/pattern as shown
in Figure 3.1. However, this property makes texture not defined at a single point in an
image as it is considered to be repeating patterns of local variations in an image.
A common problem with texture patterns is that they are not uniform due to the
illumination, scale, and variation in orientation. Ojala et al. (1996) found LBP to be
robust to monotonic gray-scale changes and is considered as a potentially powerful
gray-scale invariant texture descriptor.
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Fig. 3.1 Representation of texture for an imahe region, (the image was taken from
http://www.cyto.purdue.edu/cdroms/micro2/content /education/wirth06.pdf).
3.2 Local Binary Patterns and its Applications
Due to its simplicity and efficiency in local feature extraction, the LBP was considered
as one of the best methods for local feature extraction. It can be considered as a
unifying approach of statistical and structural feature extraction with low computa-
tional complexity. The possibilities of expanding and modifying the algorithm, like
the neighborhood topology size and multiscale feature extraction paved a way for
developing different variants of LBP for numerous applications. In particular for
texture classification (Cheung and Deng, 2014), face recognition (Lu et al., 2018;
Xiaohua et al., 2017), fingerprint processing (Al-Nima et al., 2017; Zaghetto et al.,
2017) to medical image analysis (Abbasi and Tajeripour, 2017; Babaie et al., 2017).
LBP in Medical Image Processing
Nanni et al. (2010) conducted experiments on biomedical images for different appli-
cations based on morphological variants of LBP. The experiments showed that the
elongated quinary patterns (EQP) based on an elliptic neighbourhood with five scale
for encoding the local grey-scale difference performed better for extracting texture
features. Nanni et al. (2010) also used an Elongated Ternary Pattern (ELTP) feature
extractor and produced a reliable system for classifying pain states. Oppedal et al.
(2015), used LBP features for classifying dementia from different regions of magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) images. Unay et al. (2007), showed that LBP is invariant
to some of the MRI artefacts. Mukundan (2018) used LBP for Human Epidermal
Growth factor Receptor 2 (HER2) protein scoring for breast cancer histology slides.
Similarly, image retrieval methods played an important role in medical applications.
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LBP and its variants have found a prominent role in texture feature extraction in
image retrieval. Xu and Zhang (2009) developed LBP with Image Euclidean Distance
(IMED) for feature extraction and compared it with other variants like Improved Local
Binary Pattern (ILBP), Extended Local Binary Pattern (ELBP), Local Gabor Binary
Pattern (LGBP) for image retrieval with an accuracy of 92.5% for IMED. Ko et al.
(2011) used random forests with proposed local wavelet-based local binary pattern
(LBP) to classify x-ray images. Wan et al. (2017) used integrated LBP features for
classifying breast tissue by optical coherence microscopy (OCM) images.
Some of the other applications using LBP and its variants are described in Table 3.1
to show the potential of LBP texture descriptor in feature extraction.
3.3 Local Binary Pattern
LBP, first introduced by Ojala et al. (1996), had low computational complexity and low
sensitivity to illumination changes. Ojala et al. (1996) introduced an LBP operator
based on the assumption that the texture of an image region has two aspects, the
pattern, and its strength. In its simplest form, LBP considers the 3×3 surrounding
of a pixel (forming a circle of radius R=1). The central pixel is compared with each
neighboring pixel (i = 8) to generate a binary pattern. The pixels are followed along a
circle, i.e. clockwise or counterclockwise direction. If the central pixel, gc is greater
than the neighbouring pixel (Pi) under consideration (x = Pi−gc), a binary ’0’ is given
to neighbouring pixel else a binary ’1’ is assigned. This gives an 8-digit binary number
to the central pixel. Later the binary pattern is converted to a decimal number for
convenience. The histogram is computed over the cell to estimate the frequency of
each number occurring. The histogram can be seen as a 256-dimensional feature vector
for an 8-bit pattern (28 = 256). The histograms are concatenated for all cells to give
the feature vector for the whole image. A pictorial representation of LBP estimation is
shown in Figure 3.2.
A detailed calculation of an LBP pattern is provided through equations 3.1 - 3.4.
C =
70 80 10520 100 110
20 10 100
 (3.1)
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Fig. 3.2 Representation of LBP calculation for a pixel (the image taken from Lindahl
(2007)).
C is a 3×3 grey scale block from an image with the central pixel at location (i, j),
then the LBP code after applying the comparison is determined by s, where
s(x) =
1, for x ≥ 0.0, for x < 0. (3.2)


















A sample of LBP estimation for a pixel is shown in Figure 3.2 followed by histogram
computation for each cell in the image and histogram concatenation for the whole
image is shown in Figure 3.3.
3.3.1 LBP Variants
A wide variety of LBP variants were developed by researchers by updating certain
parameters like the neighbourhood topology, pre-processing methods before LBP
calculation, thresholding and encoding variations, multiscale analysis and feature
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Fig. 3.3 LBP histogram estimation.
Fig. 3.4 LBP eight pixel neighbourhood. Square window (left) vs circular (right)
neighbourhood.
estimation,and handling rotations. The following Section discuss LBP variants related
to the current work:-
Circular LBP
This is the classical LBP in which the neighborhood for each central pixel is selected
as eight neighbors in a local window. It is clear that the four neighbors (at the corners)
are at a distance of
√
2 compared to the other pixels which have a unity distance to
the central pixel. To avoid this problem, a circular neighborhood was introduced as
shown in Figure 3.4 maintaining each neighbor pixel at equal distance from the central
pixel (Ojala et al., 2002). In practice, the neighboring pixels are sampled on a circle,
such that the grey values of the neighborhood which are not exactly in the center of
pixels are estimated by interpolation. So LBPs can be defined as a circular symmetric
neighborhood with R radius distance and P neighboring pixels. For a central pixel gc,
the neighboring pixels gp can be calculated using equation 3.5
(−Rsin(2π p/P) and (−Rcos(2π p/P) (3.5)
where p = 1,2, ...P
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Despite the advantages, the classic LBP have significant disadvantages (Liu et al.,
2017) like
• Generating long histograms, even for small neighborhoods leading to larger
storage requirements.
• Inability to detect large-scale textural structures though it was excellent in
capturing the local structures.
• Highly sensitive to image rotation.
• Highly sensitive to noise. Due to the strict classification of the threshold, even
the noise value are considered as contrast.
• High chance of losing local textural information due to the use of hard, fixed,
and coarse quantization methods.
To overcome the problems of basic LBP descriptor, Ojala et al. (2002) observed
that certain LBP patterns represent the fundamental texture microstructures, and named
these as uniform patterns. The rotation invariant and uniform LBPs not only reduced
the feature length of traditional LBP but also worked better on rotated texture data.
1. Uniform LBP:
Certain binary patterns are prominent and appear more frequently (called uni-
form patterns) in an image compared to other patterns. These uniform patterns
were retained leading to uniform LBP (LBPu2r,p). In general, the uniformity mea-
sures and counts the number of 0/1 or 1/0 transitions between successive bits in





∣∣s(gmod(i,p)−gc)− s(gi−1 −gc)∣∣ (3.6)
If the number of transitions U is greater than 2, it is called a nonuniform pattern
and is considered as a single group. An example of a non-uniform and uniform
pattern is shown in Figure 3.5 and the list of possible uniform LBP patterns are
shown in Figure 3.6, where black dot represents ’0’ and white represents ’1’.
2. Rotation Invariant Uniform LBP:
In order to improve rotation invariance and reduce feature dimensionality, Ojala
et al. (2002) proposed the rotation invariant uniform LBP descriptor (LBP riu2p,r )
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Fig. 3.5 LBP non-uniform pattern (left) and uniform pattern (right).
Fig. 3.6 List of Uniform LBP Patterns (image courtesy Liu et al. (2017)).





p=0 s(gp −gc) if U (LBPp,r)≤ 2
p+1 otherwise
(3.7)
and this can be calculated using equation 3.7. To compare, while LBP generated
256 binary patterns for a neighbourhood of 8, LBPu2 generated 58 uniform
patterns while LBPriu2 generated only 9 patterns. An example of which is shown
in Figure 3.7
Fig. 3.7 LBP patterns for rotation invariant uniform LBP for a neighbourhood of eight.
Multi-scale LBP
It is the method of texture feature extraction using an LBP descriptor by defining
different radius around a central pixel. In this way, features around a pixel at multiple
scales can be calculated. Thereafter, the histograms obtained at different scales are
concatenated to create the feature vector. This can result in a high dimensional feature
vector. A sample of multi-scale LBP is shown in Figure 3.8.
Fig. 3.8 LBP patterns for multiscale LBP with eight-neighbourhood with different
radius.
Local Ternary Pattern (LTP)
Unlike the LBP descriptor, the LTP descriptor (Tan and Triggs, 2010) does not thresh-
old the pixels into 0 and 1. In LTP, a 3-value (-1,0,1) code is suggested called a local
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ternary pattern, with an encoding interval of ±t around the centre pixel as
s(gp,gc, t) =

1 if gp ≥ gc + t
0 if
∣∣gp −gc∣∣< t
−1 if gp ≤ gc − t
(3.8)
where, gp is the neighbouring pixel of central pixel gc, and t is a user-specified
threshold. Compared to LBP, which tends to be sensitive to noise due to a hard
classification of 0 or 1, LTP codes are more resistant to noise. But, it is not strictly
invariant to grey level transformation. Each ternary pattern is then separated into two
different LBP patterns (both lower patterns and upper patterns). Any values of -1 for
the upper pattern get mapped to 0 and 1 for the lower pattern. Similarly, for estimating
the lower pattern, any values that were 1 in the original window get mapped to 0. An
example of pattern generation for the LTP descriptor is shown in Figure 3.9. Thereafter,
separate histograms are computed for each pattern and then concatenated which leads
to double the size of LBP feature vector. LTP and its variants like completed LTP
(CLTP) have found many applications for texture classification (Yuan et al., 2014),
and face recognition (Ibrahim et al., 2014).
3.3.2 Topology based LBP Variants
Traditional LBP variants focus on circular topology by varying the neighborhood size,
radius size or exploring multi-scale features. But a great variety of neighborhood
topology could be exploited to overcome the limitations of traditional LBP. Though
the circular neighborhood is good for rotation invariance, there are some applications
like face recognition where anisotropic information has more importance than rotation
invariance.
The basic circular variants like Elliptical Binary Patterns (ELP) (Liao and Chung,
2007; Nanni et al., 2010), have found wide applications in face recognition and medical
image analysis. More variants like parabolic, hyperbolic, and spiral neighborhood
topologies were introduced by Nanni et al. (2010) for identifying pain states from
face features as shown in Figure 3.10.
Similarly, Petpon and Srisuk (2009) developed a local line binary pattern where
the binary codes are obtained in vertical and horizontal directions separately along with
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Fig. 3.9 LTP pattern generation with a threshold t = 5.
Fig. 3.10 Elliptical topology variants (image courtesy (Nanni et al., 2010)).
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its magnitude characterizing the changes in intensity like edges and corners. Likewise,
Local Quantized Pattern (LQP) (Hussain et al., 2012) utilized the lookup tables and
vector quantization techniques to analyze the local features in detail, using larger sized
neighborhood. The circular neighborhood is an advantage for a texture descriptor but
there are applications where the anisotropic texture information has more potential in
distinguishing the objects. The circular-like topologies like ellipse help in attaining
more features from different directions by rotating at different orientations (Liu et al.,
2017). In order to extract more micro-pattern features from the extracted ROIs of a
mammogram, we introduce a new texture feature extractor, Mean-Elliptical Local
Binary Pattern (M-ELBP) which is more robust to noise compared to traditional LBP
and could extract more directional features due to its elliptical structure.
3.4 Mean Elliptical Local Binary Pattern
As explained in previous sections, Ojala et al. (2000) proposed LBP for each central
pixel (xc,yc) in the input image with a grey level value gc. It’s LBP value is estimated
following the pixels along a circular path either clockwise or counter-clockwise as in
Figure 3.11. The histogram for the whole ROI was calculated to extract the histogram







where s(x) is defined as
s(x) =
1, if x >= 00, if x < 0 (3.10)
Using ELBP, for each central pixel (xc,yc), we consider the neighbouring pixels P












xi = xc +R1(cos((i−1)(anglestep))) (3.13)
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(a) LBP Pattern (b) ELBP Pattern
(c) M-ELBP Pattern
Fig. 3.11 LBP, ELBP, M-ELBP Patterns with neighbourhood of eight.
yi = yc −R2(sin((i−1)(anglestep))) (3.14)
For M-ELBP computation, we consider the mean intensity values (ḡi) around each






The mean intensity value around each neighborhood pixel (a local window of size
3×3) is compared with the central pixel to create a binary pattern as in LBP or ELBP.
Compared to the LBP patterns, the ELBP descriptors help in extracting more
specific spatial features from the mammographic images as it could extract more
directional features at different orientations encountering additional micro patterns
and reducing the noise effect.
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3.4.1 Feature Extraction using M-ELBP
In order to extract additional features from the mammographic images, we extend
ELBP/M-ELBP descriptors at eight different orientations generating an eight-bit
pattern for each central pixel. When (R1 = R2), the ELBP/M-ELBP reduces to LBP
descriptor while (R1 < R2), we have a vertical ellipse and if (R1 > R2) we get a
horizontal ellipse structure. This will help in capturing more intrinsic features, in
detail, from the mammograms. To extract additional intrinsic features, we modified the
ELBP operator to the mean-ELBP (M-ELBP) where the intensity features at different
orientations were attained along with the texture features. The detailed overview
of the method is described in Figure 3.11. Compared to the LBP descriptor, the
elliptical descriptors could extract more features when applied to ROIs at different
orientations θ = {0◦,45◦,90◦,135◦,180◦,225◦,270◦ and 315◦}. Figure 3.12 shows
the effect of horizontal and vertical M-ELBP on the extracted image ROI for P=8 at an
orientation θ = 0◦. The procedure is repeated for all orientations to extract M-ELBP
pattern features. Figure 3.13 summarizes the classification of breast tissue using the
ELBP/M-ELBP descriptor variants at eight different orientations with an elliptical
radius of (R1 = 4,R2 = 7) for the ELBP/M-ELBP descriptor for a neighborhood range
of eight pixels. Subsequently, the histogram labels for the ELBP/M-ELBP descriptors
at all orientations are concatenated to generate the texture feature vector for the ROIs.
Fig. 3.12 Effect of horizontal and vertical M-ELBP on mammographic RoI (a) Original
Image (b) Vertical M-ELBP pattern for M−ELBP8,7,4 (c) Horizontal M-ELBP pattern
for M−ELBP8,4,7.
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Fig. 3.13 Summary of ROI selection, feature extraction and classification using ELBP
variants.
3.5 Breast Density Classification Using M-ELBP
3.5.1 Overview
LBP and its variants have proven to be useful (Nanni et al., 2010; Oliver et al., 2005b)
in various medical image analysis applications for extracting local texture features. A
brief study on mammogram density classification is shown in Table 3.2. A detailed
literature review on breast density estimation techniques are described in chapter 2.
From the above discussion, it is clear that texture has played a vital role in density
segmentation/classification. Oliver et al. (2005b) combined LBP texture features
and texture features extracted from grey level co-occurrence matrices to classify
mammograms. Later, Chen et al. (2011) performed a comparative study on the
performance of LBP, local grey-level appearance (LGA), textons and basic image
features obtaining accuracies of 59%, 72%, 75% and 70%, respectively using the
whole breast region from the MIAS dataset. In our study, we review the performance
of various LBP variants for density classification similar to Chen et al. (2011).
The following sections analyze the impact of selecting ROI size and position for
the dataset used for this experimental study. Likewise, the classification accuracy
variation for different classifiers for the same set of features in a CAD process was
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analysed. In order to estimate the efficiency of our algorithm, we compare the different
LBP variants of similar topology along with traditional LBP and Local Directional
Pattern (LDP). Similarly, the variation in performance based on ROI size, the strength
of classifier, performance variation between ROI feature extraction and whole breast
are investigated. We perform our experimental studies using the MIAS and DDSM (for
ROI size analysis) database and classify the mammogram images based on MIAS-3
and BIRADS class density classification (see Section 3.6).
3.5.2 Methodology
We use an ROI based approach for classification for which we segment the breast
tissue ROIs from the fibroglandular region of the breast where most of the dense
tissue and parenchymal tissue is present. The extracted ROIs were denoised using
filtering followed by feature extraction by texture descriptors. We use MIAS and
DDSM datasets for the evaluation of the proposed method.
Pre-Processing
The mammogram images are pre-processed to extract the breast tissue region (ROI) for
processing. Segmentation of the breast region is done by removing the pectoral muscles
and other artefacts like orientation tags and adhesive tapes from the mammogram
image using the segmentation method by Chen and Zwiggelaar (2010). The method
initially separates the background region containing the annotations, labels and frames
from the whole breast. Later it uses histogram thresholding, contour growing and
polynomial fitting methods to remove the pectoral muscle from the breast tissue
region. Segmentation of the fibroglandular disk region can improve image processing
techniques for extracting the tissue characteristics of the region.
In most cases, the regions outside the fibroglandular region contain fatty tissue
regardless of their BIRADS density class as most of the dense tissue patterns develop
in the fibroglandular region. So extracting similar features outside the fibroglandular
regions does not provide discriminative features for tissue density classification. An
appropriate ROI is extracted from each mammogram image from the fibroglandular
disk area of size 256× 256 pixel size as shown in Figure 3.14. For extracting the
fibroglandular disc region, the longest perpendicular distance from the breast boundary
is considered which is usually the distance from the nipple area and then the parallel
distance line from the breast boundary is considered. The intersection point is con-
sidered as the central point of the ROI region. With this central point, an ROI of size
256×256 pixels is extracted as the sample fibroglandular disc region. Noise reduction
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Fig. 3.14 ROI extraction from fibroglandular disk region
is then performed on the extracted ROI using a median filter of 3×3 window size (as
median filter does not generate new unrealistic pixel values when the filter straddles
an edge thus preserving sharp edges compared to mean filter and good at removing
salt-and-pepper noise).
3.5.3 Feature Selection and Classification into BI-RADS Density
Classes
Once the feature extraction process was completed by concatenating histogram features
of all orientations, feature selection was performed to reduce feature dimensionality
and to select the most prominent features for the classification. Correlation-based
feature subset (CFS) selection with the best first search method was used for feature
selection. Subsets of features that are highly correlated with the group class while
having lower inter-correlation are preferred for attribute selection. It evaluates the
individual predictive ability of each attribute/feature along with the redundancy be-
tween each of them (Hall, 1999). Later, the selected features were used by different
classifiers for classifying mammographic density. A Bayesian network classifier was
used for measuring the classification performance of mammograms into BI-RADS
density classes in our study. In our experiments, the Bayes network uses the con-
ditional probability estimator and a local score based structure learning algorithm.
Moreover, the Bayes network is also called an independent feature model as it assumes
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no relationship between the features (Witten and Frank, 2002). The graphical struc-
tures (each node connected to other nodes) are used to represent knowledge about an
uncertain domain where each node represents an attribute which contains a random
variable while the arch between the nodes represents the probabilistic dependencies
among the corresponding random variables. The probabilistic relationship among the
attributes are computed by Bayesian network algorithm based on Bayes rule (Friedman
et al., 1997).The attributes in the training data are initially mapped in a form of graph
topology based on the probability dependency values among the attributes which can
be done by computing the probability of the random variable occurring in the training
data. For example, for a random variable (A) which is dependent on another variable
(B), the algorithm computes the probability of A given that B has occurred.
CAD Result Evaluation
In order to evaluate the efficiency of proposed approach, the features are extracted and
classified using various classifiers to investigate the robustness of the algorithm. The
performance of CAD systems can be explained through specificity and sensitivity of
the system. Sensitivity (true positives (TP) / (true positives (TP) + false negatives (FN))
is the ability of system to correctly detect the unhealthy patients (Altman and Bland,
1994). High sensitivity helps to minimize false negative detection. Similarly, specificity
(true negatives (TN) / (true negatives (TN) + false positives (FP)) ) is the ability of the
system to reject the healthy patients without any symptoms from the group. Likewise,
other measurements used in the thesis for the efficiency of CAD systems are accuracy
(performance measurement of the whole algorithm in true detection) , F-measure
(harmonic mean of precision and sensitivity) , precision (fraction of relevant detection)
and area under the curve (Az). The area under the curve (Az) is used to evaluate the
global discriminatory power of the selected classification technique. The value of (Az)
ranges between 0 to 1.0. If (Az) value is high, the higher the overall performance of
the classification technique would be. These CAD efficiency calculation methods will
be used in our thesis for calculating classification accuracy of the developed methods.
Experimental Results for MIAS dataset
To test the performance of the proposed M-ELBP method, the Mammographic Image
Analysis Society (MIAS) database was used. Each image in the database is classified
into BI-RADS classes I, II, III, IV by expert radiologists. More details on the dataset
are explained in Section 2.9.
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A Bayesian Network classifier was used for classification of the feature vector
obtained by the application of M-ELBP operator after feature selection into BI-RADS
density classes. A 10-fold cross-validation scheme was used for the classification
process.
In our study, after conducting experiments with different scales, we selected
appropriate parameters suitable for the extraction of mammographic texture features
as: P=8, radius={4,7} and orientations θ = {0◦,45◦,90◦,135◦,180◦,225◦,270◦ and
315◦} for the M-ELBP operator. With experimental results, it is suggested that the
feature extraction from a single orientation is not sufficient to capture mammographic
image tissue details because of the complex and multidimensional appearance of
parenchymal patterns in the breast.
Table 3.3, shows the classification results of mammograms into BI-RADS classes
by the Bayesian Network. The proposed method of feature extraction has achieved a
classification accuracy of 75.43% with Az, sensitivity, specificity, and F-measure equal
to 0.92, 0.75, 0.75, and 0.75, respectively. From the classification results as shown
Table 3.3, the M-ELBP operator performs better in discriminating highly dense tissue
and fatty tissue compared to BI-RADS II and III classes.
Table 3.3 Confusion matrix for automatic BI-RADS classification using the proposed
M-ELBP methodology on MIAS dataset.
Automatic
Classification
BI-RADS I II III IV CA%Truth
D
ata
I 74 13 0 0 85.1
II 17 66 20 0 64.1
III 0 17 73 4 77.7
IV 0 0 8 29 78.4
As per the comparison study between the conventional LBP operator (see Ta-
ble 3.4), and M-ELBP operator for the selected ROI regions, the classification accuracy
of LBP was 66.41% with Az, specificity, sensitivity, and F-measure equal to 0.86, 0.67,
0.66, and 0.66, respectively. The classification results show that the M-ELBP is better
for texture feature extraction from mammogram images for tissue classification due
to the parenchymal structure of breast tissue. Likewise, a study on density classifica-
tion using uniform-LBP (u-LBP) showed classification accuracy of 65.42%, slightly
less than traditional LBP (see Table 3.5). The classification showed Az, specificity,
sensitivity, and F-measure equal to 0.87, 0.65, 0.65, and 0.65, respectively.
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BI-RADS I II III IV CA%Truth
D
ata
I 68 19 0 0 78.2
II 19 65 19 0 63.1
III 3 28 54 9 57.4
IV 0 0 11 26 70.3
Table 3.5 Confusion matrix for automatic BI-RADS classification using u-LBP opera-
tor for MIAS dataset.
Automatic
Classification
BI-RADS I II III IV CA%Truth
D
ata
I 70 13 3 1 80.5
II 15 59 27 2 57.3
III 0 32 54 8 57.4
IV 2 2 6 27 73.0
From the M-ELBP classification results, we included additional features to improve
the classification results. As an initial step, we included image features like maximum
intensity, minimum intensity, entropy and standard deviation with the M-ELBP feature
vector. Table 3.6 shows the classification results by Bayesian Network when additional
image features were added to the M-ELBP texture descriptor. We found from the
corresponding experiment that the overall classification accuracy (CA%) remained
closed to 75.4% with Az, specificity, sensitivity, and F-measure as 0.92, 0.75, 0.75,
and 0.75, respectively. While looking into class-wise classification, BI-RADS I and II
were classified better with more than 80.0%. This shows that with additional features,
class-wise classification can be achieved.
Similarly, when the effect of applying a mean filter before an ELBP operator is
compared to the proposed M-ELBP variant, we found that the overall classification
accuracy of ELBP to be 67.00% as shown in Table 3.7. The Az, specificity, sensitivity,
and F-measure and was found to be 0.88, 0.66, 0.67, and 0.66, respectively.
In order to evaluate the effect of mean-filter before an ELBP operator to ELBP
operator, a mean filter was applied before performing ELBP feature extraction. The
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Table 3.6 Confusion matrix for automatic BI-RADS classification using the proposed
M-ELBP methodology with image intensity features for MIAS dataset.
Automatic
Classification
BI-RADS I II III IV CA%Truth
D
ata
I 74 13 0 0 85.1
II 16 70 17 0 68.0
III 0 21 68 5 72.3
IV 0 0 7 30 81.1




BI-RADS I II III IV CA%Truth
D
ata
I 69 18 0 0 79.3
II 20 57 26 0 55.3
III 0 24 59 11 62.8
IV 0 0 7 30 81.1
Table 3.8 shows a classification accuracy of 69.73%. Az, specificity, sensitivity, and
F-measure and was found to be 0.89, 0.69, 0.69, and 0.69, respectively. Table 3.8
shows the detailed confusion matrix for the mean filter before ELBP operator using
the Bayesian classifier. The confusion matrix shows that the features extracted by
applying a mean filter before an ELBP operator classifies the BIRADS I and IV much
better than BIRADS III and IV. The study shows that the classification performance
is better for M-ELBP operator compared to ELBP and mean filter applied before an
ELBP operator.
In order to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed method over the traditional
texture extraction method like Gray-Level Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM), we ex-
tracted the Haralick features from the same set of data used for evaluating the binary
patterns. It was found that the proposed method performed better than the GLCM for
the selected data. The standard method classified the dataset into BI-RADS classes
and obtained a classification accuracy of 55.80% with Az, specificity, sensitivity, and
F-measure of 0.77, 0.59, 0.56, and 0.55, respectively using Bayesian classifier. More
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Table 3.8 Confusion matrix for automatic BI-RADS classification using mean filter
and ELBP for MIAS dataset.
Automatic
Classification
BI-RADS I II III IV CA%Truth
D
ata
I 75 12 0 0 86.2
II 16 58 26 3 56.3
III 0 23 60 11 63.8
IV 0 0 6 31 83.8
details of the classification are shown in Table 3.9. It shows that the proposed method
performs better than the standard texture analysis methods like GLCM and LBP.
Table 3.9 Confusion matrix for automatic BI-RADS classification using GLCM fea-
tures for MIAS dataset.
Automatic
Classification
BI-RADS I II III IV CA%Truth
D
ata
I 54 29 1 3 62.1
II 14 75 11 3 72.8
III 5 34 33 22 35.1
IV 0 8 12 17 45.9
The experimental results suggest that the M-ELBP are able to extract robust
and intrinsic features from mammographic images especially with dense tissues.
Moreover, it is able to capture detailed micro patterns from the mammogram giving
more detailed texture descriptor features for classification. The use of image regions
from the fibroglandular disc region reduced the chance of extracting less discriminating
features for classification and it also reduced the computational complexity. With the
choice of extracting features from 8 different orientations, we are able to extract more
micro-structure features from the mammogram considering the complexity and multi
dimensional structure of parenchymal pattern in the breast.
Similarly, we performed the classification of the whole breast region in-order to find
the difference in classification accuracy compared to the extracted ROI classification.
The whole breast region classification for BI-RADS class obtained an accuracy of
57.0% for the MIAS dataset using the Bayesian Network. The classification obtained
Az, specificity, sensitivity, F-measure and of 0.81, 0.57, 0.57, and 0.56, respectively.
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Detailed confusion matrix for the classification is shown in Table 3.10. This could be
because of the irrelevant or repeated features in the outer regions of breast region.
Table 3.10 Confusion matrix for automatic BI-RADS classification using M-ELBP for
whole breast region for MIAS dataset.
Automatic
Classification
BI-RADS I II III IV CA%Truth
D
ata
I 72 15 0 0 82.8
II 19 47 33 4 45.6
III 2 30 37 25 39.4
IV 0 1 9 27 73.0
Table 3.11 provides a better understanding of the efficiency of the proposed method
over the traditional methods like LBP, u-LBP, GLCM features, ELBP, applying a
mean filter before ELBP, u-ELBP and M-ELBP. The study shows that M-ELBP was
performing better than other methods in the list and was better at classifying the
BIRADS I and IV.
Table 3.11 Comparison of CA% and Az for LBP variants with proposed M-ELBP











The experimental study on the MIAS dataset showed that the M-ELBP operator was
able to classify the mammographic images better than the traditional LBP and standard
techniques like GLCM texture features. Likewise, the classification performed better
on extracted ROI’s from the fibroglandular region than using the whole breast region.
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Similarly, the new operator is more resistant to noise in the image as it is not comparing
the pixels directly as in classic LBP. M-ELBP was found to extract more features from
different directions as it is not rotation invariant and it can be used to obtain features
from different directions and varying scales giving it a multi-scale feature extraction
ability.
The confusion matrix shows that the proposed methods performs better for both BI-
RADS I and IV. The studies show that BI-RADS II and III have similar mammographic
structure and is difficult to categories them resulting in inter and intra-classification
variations by radiologists. On the other hand, BI-RADS I and IV have comparatively
different structure resulting in better classification Muhimmah et al. (2006); Redondo
et al. (2012). It is to be noted that most of the research works in the literature uses
MIAS 3-class density classification for density classification as the ground truth is
available with the MIAS dataset. This can reduce the intra-observable error rate when
classified by different radiologists. Therefore, we use the 3-class density classification
for further experimental studies.
3.6 Tissue Based 3-Class Density Classification-MIAS
From the experimental study, it can be observed that the M-ELBP operator could
classify better than traditional LBP. However, the effect of descriptor size, the ROI size
and location, the effect of selecting ROIs and whole breast, and the classifier effect on
classification should also be investigated. Similarly, the role of directional filters in
mammographic feature extraction needs to be included as well. To this end, a texture
directional filter, and a Local Directional Filter (LDP) has been included for further
investigation.
3.6.1 A Comparative Study with other LBP variants
To investigate the feature extraction capability of different LBP variants, we focus on
traditional LBP, ELBP, u-ELBP, M-ELBP and LDP.
In our study, for evaluation purposes, we use the MIAS dataset (Suckling et al.,
1994). The MIAS dataset provides a three class density classification (F,G,D) as ground
truth and is publically available, we use it in our comparative study as well. This
helps in controlling the inter and intra-validation variation effects while classifying
the mammographic images by different radiologists (Kauppi et al., 2009; Warfield
et al., 2006). More details on the dataset can be found in Section 2.9.1. Examples of
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mammographic images with different tissue type from the MIAS dataset are shown in
Figure 3.15.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3.15 Example of mammographic tissue types: (a) fatty, (b) glandular, and (c)
dense.
To study the importance of directional texture feature descriptors for extracting
mammographic parenchymal features, we compute the classification accuracy of the
M-ELBP and LDP developed by Jabid et al. (2010). The LDP produces an eight-bit
binary pattern similar to LBP for a neighborhood of eight. Unlike LBP, the LDP
patterns are computed by comparing the relative edge response values of each pixel at
different orientations. To get the edge responses, the eight directional edge response
value of a particular pixel is calculated using Kirsch masks ((M0 −M7), also known as
the Kirsch compass kernel which is a non-linear edge detector to find the maximum
edge strength in eight predetermined compass directions with a 45-degree increments).
The edge responses by masks are not equally important in all directions (m0,m1....m7)
as the corners and edges show high responses for particular directions. So the top k
values from |m j| were selected and defined as ’1’ with the other (8− k) bits as ’0’.
The detailed representation of LDP pattern generation and Kirish mask is shown in
Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.17
For the comparison of classification by different LBP variants based on MIAS
tissue-based classification, we performed LBP, ELBP, Uniform-ELBP (u-ELBP),
M-ELBP and LDP on ROIs of size 256× 256 from the fibroglandular region with
neighborhood size equal to eight. While LBP extracted features only from a circular
neighborhood, the ELBP was able to extract more structural and spatial features
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Fig. 3.16 Kirsch Edge Mask in all eight directions.
Fig. 3.17 LDP Pattern generation:-Left column: Eight directional edge response
positions, Right column: LDP binary bit positions.
at different orientations extracting multi-dimensional micro-pattern features of the
breast tissue. To incorporate the intensity features along with the textural features into
the histogram, we used M-ELBP. Similarly, the effect of uniform patterns in tissue
classification was estimated using u-ELBP (Nguyen and Caplier, 2012). u-ELBP can
reduce the length of the feature vector from 256 to 59 for an 8- bit binary pattern.
The uniform pattern concept was developed from the fact that certain binary patterns
occur commonly in texture images (A detailed description of the uniform pattern is
explained in Section 3.3.1). To keep the consistency of classification accuracy due to
the classifier effect, we used the Bayesian Network for every descriptor with 10-fold
cross-validation.
Table 3.12 Confusion matrix for automatic tissue classification using LBP descriptor




Tissue Type Fatty Glandular Dense CA%
Fatty 86 19 1 81.1
Glandular 17 72 15 69.2
Dense 3 37 71 64.0
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Table 3.12 shows the classification results on the ROIs from the MIAS database
using LBP. The approach gave a classification accuracy equal to 69.44%. The Az,
specificity, sensitivity and F-measure found to be 0.87, 0.71, 0.70, 0.70, respectively.
Since the LBP operator considered a circular pattern of the neighborhood, it could not
capture the directional features of the breast tissue due to its rotation invariant feature.
Table 3.13 Confusion matrix for automatic tissue classification using the ELBP de-




Tissue Type Fatty Glandular Dense CA%
Fatty 91 14 1 85.8
Glandular 10 71 23 68.3
Dense 1 24 86 77.5
Table 3.13 shows that the classification accuracy for the ELBP descriptor has
improved to 75.41% compared to LBP, showing that ELBP can perform better by
extracting additional multidimensional features from different directions. ELBP
descriptor was able to obtain an Az, specificity, sensitivity and F-measure of 0.90,
0.72, 0.70, 0.70 respectively. In order to study the effect of uniform patterns in the
classification of density, we performed u-ELBP giving an accuracy of 72.86% as shown
in Table 3.14 with Az, specificity, sensitivity and F-measure to be 0.89, 0.73, 0.73 and
0.73 respectively. The study shows that ELBP descriptors performs better than LBP,
especially in classifying dense and fatty tissue types. This is due to extraction of more
intrinsic features from the ROIs.
Table 3.14 Confusion matrix for automatic tissue classification using the u-ELBP




Tissue Type Fatty Glandular Dense CA%
Fatty 86 19 1 81.1
Glandular 11 69 24 66.3
Dense 2 27 82 73.9
Furthermore, using the M-ELPB operator, a classification accuracy of 77.4% as
shown in Table 3.15 with an Az, specificity, sensitivity and F-measure to be 0.92,
0.79, 0.78 and 0.78, respectively is obtained. Table 3.16 shows that the classification
accuracy for this ELBP variant (M-ELBP) improved to 78.8% when including more
intensity features to the texture pattern. The Az, specificity, sensitivity and F-measure
score found to be 0.92, 0.80, 0.79 and 0.79, respectively. The study shows that
improving the feature extraction methods could help in improving classification.
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Table 3.15 Confusion matrix for automatic tissue classification using the M-ELBP




Tissue Type Fatty Glandular Dense CA%
Fatty 93 13 0 87.7
Glandular 12 73 19 70.2
Dense 1 25 85 76.6
Table 3.16 Confusion matrix for automatic tissue classification using the M-ELBP





Tissue Type Fatty Glandular Dense CA%
Fatty 90 16 0 84.9
Glandular 11 77 16 74.0
Dense 1 24 86 77.5
Similarly, to analyze the role of directional texture descriptor for mammographic
density estimation, we used the LDP (Jabid et al., 2010) operator on the same set
of ROIs with the Bayesian Network. The classification results in Table 3.17 shows
an accuracy of 75.0%, which is lower than the M-ELBP descriptor for the Bayesian
Network classifier but it shows the strength of pixel directional response in feature
extraction. The Az, specificity, sensitivity and F-measure score found to be 0.91, 0.76,
0.75 and 0.76 respectively.
Table 3.17 Confusion matrix for automatic tissue classification using the LDP descrip-




Tissue Type Fatty Glandular Dense CA%
Fatty 91 15 0 85.8
Glandular 8 71 25 68.3
Dense 2 30 79 71.2
When considering Tables 3.12-3.17, it seems that there is a trend for over-estimation,
which could be due to the wide variation in glandular tissue appearance within the
dataset and the ROI selection process. From the classification results for M-ELBP
(see Table 3.15), fatty and dense tissue were classified better. This can be attributabed
to the incorporation of texture features along with the mean intensity values of the
neighborhood making it more robust to the tissue pattern and intensity variations. In
addition, it should be noted that the LBP based approach performs worse for the dense
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class (which is probably caused by the rotational invariant aspects), whilst both ELBP
and u-ELBP perform less on Glandular cases (which could again be caused by the
wide range of variation in the Glandular class and the effects of noise). We see a more
detailed analysis of these aspects as future work, which could include an in-depth
analysis of the feature space.
In order to analyze the significance of the test for different texture descriptors (Stą-
por, 2017), a 10 run 10 fold cross-validation for all the texture descriptors is performed.
Table 3.18 shows that the Bayesian Network yielded an accuracy of 69.44± 0.92,
75.41±1.05, 72.86±1.06, 77.38±1.06 and 74.92±0.67 for LBP, ELBP, u-ELBP,
M-ELBP and LDP respectively. Table 3.18 also indicates if the differences were
significant (at the 0.05 level).
3.6.2 Effect of Descriptor Size on Classification
In order to analyse the effect of M-ELBP descriptor’s size on classification, the size of
descriptor parameters and perform the experiment on the MIAS dataset is varied as an
initial study . The M-ELBP operator with varying sizes ranging from R1 = {2,4,6,12}
and R2 = {5,7,9,15} were applied for the ROI size equal to 256× 256 pixels. To
compute the stability of the approach, we used a 10 run 10 fold cross-validation scheme
using a Bayesian Network.
Experimental Results and Discussion
Figure 3.18 shows the classification accuracy (CA%) as 77.82±0.68, 77.66±1.01,
78.01 ± 0.57 and 76.85 ± 0.73. The figure represents the classification accuracy
obtained by the Bayesian Network classifier for each run (N= run number) for a
10-fold cross-validation scheme. Similarly from Figure 3.19, the area under the ROC
curve (Az) shows similar results as 0.9204±0.0010, 0.9181±0.0011, 0.9205±0.0015
and 0.9121± 0.0022 for the M-ELBP descriptor of size R1 = {2,4,7,12}, R2 =
{5,7,9,15} with a neighborhood of eight pixels, respectively. It is to be noted that if
the descriptor size is made too large, the descriptor will not be able to extract texture
features near to the central pixel, e.g. for {R1,R2}={12,15}. Moreover, the CA% is
slightly degraded with larger descriptor size, however, on the other hand (Az) shows
little variation.
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Fig. 3.18 Classification accuracy as a
function of descriptor size (N indicates a
distinct run).
Fig. 3.19 The area under ROC curve Az
as a function of descriptor size (N indi-
cates a distinct run).
3.6.3 Role of Classifier in Classification Accuracy
Involvement of machine learning algorithm in developing CAD systems for medical
image classification is a promising field of research (Nahid and Kong, 2017). So,
in our experimental study, we investigate the effect of different classifiers on breast
density classification using LBP variants. For consistency the descriptor size and ROI
size, we choose ROIs of size 256×256 pixels from the fibroglandular region and a
descriptor neighbourhood of size P = 8.
The classification accuracy illustrated by Table 3.18 shows the variation in classifi-
cation accuracy for a 10 run 10 fold cross-validation for different classifiers showing
the importance of feature selection and classifier effect on density classification. The
classifiers chosen for our experimental study are Bayesian Network, K-Nearest neigh-
bor classifier, Support Vector Machine, and Random Forest (Bishop, 1995; Duda and
Hart, 1973). To test the statistical significance of classification accuracy, we have
performed a paired t-test for a significance level of p = 0.05 between descriptors and
classifiers (see Table 3.19) taking best classification result by the respective classifier
for each descriptor as the base line (i.e. across rows/columns). A paired t-test (also
known as a dependent or correlated t-test) is a statistical test that compares the aver-
ages/means and standard deviations of two related groups to determine if there is a
significant difference between the two groups. A significant difference occurs when
the differences between groups are unlikely to be due to sampling error or by chance.
Similarly, the groups can be related by being the same group of people, the same item,
or being subjected to the same conditions.
Table 3.18 shows the classification results of LBP variants for each classifier
while Table 3.19 shows the p-values obtained for the t-test performed (i.e. across
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Table 3.18 CA% results by various classifiers for LBP variants for ROI size 256×256
pixels for 10 run 10 fold cross-validation.
Classifier LBP ELBP u-ELBP M-ELBP LDP
Bayesian Net-
work 69.44±0.92 75.41±1.05 72.86±1.06 77.38±1.06 74.92±0.67
KNN 69.34±1.09 70.43±1.03 71.46±1.41 75.46±0.78 75.95±0.96
SVM 67.07±0.75 73.11±0.76 73.29±0.64 74.42±0.92 74.17±0.52
Random Forest 69.19±1.31 73.26±1.08 73.04±0.97 73.20±1.36 75.91±1.01
Table 3.19 The p values between the best CA% value of each descriptor against the
other classifiers for same set (the p value set as 0.05). Bold values indicate statistically
insignificant.
Classifiers/Descriptors LBP ELBP u-ELBP M-ELBP LDP
Bayesian Network < 0.0001 < 0.0006 < 0.0001 − < 0.0001
KNN < 0.0001 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 =0.2263 −
SVM < 0.0001 = 0.0027 = 0.0051 − =0.4641
Random Forest < 0.0001 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 −
rows/columns). The significance value set for the experiment was 0.05. A significance
level of 0.05 indicates a 5% risk of concluding that a difference exists when there
is no actual difference. The highest classification value obtained for each classifier
was tested against other descriptors. Table 3.19 depicts that most of the test were
statistically significant as the p values were less than or equal to the significance level.
The values represented in bold indicate that they are statistically insignificant as the
tested p values were above the significance level.
Table 3.20 Area under ROC (Az) classification results for LBP variants using ROI size
256×256 pixels for a 10 run 10 fold cross validation.
Classifier LBP ELBP Uniform ELBP M-ELBP LDP
Bayesian Net-
work 0.89±0.006 0.90±0.001 0.89±0.003 0.92±0.000 0.89±0.004
KNN 0.86±0.005 0.85±0.003 0.87±0.005 0.89±0.005 0.89±0.002
SVM 0.78±0.004 0.83±0.005 0.84±0.003 0.85±0.005 0.84±0.002
Random Forest 0.86±0.004 0.89±0.004 0.89±0.004 0.89±0.004 0.90±0.003
Similarly, the area under the ROC curve (Az) (Bradley, 1997) was calculated to
compare the efficiency of classifiers for density estimation. Table 3.20 shows results
using 10 run 10 fold cross-validation for Az. The p values in Table 3.21 (i.e, across
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Table 3.21 The p values between the best ROC value of each descriptor against the
other classifiers for the same set (p value set as 0.05). Bold values indicate statistically
insignificant.
Classifiers/Descriptors LBP ELBP u-ELBP M-ELBP LDP
Bayesian Network < 0.0001 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 − < 0.0001
KNN < 0.0001 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 =0.9169 −
SVM < 0.0001 < 0.0001 < 0.0002 − =0.4328
Random Forest < 0.0001 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 =0.0830 −
rows/columns) indicate that most of the test were statistically significant while cells
represented in bold are statistically insignificant for the Az results shown in Table 3.20
as they are greater than the significance value 0.05.
On comparing the classification accuracy and Az results from Tables 3.18 and 3.20,
LDP and M-ELBP show a balanced result for classification accuracy by classifiers
showing the potential of directional filters for mammogram density classification.
Fig. 3.20 Classification accuracy for
Bayesian network for LBP variants.
Fig. 3.21 The area under ROC curve Az
for Bayesian network for LBP variants.
Similarly, Figures 3.20 and 3.21 represent the AZ values for LBP variants using
the Bayesian classifier. The results show that M-ELBP performed better compared
to other variants for the Bayesian Network. From the experimental studies, the M-
ELBP performed better in classifying the mammographic breast tissue showing the
importance of directional filters in feature extraction for complex texture images like
mammograms.
Experimental Results and Discussion
The experimental study for classifiers on the same feature set shows slight variations
in classification accuracy as shown in Figures 3.22-3.26. This shows that different
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classifiers have varying techniques in analysing the features and classifying them.
So, choosing a better classifier with appropriate learning algorithms can improve the
accuracy of the CAD system. The unpaired t-test with a p=0.05 value was performed on
the best classification result for each classifier to the descriptors CA% and ROC value
to estimate the statistical significance of the results (see Table 3.19 and Table 3.21).
Fig. 3.22 LBP CA% as a function of clas-
sifiers.
Fig. 3.23 LDP CA% as a function of clas-
sifiers.
3.6.4 Effect of Selecting ROI Size
A comparison study was performed between pre-processed whole mammogram and
ROIs of size 256× 256 to investigate the effect of selecting ROIs for classification
using the MIAS dataset in Section 3.5.3. The study showed that classification on
selected ROIs performed better than the whole image. To investigate the effect of ROI
sizes in breast density classification using the proposed M-ELBP operator and the
available datasets (MIAS and DDSM), varying sizes of ROIs were extracted from both
datasets. The features extracted from both datasets were classified using BI-RADS
classes and the efficiency was analysed using CA% and Az. The M-ELBP descriptor
of size R = {4,7} and P = 8 was used for feature extraction and the Bayesian Network
was used for the classification analysis using a 10 run 10 fold cross validation scheme.
As an initial study, varying sizes of ROIs were extracted from the MIAS dataset
ranging from 256×256 pixels, 128×128 pixels, 64×64 pixels and 32×32 randomly
from the fibroglandular region. Increasing the size of ROIs to 512×512 resulted in
extracting regions outside breast area for the selected dataset. Therefore, we chose
ROIs from 256× 56 for the experimental study. As discussed in Section 3.5.3, the
features were extracted using the M-ELBP descriptor and classified using the Bayesian
Network classifier.
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Fig. 3.24 ELBP CA% as a function of classifiers.
Fig. 3.25 u-ELBP CA% as a function of classifiers.
Fig. 3.26 M-ELBP CA% as a function of classifiers.
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Table 3.22 CA% and Az as a function of varying patch size for MIAS dataset BI-RADS
density classification




256x256 74.04 ± 0.750 0.91 ± 0.001
128x128 66.93 ± 0.853 0.87 ± 0.003
64x64 59.18 ± 1.377 0.80 ± 0.004
32x32 51.88 ± 1.550 0.75 ± 0.004
Table 3.22 shows the CA% and Az values for BI-RADS classification for varying
sizes of ROIs from MIAS dataset. Figures 3.27 and 3.28 shows the graphical represen-
tation of CA% and Az for different patches at each run. It is to be noted that the best
classification was found to be for the patch 256×256 pixels and decreases with the
patch size.
Fig. 3.27 CA% as a function of ROI sizes
for MIAS dataset.
Fig. 3.28 Az as a function of ROI sizes
for MIAS dataset.
To get further insight, the same set of experiment were performed on the DDSM
dataset and classified the images into BI-RADS classes. A set of 450 mammogram
images from DDSM dataset, (57, 179, 128 and 86 images were BI-RADS I-IV
respectively) was used. More details on DDSM dataset are provided in Section 2.9.
Similar to MIAS, we extracted ROI patches ranging from 256×256 pixels, 128×128
pixels and 64×64 pixels. The M-ELBP descriptor of size R = {4,7} and P = 8 was
used for feature extraction and the Bayesian Network was used for the classification
analysis using a 10 run 10 fold cross evaluation scheme to match the experiment on
the MIAS dataset. Though the classification results were poor compared to MIAS,
the overall results for both datasets match closely. For both cases, the classification
accuracy decreases with the patch size. The CA% and Az for the patches 256×256
pixels, 128×128 pixels and 64×64 pixels was found to be 47.65±1.06, 45.82±0.50,
38.33± 0.72 and 0.71± 0.01, 0.62± 0.01, 0.59± 0.01 respectively. A graphical
illustration is shown in Figures 3.29 and 3.30. It shows that the ROI patch 256×256
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pixels performed better compared to other ROIs. The confusion matrix shown in
Table 3.23 describes an overview of the BI-RADS classification for DDSM with CA%,
Az, specificity, sensitivity and F-measure equal to 47.65%, 0.71, 0.47, 0.48 and 0.47,
respectively.
Fig. 3.29 CA% as a function of ROI sizes
for DDSM dataset.
Fig. 3.30 Az as a function of ROI sizes
for DDSM dataset.
Table 3.23 Confusion matrix for automatic BI-RADS classification using M-ELBP for
256×256 region for DDSM dataset.
Automatic
Classification
BI-RADS I II III IV CA%Truth
D
ata
I 16 23 13 5 28.1
II 20 102 44 13 57
III 1 44 59 24 46.1
IV 3 12 28 43 50.0
The study showed that if the ROI size is small, classification can be affected due to
minimum dominant features. Similarly, if the ROI size is too large or include irrelevant
regions like tissue near the pectoral muscle or the breast boundary regions, it can result
in extracting few discriminant features. In the case of choosing the whole breast, the
classification can be affected by irrelevant data resulting in a poor classification accu-
racy as it extracts multi-class texture information making it difficult for discriminating
the prominent features for each density class. So the study showed that choosing
the correct ROI size and location can lead to improved density classification in line
with similar studies in the field (Li et al., 2004; Sharma, 2017). The experimental
study showed that selecting the size of the ROIs around 256×256 pixels taken from
fibroglandular disk region is most appropriate for improved classification. This showed
a similar result to the study performed by Li et al. (2004) where ROIs were selected
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at different distances from the breast nipple. In addition, a similar study performed
by Rampun et al. (2018a) showed the importance of choosing the ROIs from the
fibroglandular region for density classification. Further results on the selection of
the ROI size showed that smaller ROIs can lead to decreased classification due to
lack of texture patterns extracted and very large ROIs can include irrelevant features,
again resulting in poor classification. The ROI size indicated was comparable with the
results shown by Sharma (2017).
3.7 Discussion
Due to the variations in datasets, classifiers, the number of images used by researchers,
and the differences in density classes chosen for classification, a direct comparison
among all the existing methodologies was impossible. Therefore, standard texture
feature extraction methods like GLCM were used on the dataset for a comparative
study. Similarly, standard LBP variants were compared with the proposed method. Our
work mainly used the MIAS dataset but in order to verify the results like ROI size study,
we used the DDSM dataset. It is to be noted that the classification results obtained by
DDSM was poor which could be attributed to the properties of selected images or due
to more variable ground truth annotations as mentioned in (Hadley et al., 2008; Oliver
et al., 2008). Similar results can be found in existing literature when using BI-RADS
4 class on DDSM, obtaining a CA of 40.3% using SGLD texture features (Bovis and
Singh, 2002), 54.6% using density features (Hadley et al., 2008) and 40.3% using
kNN classifier on gray level information (Oliver et al., 2008). So, when correlating
our results with the previous studies, it is to be noted that using texture features or
gray level information alone is not a best method to classify DDSM into BI-RADS
classes. Similarly, it was found that the features obtained by M-ELBP was classifying
highly dense and fatty tissue compared to BI-RADS II and III. This could be due to
similar glandular structure pattern of II and III classes compared to I and IV. Therefore,
additional features (say, morphological features, wavelet features) along with texture
could help in better classification. In addition, our study focused more on LBP variants
and feature extraction but other directional descriptors like Histogram of Oriented
Gradients (HoG) could be investigated in future implementation which may help in
extracting the complex glandular tissue pattern features. Similarly, while extracting
LBP features for different variants, multi neighbourhood features or boosting features
were not extracted as we set our neighbourhood for all LBP variants to be P = 8. So,
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exploring the multi neighbourhood features may help in extracting more dominant
features and can be considered as future work.
3.8 Summary
We have developed a new variant of LBP called Mean Elliptical Local Binary Pattern
(M-ELBP) by incorporating mean intensity of the neighbourhood along with the bi-
nary pattern texture features. Since the method does not perform a direct comparison
between the central pixel and neighbouring pixels, it is more robust to noise and illu-
mination changes, unlike the traditional LBP. In addition to introducing a novel variant
of LBP, we have investigated its efficiency in breast density classification and found
that the LBP variants have the potential of extracting features for density estimation
similar to the existing methods. Simultaneously, the effects of selecting ROIs from
fibroglandular disc region and selecting the whole breast for classification were studied
and was found that selecting ROIs from fibroglandular region can represent the density
class of the mammogram image. Similarly, the ROI size and location for classification
were studied and found that selecting ROIs of size ranging to 256×256 pixels from the
fibroglandular region was best for representing the density class in our study on MIAS
and DDSM data. The results are found to be similar to the existing literature. The
classification results by ROI size showed that smaller ROIs can lead to lack of texture
patterns to be extracted for classification and larger ROIs can potentially include more
irrelevant features decreasing the classification result. Finally, the study on descriptor
size showed that there is not much effect in descriptor size while maintaining a balance




Analysis using Blob Modelling
In computer vision, the regions or structures that are identified as either darker or
brighter than the local area or surrounding neighbourhood are referred to as blobs (Lin-
deberg, 1998). Blob detection is a method of visual feature detection of structures or
regions. The blob definition varies depending on the purpose as it covers a variety of
applications like object detection in navigation (Kiran et al., 2013) and document im-
ages (Jetensky, 2015; Swati, 2014), detection of moving objects and vehicles (Bedruz
et al., 2017; Jia et al., 2008), traffic sign detection (Zavadil et al., 2012), nuclei detec-
tion, and many more. The most common method of estimating the location of blob-like
structure is searching for local/global extrema. The size of the structure/blob depends
on the scale level at which strongest extremum was detected (Lindeberg, 1998).
In this chapter, a brief description of scale-space theory and automatic scale
selection, various blob detection algorithms used in the literature and representation of
mammographic parenchymal structures using blob-like structures are presented. In
addition, the possibility of detecting blob-like structures from mammographic images
to estimate the dense and fatty tissue for risk assessment is explored. Likewise, a novel
method of representing mammographic parenchymal patterns through elliptical blob-
like structures using scale-space theory is introduced. The possibility of representing
parenchymal patterns in elliptical blob forms at different orientation from a real
mammogram is explored.
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4.1 Scale-Space Theory and Automatic Scale Selection
The scale-space theory is a framework of representing and analyzing image structures
in multiple stages (Lindeberg, 2013). The scale-space methodology was introduced
by (Witkin, 1987) and (Koenderink, 1984) for wide applications in the field of
computer vision. Due to the multi-level representation patterns, it is also called as a
deep structure. It is a model of perception from the human vision of objects at multiple
scales of real-world data. Similarly, it is advantageous in removing unnecessary
and confusing details as a method of noise suppression (Lindeberg, 2013). While
interpreting the objects in an image, there is no prior knowledge about the size of the
object as the level of perception of visualization and interpretation of size may be
different. In such cases, the scale-space theory helps in representing and estimating the
size of objects in the image by defining the image in different scales. The multi-scale
representation of a measured signal is represented by embedding the signal/image
into a one-parameter family of derived signal and helps in suppressing the effect of
fine-scale perturbations like noise (Koenderink, 1984; Lindeberg, 1993, 2013; Witkin,
1987).
While generating the multi-scale representation of an image, the vital prerequisite
is that no new structure should be created during the image transformation process
from coarse-scale to fine-scale. Likewise, the object representations at coarse scales
should constitute simplifications of respective objects at finer scales (Lindeberg, 2013).
The most commonly used convolution kernel for resolution lowering or smoothing
is Gaussian (Babaud et al., 1986; Koenderink, 1984; Lindeberg, 1993; Wu and Xie,
1990). When convoluted with a Gaussian kernel, the actual number of pixels in the
image does not vary, so the resolution in terms of the number of pixels does not change.
But while considering the resolution based on smallest object recognizable details, the
convolution process makes the smallest recognizable details larger in image-making a
sense that resolution has lowered. Though Gaussian kernel is not the only convolution
kernel that lowers resolution without generating additional information, it is the only
kernel where we can combine two resolution lowering steps into a single step. This
property makes Gaussian kernel the most commonly used convolution kernel in scale
space, generating a Gaussian scale space.
The linear scale-space representation of a continuous signal is constructed as
follows:- Let f : RN → R represent any given signal, its scale-space representation
L : RN ×R+ → R is defined by (Koenderink, 1984; Lindeberg, 1993; Witkin, 1987):
L(·, ·;0) = f and
L(·, ·; t) = g(·, ·; t)∗ f (·, ·) (4.1)
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(a) t=0 (b) t=1 
(c) t=8 (d) t=64 
Fig. 4.1 Scale-space representation of an image of size 560× 420 pixels at various
scales (figure taken from Lindeberg (2007)).
where t ∈R+ is the scale parameter, and g : RN ×R+\{0}→R is the Gaussian kernel;
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(4.2)
The square root of the scale parameter, σ =
√
t, is the standard deviation of the
kernel g, which is a measure of spatial scale in the smoothed signal at scale t.
While t = 0, L(x,y;0) = f (x,y). Thus the scale-space representation of an image
at t = 0 will be the original image. With the increase in variance t, the Gaussian
kernel enlarges and removes noisy details from the scale space L. For a more detailed
example of scale space representation see Figure 4.14.
4.2 Blob Detection Algorithms
The most common blob detection algorithms used for various applications in computer
vision are template matching, thresholding methods, extrema algorithms, differential
algorithms, machine learning and super-pixel classification.
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4.2.1 Template Matching Algorithms
It is considered as one of the fast and robust methods of detecting blobs/regions in an
image. In this method, a template image of the object to be found is overlaid over the
search image. On each move, the sum of squared differences (SSD) or sum of absolute
differences (SAD) is stored in a correlation matrix. The procedure is continued for
the whole search image. The highest values in the correlation matrix represent the
local maxima which indicate the highest probability of object location in the search
image. Later the exact number and location of blobs can be extracted using a threshold
value. Though it is considered as a fast method, it is difficult to find objects that do not
match with the precise template (Kaspers (2011), Sezgin and Sankur (2004), Boyle
et al. (2008)).
4.2.2 Thresholding Algorithms
While considering blobs as bright or dark regions in an image, thresholding helps in
attaining binary images. The holes in the blob regions are filled up initially, and then
the group of neighbouring pixels are searched using connected components to detect
the related regions. Later, the location of the blob/object is estimated by computing the
centroid of the blob. Sezgin and Sankur (2004) provided a detailed survey of different
thresholding methods and their applications.
4.2.3 Local Extrema
It is the procedure in which the local minimum or local maxima of the bright regions
or objects in an image is estimated. During run-time for a window size (say 3×3), the
local maxima and minima above a threshold value are recorded as the location of the
centre of blob. Later, a filtering process over the detected points helps in removing the
extrema that are not the centre of the blobs. The major drawback of this technique is
that it fails when there are multiple extrema in a single region.
4.2.4 Differential Extrema Calculation
The most commonly used method in blob detection using scale-space representation.
It finds a wide range of application in medical image processing and related applica-
tions. Differential extrema calculation find its application better when local extrema
algorithms fail to find local extrema due to noise. The differential extrema methods
are based on the derivative of intensity functions. Most of the differential extrema
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methods use the scale-space analysis for blob location and size determination. In this
section, the most common blob detection methods based on scale-space are explained.
Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG):
This is the most popular differential method of blob detection based on the Laplacian
of Gaussian (LoG) operator (Lindeberg, 2013). The method first convolves the search
image with a Gaussian kernel at a specific scale t = σ2 generating the scale-space
representation L(x,y; t), where x and y are the corresponding pixel coordinates. Then
it applies the Laplacian operator to generate a strong response at the blob regions. The
blobs are detected at scale-space extrema of the normalized Laplacian ∇2norm L which
is the local extrema with respect to spatial location and scale level (Lindeberg, 1998).




2 (Lxx +Lyy) (4.3)
where L is the scale space representation of image I(x,y) through convolution by
Gaussian kernel at various scales t:
L(x,y;σ) = G(x,y;σ)∗ I(x,y) (4.4)


































The scale levels at which the extrema is strongest will define the size and location
of the blob.
Due to the scale-space detection of blobs at different scales, it finds many applica-
tions like detecting grey level blob-like structures from images (Lindeberg, 1993), cell
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detection from microscope images (Samborskiy, 2007), registering histological and
MR images of prostate for cancer detection (Zhan et al., 2007), nuclei detection (Kong
et al., 2013a), detection of spherical lesions in 3D medical images (Fazlollahi et al.,
2013), detection of lung nodule (Saien et al., 2014), and detection of multiscale
blob-like structure from mammograms (Chen et al., 2013b).
Difference of Gaussian (DoG)
Similar to LoG, in DoG, the image is first smoothened through convolution by Gaussian












g1(x,y) = Gσ1(x,y)∗ f (x,y) (4.9)
again using a different scale σ2, a second smoothed image can be obtained through
convolution as:
g2(x,y) = Gσ2(x,y)∗ f (x,y) (4.10)
The detection of scale-space extrema of an image f (x,y) can be obtained by
calculating the extrema from the Difference of Gaussian function DoG∗ f (x,y) as:
g1(x,y)−g2(x,y)=Gσ1 ∗ f (x,y)−Gσ2 ∗ f (x,y)= (Gσ1 −Gσ2)∗ f (x,y)=DoG∗ f (x,y)
(4.11)
Though the DoG is faster than LOG in computation, both the operators have a
drawback that it will detect strong local extrema near the edges in an image where the
relative intensity changes in the spatial direction.
Determinant of the Hessian Matrix (DoH)
It is considered as a faster method compared to LoG and DoG and is independent
of the size of blob size, as it uses box filters instead of convolutions. Compared to
Laplacian, it has better scale selection under linear image transformations. It detects
the blobs by calculating the maximums in the matrix of DoH.
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Based on the studies by Lindeberg (1998), the blobs at the scale-space represen-







The radius of the blobs is proportional to the scales of image representation. Unlike
LoG and DoG, the DoH can eliminate the extrema at the edges and contours where
the intensity changes in single spatial direction, as it detects the blobs based on the
determinant of the Hessian matrix.
4.3 Synthetic Models to Represent Breast Parenchy-
mal Patterns
Parenchymal patterns can be considered as building blocks of mammographic tissue
modelling. It plays an important role in mammographic risk assessment and density
assessment. As per Tabár’s (Tabar et al., 2003) definition of breast parenchymal
structure, the breast is made of four building blocks: nodular, linear, homogeneous
and radiolucent (see Section 1.4 for more details). In our study, we attempt to model
the mammographic tissue using blob model and attempt to classify them as high risk
and low-risk mammograms. There are different mammographic synthetic models
developed for representing the breast tissue structure. Bochud et al. (1999) tried to
model the background tissue to generate realistic simulated mammogram images.
Bochud et al. (1999) used the images obtained by images called lumpy backgrounds
generated by Rolland and Barrett (1992). The lumpy backgrounds are found to be
more statistically tractable and stationary. The lumpy backgrounds consist of a random
number of structural elements called blobs, located at random locations. Bochud et al.
(1999) used a generalised clustered lumpy background by clustering the blobs within
the image. The blob clustering helped in generating textures which are visually similar
to the real images with similar histograms and power spectra.
Similarly, Heine et al. (1999) developed a simulated model where many statistical
characteristics resembled real mammograms. The model was developed by the process
of passing a random input field through a linear filter with self-similar feature. The
model gave an explanation of the image appearance and the grey level distribution
pattern typical in mammograms. Though the model was a success in describing the
multi-model grey value distribution, it failed to relate the 3D tissue structures like the
duct patterns.
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Taylor et al. (1998) developed a simulation model to explain the duct system in the
breast, based on the fractal features using the information on duct length and diameter.
It helped in providing a simulated representation of the growth of duct systems within
the breast volume.
Bakic et al. (2002a) later generated the synthetic mammograms based on 3D
simulation of mammography. Simulated models of 3D breast anatomic structures
were projected towards to form a synthetic mammogram image. The model success-
fully generated a realistic distribution of large and medium scale distributions. The
mammographic modelling process was simulated using a compression model which
estimates the breast deformations using tissue elasticity parameters and an x-ray image
acquisition process where a monoenergetic parallel beam was applied to synthetically
compressed phantom. Later, Bakic et al. (2002b) analysed the synthetic mammogram
texture to real mammogram images. The synthetic images were developed by us-
ing x-ray image acquisition method on computationally compressed phantoms. The
phantoms represented the different texture features in the images and were generated
by simulating different size of structural elements like spherical/ellipsoid shells and
blobs. The study showed that the model was successful in developing synthetic images
with a similar distribution of features like the average size of the image objects, the
texture energy and the fractal dimension with the real mammogram images. Though
the model was successful in generating medium-sized phantoms closely related to the
mammographic object size, it was less capable in modelling small structures like fine
tissue details, lymph vessels etc.
In our work, we attempt to estimate the breast density and risk by generating a
blob model based on the parenchymal structures. We utilise the scale-space theory
using LoG to generate the scale-space representation and to estimate the scale size of
dense regions in the breast. Chen et al. (2013b) detected blob-like tissue patterns from
mammographic images to estimate the breast density and found a high correlation
with the Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) density classification.
Using Chen et al. (2013b) blob-like tissue pattern detection model and the Bakic et al.
(2002b) synthetic mammographic model generated by projecting various phantoms
structures like spherical shells and blobs, we attempt to find the orientation of tissue
structures through an elliptical blob model.
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4.4 Mammographic Blob Modelling Towards Risk Es-
timation
Breast tissue density and parenchymal pattern structures are considered to be an
indication of high risk and they have a direct relation with the probability of developing
breast cancer. A few examples of mammographic images are illustrated in Figure 4.2
from MIAS dataset clarifying various types of tissue densities as per the BI-RADS
density classification.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 4.2 Some example mammograms showing various BI-RADS density classification
based on BI-RADS 4th edition. (a) BI-RADS 1 (entirely fatty breast tissue), (b) BI-
RADS 2 (scattered fibro-glandular density), (c) BI-RADS 3 (heterogeneously dense
breast obscuring small masses), and (d) BI-RADS 4 (extremely dense breast lowering
the sensitivity of mammography).
As an initial step, we attempt to model the fatty and dense tissue in the mam-
mograms to investigate the possibility of finding the relationship between modelling
parenchymal patterns in relation with BI-RADS class. This work is closely related to
that of Chen et al. (2013a), which developed a mammographic segmentation approach
using topographic maps with an emphasis on modelling and distribution of bright
blobs in mammographic images using LoG operator. As traditional methods emphasis
on detection of circular blob-like structures from the patterns, approaches like LoG
and DoG filtering have been used. But images can have asymmetrical patterns like
in mammograms. So, to facilitate detection of orientated ellipse-like structures in
images, Kong et al. (2013a,b) introduced a generalized Laplacian of Gaussian (gLoG)
based approach, which allows the detection of symmetric and asymmetric regions
and includes direction estimation for such regions. The gLoG approach uses a set of
orientation and scale-dependent kernels. As with the LoG approach, the image, f (x,y)
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is processed with a Gaussian kernel and differential aspects as defined by
∇











G(x,y) = A · e−(ax
2+2bxy+cy2) (4.16)





















where the σx, σy and θ are respectively the standard deviations in the horizontal
and vertical directions that determine the scale/width of the Gaussian kernel, and the
orientation of Gaussian kernel. If σx and σy carry the same standard deviation, we get
a symmetrical shaped LoG operator. Some typical kernels can be found in Figure 4.3.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 4.3 A set of gLoG example kernels, where (a) {σx = 4,σy = 4}, (b) {σx = 10,σy =
10}, (c) {σx = 8,σy = 2,θ = π/2}, and (d) {σx = 12,σy = 8,θ = π/4}.
4.4.1 Data and Experimental Set-up
For the initial study, we use mammogram images from the MIAS dataset (refer to
Section 2.9.1 for more details on the dataset). The BI-RADS density type of all the
320 images from the dataset was marked by expert radiologists (2 images from the
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database were excluded due to corruption). All the images are pre-processed, and the
breast area is separated from the background region and the pectoral muscle.
The blob-like features from the images at scale-space using gLoG operator are
extracted. A few typical examples can be found in Figure 4.4 which shows that
different size and orientation structures are localized and enhanced by other kernels.
Blob-like structures detected outside the breast area are removed by the erosion of the
breast mask and combining it with the response image.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 4.4 Example gLoG processing based on the mammogram shown in Figure 4.2 (b)
and the gLoG kernels shown in Figure 4.3.
Based on the gLoG results we identified local maxima, which indicates the cen-
tral location of blob-like structures and thresholding could be used to select only
those regions with a higher probability. Some blob detection results can be found in
Figure 4.5.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 4.5 Detected blobs super-imposed on the original mammogram based on the
images shown in Figure 4.4.
In order to study the parenchymal arrangement of breast tissue through blob
modelling, we used the scale-space theory with gLoG operator for σx = 10, σy = 10
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and θ = 0 to exclude the orientation effect as an initial study. The extrema of local
regions in the image at different scales are estimated based on the highest probability
regions in each scale. Such detected blobs represent the approximate size of blob-like
fatty and dense tissue regions. To estimate the amount of blob-like fatty/dense tissue
structures in the image, the blobs are identified at multiple scales. All these blobs are
merged to represent the total amount of dense/fatty tissue in the image. On merging,
blob overlapping occurs in areas where tissues are closely related. Blobs detected
for fatty tissue from all the scales are represented in Figure 4.6 and the problem of
overlapping blobs is evident. This is because the same blob-like tissue structures are
detected as blobs at different scales with their origin at a similar location as they have
high probability regions in every scale. This problem of overlapping is solved by
distance/radius based blob merging based on the qualitative relations between the blobs.
The qualitative relations between two blobs (blob A and blob B) under consideration
are the distance (d) between the centre points of blobs and the radius of each blob (rA
and rB, where rA>rB). The three common relations found while merging are: external
where the distance between the blobs is greater than the sum of its radius(d>rA+rB),
internal (d<rA-rB) and intersection (rA-rB <d<rA+rB).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 4.6 Blobs detected fatty tissue at multi-scale for mammograms sorted from BI-
RADS I to BI-RADS IV as per Figure 4.2.
The overlapped and intersected blobs are removed using the above qualitative
relations. The merging procedure starts from the largest scale to the smallest scale.
The external blobs are retained. If the distance between the blobs is less than the
radius of the largest blob, the inner blob is eliminated. If they are intersecting and the
distance between them is less than the radius of the largest blob, it leads to its deletion.
The final merged multi-scale blobs after the removal of additional blobs are illustrated
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in Figure 4.7. The corresponding tissue area is normalized using the total breast area
for the final estimation of the tissue area.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 4.7 Blobs detecting fatty tissue at multi-scale after merging based on qualitative
relations for mammograms sorted from BI-RADS I to BI-RADS IV.
.
As discussed before the same procedure can be used for estimating the blob-like
dense tissue structures in a mammogram image by inversing the kernel and identifying
local extrema. The sample images are shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. Figure 4.8
illustrates the blobs detected at all scales and Figure 4.9 illustrates the dense blob-like
structures where the overlapped and intersected blobs have been removed through the
qualitative measurements.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 4.8 Blobs detected dense tissue at multi-scale for mammograms sorted from
BI-RADS I to BI-RADS IV.
It is clear from the Figures 4.7 and 4.9 that the number of blobs detecting fatty
tissue area decreases, while the amount of dense tissue area increases for BI-RADS
I to BI-RADS IV due to the increase in glandular tissue. The result matches with
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 4.9 Blobs detecting dense tissue at multi-scale after merging based on qualitative
relations for mammograms sorted from BI-RADS I to BI-RADS IV.
BI-RADS description that in BI-RADS I category, the breast tissue is entirely fatty
while the glandular tissue pattern increases with BI-RADS category level. Therefore,
the amount of dense blobs is more in BI-RADS IV relative to fatty blobs. While
considering fatty tissue, the number of blob-like fatty tissue covering breast region
will be more in BI-RADS I category as most of the breast region are occupied by fatty
tissue than dense. Likewise, the number and size of blobs representing dense tissue
will be more towards BI-RADS Iv category as majority of breast region is covered
with dense tissue compared to fatty tissue.
Fig. 4.10 Average relative tissue area for all the MIAS mammograms.
While comparing the relationship between dense and fatty tissue in estimating
BI-RADS class, it is found from Figure 4.10 that when relative dense tissue increases
with BI-RADS class, the fatty tissue area decreases with BI-RADS class in correlation
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with the dense tissue. Besides, it shows that there is a close relationship between fatty
tissue area for BI-RADS II and BI-RADS III indicating that the fatty tissue pattern
for BI-RADS II and BI-RADS III is nearly similar compared to the drastic change in
structure between BI-RADS I and BI-RADS IV.
Although the Figure 4.10 shows an average linear increase of dense tissue and
decrease of fatty tissue respectively with BI-RADS class, there is significant variation
in the dense/fatty tissue. This could be due to the over/under segmentation of tissue
areas. Further investigation is needed to control the over/under segmentation while
detecting the fatty/dense tissue area through multi-scale blobs.
Similarly, to study the potential of blob modelling in risk assessment, we classify
the dense and fatty blob regions using the classical KNN classifier. The result shows
an overall classification of 44.69% with specificity, sensitivity and F-score of 0.46,
0.45 and 0.45, respectively. The confusion matrix for the KNN classifier is represented
by Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Confusion matrix for KNN classifier based on BI-RADS classes.
Automatic Classification
BI-RADS I BI-RADS II BI-RADS III BI-RADS IV CA%
Truth Data
BI-RADS I 44 26 17 0 50.6
BI-RADS II 20 55 24 4 53.4
BI-RADS III 11 44 33 5 35.5
BI-RADS IV 1 14 11 11 29.7
To estimate the risk in density, we categorize the mammogram images in MIAS
dataset into two density groups: high density and low-density group. The images
are also classified into high/low risk using classical KNN classifier using a ten-fold
cross-validation. The classification results, as shown in Table 4.2 indicate a correlation
to the Table 4.1 with a classification accuracy of 66.31%, specificity of 0.66, sensitivity
of 0.66 and F-measure of 0.65.
Table 4.2 Confusion matrix of KNN classifier for classifying low/high risk.
Automatic Classification
Low Risk High Risk CA%
Truth Data Low Risk 156 34 82.1High Risk 74 56 43.1
4.4.2 Discussion
The initial study based on circular blobs for classification of mammograms into BI-
RADS classes through blob modelling shows the potential of ellipse modelling. The
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Figure 4.10 shows the distribution of fatty/dense tissue in four categories but the
classes II and III seem to be similar which could be due to the related structure of
parenchymal distribution as the glandular tissue are heterogeneously spread in the
whole breast region. Therefore, a more detailed scale-space structuring is necessary to
distinguish the minor differences in the tissue arrangement.
Similarly, the study on risk assessment showed the possibility of further investi-
gation of blob modelling in risk assessment with a classification accuracy of 66.3%.
The initial research leads the pathway for more complex elliptical blob modelling for
mammographic risk assessment which will be explained in detail in the following
sections.
4.5 Representation of Mammographic Parenchymal
Structures using Elliptical Blob Model
As discussed in the previous section and studies on synthetic mammogram generation,
the parenchymal pattern modelling using geometrical structure like blobs was found to
be useful in risk assessment and density estimation. So, to improve the modelling, we
attempt to explore an elliptical model for representing and calculating the parenchymal
patterns. The work was based on the initial study by Chen et al. (2013b) where the
modified LoG filter was used to reduce the boundary effect caused due to Laplacian
convolution. Figure 4.11 shows the possibility of representing the parenchymal patterns
in mammograms using different scales of a blob.
Fig. 4.11 Pseudo blobs superimposed on image patches of example breast tissue
patterns: (a), (b) nodular tissue; (c), (d) linear tissue; (e), (f) homogeneous tissue.
(Image taken from Chen et al. (2013b).
.
Though there are numerous methods in the literature for representing mammo-
graphic parenchymal patterns, none of the methods has modelled them in multi-scale
elliptical blob model in various directions. Our method focuses on the spatial distribu-
tion of elliptical blob-like salient regions in mammographic breast region in multi-scale
structure. We perform a gLoG approach to extract even the smallest blob-like regions.
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Pre-processing
We estimate the parenchymal breast patterns in the breast region; therefore, the pectoral
muscle and artefacts like labels are to be removed from the mammogram. The pectoral
muscle and label artefacts are to be removed as the initial procedure, as it could produce
strong responses during the convolution and extrema calculation from scale-space.
Likewise, the pectoral muscle intensity will be higher compared to parenchymal breast
patterns which can cause deletion of blob regions while estimating the threshold. So,
to prevent such cases, we remove the artefacts and pectoral muscle regions and focus
on the patterns inside the breast region. To remove pectoral muscle, we use breast
segmentation method proposed by Chen and Zwiggelaar (2010). But breast region
segmentation can cause sharp edges through breast boundaries like regions near to
pectoral muscle (G, F), regions to the edges of mammogram image border (I, H, A, B,
C, D, E) and breast borders as shown in Figure 4.12.
To circumvent this, we use a generalized model of LoG; it will generate responses
not only to the salient regions but also to edges and borders as they bring edge effect
during the convolution process in scale space generation. To reduce the edge and
border effect, the images were filtered using a modified LoG operator proposed by
Chen et al. (2013b) where the filter template alter adaptively according to the local
window to be convoluted with it. Therefore, the defined mask (M(x,y)) restrict the
filtering to non-zero pixels within the local window under convolution.
If pixel I(x,y) ̸= 0,M(x,y) = 1; else M(x,y) = 0. The normalization of the filter-
ing operators helps in reducing the response to homogeneous regions in an image.
Therefore, the modified LoG operator is normalized based on the mask area as
fm(x,y) =
{
0 if M(x,y) = 0
f (x,y)−∑(x,y)∈T &M(x,y)−1 f (x,y)/NM if M(x,y) = 1
(4.20)
where, NM, the number of non-zero pixels within the local window under convolution,
computed by NM = ∑(x,y)∈T M(x,y) and f (x,y) is the LoG operator. Thus, the filter
coefficients within the mask area will be normalized to zero.
In addition, we create the elliptical gLoG kernels for different orientations θ =
{0◦,45◦,90◦,135◦}. The same approach as discussed in Section 4.4 is used to develop
the kernels. A sample of the elliptical kernels are represented in Figure 4.13.
The kernels at different orientations will be used later for estimating the extrema
produced by parenchymal patterns as per their orientation.
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Fig. 4.12 Possible sharp edges and borders after pre-processing. (image from Chen
et al. (2013b)).
Fig. 4.13 Examples of elliptical Laplacian of Gaussian kernels at different orientation
(orientations from θ = {0◦,45◦,90◦,135◦} from left to right).
4.5.1 Ellipse Blob Detection
After pre-processing, the scale-space representation of mammogram images is gen-
erated for the local extrema and global extrema calculation. Instead of enlarging the
operator size for each scale, we scale to reduce the mammogram image. Otherwise,
repeated convolution with large kernels with images at original scales will be compu-
tationally complex. In order to subsample the image for scale-space generation, we
use the sub-sampling factor of 1/
√
2 for a scale level of 10, starting with the first scale
with σ x1=8 and σ y1=σx1 ∗1.5. A sample of generated scale space is represented in
Figure 4.14.
The initial image down-sampled at a factor of 1/k is then filtered using gLoG
operator at various orientation. The filtered images are then up-sampled to the original
size of the image and squared for calculating the scale-space extremum, as shown in
Figure 4.15.
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Fig. 4.14 Scale space representation of mammographic images at different scales.
Unlike Section 4.4.1, where both fatty and bright blobs were considered, here we
focus on the bright tissue regions from the mammographic images. The bright regions
in mammograms represent the dense tissue, and they are described as bright blobs in
scale-space (represented as negative filter response).
To search the extrema in scale-space, we first detect the extrema in each scale and
then compute the global extremum. For computing the local extremum, each image
pixel is compared with its local neighbourhood with a window size of 5×5 region.
The local extremum response with low probability/contrast is discarded based on a
threshold value. The threshold value is computed based on the maximum response
value of the pixel in the filtered image. After removing the less probable responses,
the extrema are stored as they indicate the centre of the blob at each scale where the
scale represents the minor axis radius for the blob at a respective orientation. Since
we concentrate on the patterns inside the breast region, the elliptical blobs which go
outside the breast boundary are rejected based on area. If the majority of blob region
is outside the breast region, it will be rejected from the blob pool. A sample of local
extrema detection at different scales is shown in Figure 4.16.
The blob structures at each scale after removing the blobs having mean intensity
less than the threshold is selected as salient blob regions at the respective scale. A
sample of selected blobs at each scale and orientation is represented in Figure 4.17.
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Fig. 4.15 Level 1: Scale space representation of mammographic images at different
scales as in Fig 4.14, level 2: elliptical LoG filtered images at 0◦, level 3: squared
elliptical LoG filtered responses on upsampled images.
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Fig. 4.16 The squared gLoG filter response for a mammogram image (shown in
Fig 4.15) at ten different scales for an orientation of 0◦. The positive responses and
less probable extrema have been removed.
After detecting the local extremum at different scales, the most robust responses
across the scales are estimated for each orientation. Blobs at each scale are compared
with its corresponding extremum in other scales by comparing with its 5× 5× 9
neighbours (from different scales). Finally, only the global extremum among all the
scales are retained for each orientation. The resulting blobs after global extremum are
shown in Figure 4.18 top row.
4.5.2 Blob Merging
The blobs detected at different scales represent the dense tissue patterns inside the
breast region at various orientations. The blobs representing dense tissue may overlap
at different scales due to its intensity or by the size of the region it covers. Therefore,
to estimate the dense tissue covered by blob regions, we merge the overlapping blobs
as in Figure 4.18 (bottom row).
For blob merging, a direct distance-based approach based on the radius is not
applicable due to the elliptical structure of the blob and the multiple orientations.
Therefore, we use an area-based merging method for deleting the overlapping blobs.
Suppose, there are two elliptical blobs A and B, where A is larger than B. If A
completely overlaps B, then B is deleted as shown in Figure 4.19 (a). If A and B
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(a) i
(b) ii
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(a) iii
(b) iv
Fig. 4.17 Detected blobs at each scale after removing the false positives with mean
intensity value less than the threshold. ((a)i) blobs at different scales for 0◦ orientation;
((b)ii) blobs at different scales for 45◦ orientation; ((a)iii) blobs at different scales for
45◦ orientation; ((b)iv) blobs at different scales for 135◦ orientation.
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Fig. 4.18 Top row: final blobs at each orientation after calculating the global extremum
for different orientation. Bottom row: blobs merged at each orientation.
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are partially overlapping as in Figure 4.19 (b), the area of the overlapped region is
estimated. Then the overlapped region is reduced from each blob area to estimate
the largest blob to retain based on a threshold parameter. Threshold parameter ’t’
estimates the extent of overlapping and decide whether to include both the blobs or
delete the smaller blob. Likewise, if the blobs are completely apart as in Figure 4.19
(c), then both the blobs are retained to represent dense tissue. The blobs merged using
area-based merging method is shown in the bottom row of Figure 4.18 which will be
later combined along all orientations to retain only the elliptical blobs according to the
direction of tissue patterns.
Fig. 4.19 A sample illustration of area-based blob overlapping.
After merging the blobs in each orientation, the retaining blobs from all orientations
are combined to compute the largest and most suitably oriented blob relative to breast
tissue pattern. The area-based blob merging was performed to combine the oriented
blobs. The combined merging of blobs is represented as in Figure 4.20.
Though the blobs are combined at different orientations, the merging with blob
area, orientation and distance between blobs finds inappropriate in some cases. When
sorted based on blob area for merging, the final orientation 135◦ will be retained in
many cases.
Fig. 4.20 Combined blob merging at various orientations.
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4.5.3 Results and Discussion
From a visualization perspective and evaluation, it is found that elliptical blob mod-
elling can be used to model the parenchymal breast patterns and in risk assessment. We
use the mammogram images from MIAS dataset for the initial study of the proposed
model. As discussed initially, the blobs were selected from 10 scales for four different
orientations with an initial scale of 8 pixels which increases by a factor of
√
(2). As
per the BI-RADS categorization, BI-RADS-I mammographic breasts almost entirely
fatty which means there will be only a few dense tissue patterns, so only a few small
scale blobs are detected. For BI-RADS II, the glandular tissue is scattered in a small
amount resulting in medium-scale blobs. BI-RADS III have more glandular tissue
compared to BI-RADS, resulting in larger blobs. BI-RADS IV category covers the
entire breast region with dense tissue resulting in huge blob representing the entire
blob region.
To evaluate and visualize the possibility of proposed elliptical blob model, mam-
mographic images from MIAS dataset of BI-RADS category I to IV are shown in
Figure 4.21
The merging of blobs tends to be complex due to multiple factors affecting the
deletion of blobs like threshold (t), orientation, size of blob and number of blobs
in each scale. Due to this, most of the merging ends in a blob orientation of 135◦.
Likewise, t is a factor that decides the amount of accepted overlap between blobs.
So, with the variation in t, the number of blobs removed from blob pool varies. A
sample effect is shown in Figure 4.22. For a mammogram image with 46 overlapping
blobs, the number of blobs removed varied with the t parameter. For t = 0.02, the
number of blobs retained was 5, while 15 and 41 blobs were retained for t=0.7 and t=1
respectively.
Though the proposed method seems visually plausible, it needs further improve-
ments to be used for density and risk assessment. According to Bakic’s synthetic
model, the ducts and patterns could be represented through various sized shells, el-
liptical blobs. In our approach, we described the tissue patterns in a mammogram in
varying elliptical blob scales to show the tissue pattern. We used a generalized model
of LoG, but other blob detectors could also be exploited like the Hessian variants, DoG
and scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT). In our experiments, we set the initial
scale to be eight and increased to 10 scales reaching a scale of 181 pixels. But it will
be better to automatically decide the scale than fixing the scale level. Again, with
orientation, we selected four directions as an initial study. Still, from experimental
studies, the model performance will be better if it is designed to automatically select
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Fig. 4.21 Blob representation with respect to BI-RADS density classes. row 1-4:
BIRADS I-IV, col 1: Original images, col 2-5: blobs at orientation 0◦,45◦,90◦,135◦
respectively, col 6: overlapping blobs, col 7: merged blobs.
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Fig. 4.22 Changes in blob merging depending on the threshold parameter.
the orientation and corresponding scale rather than a fixed direction. Similarly, while
considering the merging, more efficient technique that could manage multiple factors
can be developed. For example, instead of focusing on orientation, scale level, number
of blobs for sorting and merging; an additional factor which estimates the minimum,
maximum or mean intensity of blob region along with blob size and direction could be
a possibility for better merging.
4.6 Summary
We attempt to design an elliptical blob model for representing the parenchymal breast
patterns. To the best of our knowledge, this was the first attempt of breast density risk
estimation based on fatty and dense tissue pattern correlating with BI-RADS density
class. Besides, this was the first attempt to represent breast tissue, analyzing the breast
tissue structure orientation using elliptical blobs at multiple scales. For the support of
the work, various blob detector models were explained, followed by multiple breast
synthetic models. From a visualization perspective and an attempt to explain the tissue
type based on elliptical blob patterns on real mammograms, the method found to be
successful. The method found to be correlating with BI-RADS density explanation
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based on tissue as the amount of area covered by elliptical blob representing dense
tissue increases with density class from BI-RADS I to IV. But as future work, it needs
further improvements like multi-factor dependent merging to retain the best blob
structure to represent the parenchymal patterns similar to Bakic’s simulated synthetic
models of the breast. Likewise combining circular and elliptical blob structures by
exploring there elongation properties, orientation caould be investigated to include
more texture patterns and match with the synthetic models generated through blob






While breast density is considered as a risk factor in developing breast cancer, micro-
calcification (MC) are considered as abnormalities that indicate the presence of breast
cancer. So, in this chapter, we propose a novel approach to classify the micro-
calcification clusters as benign or malignant. The topology/connectivity of individual
micro-calcification in a micro-calcification cluster (MCC) is investigated to diagnose
the malignancy. The multi-scale morphology of MC in MCC distribution was also
investigated to estimate the malignancy. The topology-based models in our proposed
approach focus on the distributional pattern, unlike the traditional ways of analysing
the morphology and statistical features for classification. The role of surrounding
breast tissue is investigated to estimate the role of texture properties in classification.
Section 5.3 proposes a new connected-chain model based on MC distributional pattern
followed by its multi-scale connected-chain approach in Section 5.4. Finally, the po-
tential of connected-chain model is compared and combined with traditional methods
of tissue texture analysis and MC morphology features in Section 5.5.
5.1 Introduction
Differentiating the abnormalities/lesions like micro-calcifications in mammograms as
benign or malignant is a laborious and time-consuming process for radiologists. As the
mammograms are a two-dimensional representation of three-dimensional tissue struc-
ture, the overlapping of breast tissue may lead to a pattern similar to an abnormality or
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may change the structure of abnormalities resulting in a misclassification (Elter and
Horsch, 2009). It is estimated that less than 30% of reported breast biopsies ended up
as malignant causing unnecessary stress to patients (Adler and Helvie, 1992; Elmore
et al., 2003). But micro-calcifications are considered as a primary indicator of the
presence of breast cancer (Sakka et al., 2006). The high correlation of breast cancer
and histologically proven MCCs shows the relevance of developing Computer-Aided
Diagnosis (CAD) tools in investigating the presence of micro-calcifications in the
breast. Although CAD systems can assist the radiologists in early detection of many
abnormalities as a reference, the interpretation/classification of micro-calcifications
remains difficult and challenging due to the fuzzy nature of micro-calcification, the
small size, although having high contrast there is potential overlap with dense tissue
making it difficult to distinguish from surrounding tissue, absence of particular patterns
or templates due to the variation in sizes, shapes and distribution (Cheng et al., 2003;
Sakka et al., 2006). It is estimated that the size of micro-calcifications ranges from 0.1
mm to 1.0 mm, with an average size of 0.3 mm. Similarly, due to high-frequency noise
and overlapping patterns, some isolated micro-calcifications are challenging to be
distinguished in the film-screen mammography (Sakka et al., 2006). So, enhancement
and noise filtering can be beneficial for the localisation of micro-calcifications in breast
tissue (Cheng et al., 2003).
Similarly, extracting distinguishable features to classify micro-calcifications are
a vital characteristic of a CAD system. The features extracted should be reliable,
independent (uncorrelated), discriminative for efficient classification. Features can
be extracted and distinguished based on the extraction method and image properties
such as statistical, shape features, topological graph features, cluster feature extraction
which are discussed in detailed in Section 2.4.2.
5.2 Related Work
Various features have been used to classify micro-calcifications, for example, indi-
vidual micro-calcification characteristics describing the perimeter, area, compactness,
elongation, eccentricity, thickness, orientation, and contrast (Sakka et al., 2006). Other
features used for classification include co-occurrence features, wavelet properties, Ga-
bor filter bank features, scale-space characteristics, fractal and cluster features (Cheng
et al., 2003; Elter and Horsch, 2009) (see Section 2.4.2 for detailed feature extraction
and classification methods). Elter and Horsch (2009) described shape, size, cluster
features, intensity, texture, morphology and topology features for classification of
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micro-calcifications. Some of the wavelet features (Docusse et al., 2008) used for
classification included energy and entropy while the cluster features for classification
described the distribution of local features, cluster area, cluster perimeter, cluster
diameter, eccentricity, elongation and number of micro-calcifications in the cluster
representing the cluster morphology (Betal et al., 1997).
According to breast micro-calcifications distribution studies, it is found that malig-
nant micro-calcifications tend to be small in size and densely distributed (>5 per focus
within 1cm2), while benign micro-calcifications are usually larger in size, smaller in
number and scattered (<4-5 per 1cm2) (Feig et al., 1987; Nalawade, 2009; Sickles,
1986). Numerous methods were developed to explore the micro-calcification cluster
features for classification of abnormality as benign or malignant. Veldkamp et al.
(2001) investigated the cluster shape and distribution features like the number of
calcifications in the cluster, mean and standard deviation of micro-calcification area,
orientation, contrast, shape and, position of a cluster in the mammogram. Similarly,
Foggia et al. (2001) investigated the shape, distribution of micro-calcifications within
the cluster and irregularity of micro-calcifications were explored, assuming that more
irregular and non-uniform shapes of micro-calcifications represent a malignant cluster.
Winkler et al. (2000) utilized the features and patterns of micro-calcifications inside
a cluster, especially the number of micro-calcifications in the cluster, cluster area,
perimeter, and the standard deviation of inter micro-calcification distance within the
cluster. Shao et al. (2011) investigated the cluster ROI features like the population den-
sity of dispersed MCs, the smallest diameter to encircle the clustered region, diameter
of largest micro-calcification, diameter of smallest MC in the ROI and mean diameter
ensemble average for all MCs in the ROI. Estimating the distribution and closeness
of micro-calcification in the clusters, Chen et al. (2015) proposed a topology-based
classification method by constructing graphs at multiple scales. The graph features
were estimated at different scales for the topological modelling and classification of
micro-calcification into benign and malignant cases. Similarly, Suhail et al. (2018b)
used a tree-based topological approach for the classification of micro-calcification,
focusing on the distribution and connectivity of micro-calcification. The tree fea-
tures like the height of the tree, and the number of leaf nodes were evaluated for the
classification process.
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5.3 Connected-Chain Model for Micro-calcification Clas-
sification
Mammography can identify some abnormalities before they are detectable physically.
Breast cancer can appear in mammograms as abnormalities like masses, architectural
distortions or micro-calcifications. While breast masses appear as large white bright
regions in mammograms, micro-calcifications appear as bright, small in size and
form a cluster. The radiologists investigate the presence of fine, patterned granular
micro-calcification clusters as an indication of early breast carcinoma and perform
further histological examinations for final confirmation. To develop a CAD system
for diagnosis of micro-calcifications, researchers evaluate the calcifications based on
their primary properties like size, shape, form, distribution, density and distribution as
described in Section 5.2.
Fig. 5.1 Examples of ROI patches of malignant (top row) and benign (bottom row)
mammographic micro-calcification clusters; First column: original patch; second
column: annotated micro-calcifications; third column: zoomed in view of micro-
calcifications.
The proposed approach deals with the classification of manually or automatically
detected/segmented ROIs of micro-calcification clusters as benign or malignant using
topological features. Unlike the tree-based approach by Suhail et al. (2018b) and
topology-based multi-scale graph model by Chen et al. (2015), the proposed method
uses the closeness and distribution of micro-calcifications in local clusters, investigates
the distribution pattern of micro-calcifications in the clusters, which is linked to the
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clinical aspects in estimating the classification of micro-calcifications (Hernández
et al., 2016; Nalawade, 2009; Park et al., 2000).
5.3.1 Data and Methodology
The proposed approach used the clinical perspective of micro-calcification distribution
in a cluster that the benign micro-calcifications tend to be of larger size and more
widely spread compared to malignant cases with relatively smaller size and closely
distributed (Hernández et al., 2016).
Dataset
The dataset used for initial evaluation of the proposed algorithm was segmented ROIs
of mammogram images from the DDSM database. A total of 289 mammogram
ROIs of varied sizes with micro-calcification abnormalities were evaluated, where
131 mammogram ROIs were histologically proven as malignant cases while 158
mammogram ROIs were histologically proven as benign cases. The average size of
these ROIs was 482× 450 pixels, though it should be mentioned that the proposed
method is independent of the patch size. (see Section 2.9 for more details on the
dataset).
Methodology
In the proposed approach, the micro-calcification ROI clusters detected/segmented
by Oliver et al. (2012) automatic detection method was used for feature extraction
and classification. The detection method extracts the local features that character-
ize the morphology of micro-calcification using a bank of filters. Afterwards, a
boosting scheme is used to obtain the most salient features to detect individual micro-
calcifications. Later, the probability images of individual micro-calcifications are
calculated to determine the cluster.
Subsequently, the detected mammogram ROIs are binarized by converting them
to binary images. All the pixels with value ’0’ represented background or healthy
tissue while the pixels with value ’1’ indicated micro-calcifications. Single and low
probability pixels were removed as they were considered noise. So, the denoising was
performed by eliminating low probability pixels and by deleting small areas with a
size smaller than 4 pixels as shown in Figure 5.2, which demonstrates the initial steps
of automatic localization, binarization and denoising of image ROIs. A morphological
erosion operation was performed to remove the micro-calcifications of size less than
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four pixels. Later, a dilation process was performed with the same structuring element
to recover the original size of the remaining micro-calcifications.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 5.2 Binarization and denoising of annotated micro-calcification cluster; (a) origi-
nal mammographic patch with micro-calcification, (b) annotated micro-calcification
cluster image, (c) binarized image, (d) denoised image.
After pre-processing, the centroids of each micro-calcifications were estimated.
After that, the distance between each centroid point was calculated to determine their
relative position. Connected-chains were constructed for determining the closeness
of MCs. Connected-chains were estimated using a threshold distance of 40 pixels
to estimate the longest possible connected-chain. The connected node chains were
being built by assessing and joining the nodes which are distributed within 40 pix-
els around each node (the Euclidean distance measure (Lele and Richtsmeier, 1991)
was used for distance calculations). The first node was taken, and the next closest
node to it from the distance map was joined with it, followed by the nearest node
to the previously connected node. The procedure was continued until there were no
unconnected close nodes to any of the nodes in the constructed chain. The procedure
was repeated by selecting the next unvisited node from the node list to start the next
chain. So, each connected-chain represented a cluster of micro-calcifications which
are jointly distributed with each other. The overview of the proposed method is il-
lustrated in Figure 5.3. The connected nodes in the chain show the pattern/closeness
of node arrangement in that cluster, which was the representation of closely located
connected nodes. In other words, the number of connected-chains represents the
independent number of chain-cluster. Those micro-calcifications which are closely
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located will form a chain-cluster (3,4,5,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15), (1,2) while scattered
micro-calcifications are considered as unvisited or leaf nodes (6) as shown in Fig-
ure 5.4. Figure 5.5 illustrates how the connected-chains are generated from the distance
map (the nearby centroids/nodes are selected uniquely for each visited node/centroid
(3,4,5,10,11,7,8,9,12,13,14,15) and sorted (3,4,5,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15) to form a
chain). In both cases, the connected-chains formed contains same nodes though it
shows different pattern of representation.
Fig. 5.3 Detailed representation of the proposed connected-chain graph method for
micro-calcification classification into benign/malignant.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.4 Generating connected-chains for micro-calcifications to construct clusters; (a)
the micro-calcifications after denoising, (b) representing the cluster/connected node
chain, which indicates three chain-clusters of various sizes.
Feature Extraction
Cluster properties are an important characteristic feature of micro-calcifications in
detecting its type of abnormality as benign or malignant. If micro-calcifications are
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Fig. 5.5 Detailed representation of generating connected-chains from the distance
map.
scattered throughout the breast, it indicates a benign abnormality (Oliver et al., 2012).
So, in the proposed approach, we extract the features of connected-chain, considering
it as a graph. For feature extraction from the chain-clusters, the cluster properties
calculated were the number of clusters (independent number of connected-chains), the
number of benign clusters (the chains containing less than or equal to 5 nodes), the
number of malignant clusters (the chains with more than five nodes), the size of the
longest chain, the number of independent nodes/leaf nodes. We take the minimum
chain length to be five nodes as a threshold chain length. Micro-calcifications are
considered as a cluster when there are more than three micro-calcifications in a 1cm2
square area (which is equivalent to 200× 200 pixels in the digitized data (DDSM
and MIAS) with a pixel size equal to 50m) (Alam et al., 2019; Kopans 3rd, 2007;
Oliver et al., 2012). Similarly, from a clinical perspective, the malignant clusters are
densely packed and are fine and tightly structured. So, we took a connected-chain
length threshold as more than 5 for the malignant chains. Therefore, in our study, we
investigate the MCs based on how densely/scattered they are distributed in a MCC in
classifying a MCC as benign/malignant.
From a clinical perception, the malignant chains will be more complex and tightly
packed compared to benign clusters. Figure 5.6 illustrates the difference between
connected chains formed for benign and malignant cases. The first column repre-
sents the mammographic patch while the second column shows the segmented and
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histologically proven calcifications and the third column represent the connected-
chains for benign and malignant cases. The connected-chains structure for malignant
micro-calcifications tend to be more complex compared to the benign structure as the
malignant micro-calcifications are tightly and densely arranged, giving a long, dense
chain.
Fig. 5.6 Complexity representation of benign (top row) and malignant (bottom row)
example ROIs; columns:-(a): original mammogram ROI; (b): the detected binarized
micro-calcification; (c): connected-node chain for benign and malignant clusters.
Experimental Results and Discussion
The efficiency of features extracted from connected-chain spatial distributional model
for classification of mammographic ROI’s into benign and malignant cases were eval-
uated using various classifiers like the Bayesian Network (Sharma et al., 2008), the
k-nearest neighbour (KNN) classifier (Sharma et al., 2008), AdaBoost classifier (Fried-
man et al., 2000), SVM (Efros and Freeman, 2001), and Random Forest (Taylor et al.,
1999). The classical KNN classifier is an instance-based learning approach. It is based
on simple majority voting unless equal class probability is indicated, and the Euclidean
weighted approach is used as the distance measure. Bayesian network uses a directed
acyclic graphs (DAGs) to represent the joint probability distribution of set of random
variables where edges represent direct correlations. A simple estimator is used for
estimating the conditional probability tables and a hill-climbing algorithm was used as
a learning algorithm. In order to estimate the performance of the method, the features
extracted are classified into malignant or benign cases using a 10-run 10-FCV and
leave-one-out approach using the mentioned classifiers.
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Table 5.1 Comparison of classification accuracy using different classifiers.
Automatic Classification
10 FCV Leave-one-out
Bayesian Network 84.602±0.496 84.78
AdaBoostM1 85.603±0.333 85.81
SVM 83.183 ±0.467 83.04
Random Forest 84.320 ±0.879 83.74
KNN 84.010±1.127 84.08
Table 5.2 Area under ROC (Az) for different classifiers.
Automatic Classification
10 FCV Leave-one-out
Bayesian Network 0.839±0.010 0.844
AdaBoostM1 0.839±0.010 0.779
SVM 0.817±0.005 0.816
Random Forest 0.912±0.006 0.916
KNN 0.888±0.004 0.891
The classification accuracy by various classifiers are mentioned in Table 5.1. The
results from the table shows that all the classifiers performed similar in classifying
the features into benign/malignant with slight variation due the classifier feature
selection methods used in classifiers, with AdaBoostM1 obtaining the best CA%
result of 85.603±0.333 for the extracted features. The Bayesian network, Random
Forest and KNN attained similar CA% results of 84.602± 0.496, 84.320± 0.879,
84.010±1.127, respectively. The SVM classifier performed poor compared to others
with CA% of 83.183±0.467. In addition, the area under ROC curve (Az) is calculated
as in Table 5.2 obtaining 0.912± 0.004 for the Random Forest classifier. The Az
results shows that Random Forest performed better compared to other classifiers in
the list. While considering the Az performance of listed classifiers, KNN obtained
0.888±0.004 followed by similar perfomance by Bayesian Network and AdaBoostM1
with 0.839±0.010. Comparing to other classifiers in the list, SVM classifier performed
poor with Az of 0.817±0.005 for the extracted features.
Though the proposed approach can successfully classify most of the cases correctly,
there are misclassified instances like the ROIs shown in Figure 5.7. The top row ROI
was misclassified as a benign case by the proposed approach where it only has one
connected-chain with less than 6 nodes and the other nodes are scattered giving less
probability of malignancy. The second row was misclassified as malignant because of
the large number of connected chains though the complexity of each connected chain
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is low giving an assumption of malignancy even when the micro-calcifications were
spread out over the patch.
Fig. 5.7 Misclassified examples. First row: a malignant ROI reported as benign;
Second row: benign ROI reported as malignant.
The proposed method utilizes the closeness and number of micro-calcifications
that are arranged tightly in a cluster. To evaluate the connected-chain pattern and
investigate the orientation dependence, we flip the image orientation and find the
connected-chain. From the experimental evaluation, it was found that the cluster-chain
is similar in both orientations. A few sample images are provided in Figure 5.8. The
first column shows the original micro-calcification cluster ROIs; the second column
shows the denoised micro-calcification cluster, the third column shows the connected-
chain pattern while the last column shows the pattern while the ROI patch is oriented.
It is to be noted that the chain-cluster formed in both cases are similar to the same set
of micro-calcifications in the chain.
The efficiency of the proposed approach is comparable with the state of art methods
for micro-calcification classification. It will be discussed and compared in detail in the
next section as most of the topological methods in the literature utilizes the multi-scale
approaches of graph and tree structures.
In the discussed method, the connectivity features were utilized only from a single
scale. So to evaluate the effect of image resolution on classification, multi-scale
connectivity features are to be considered, and more datasets are to be assessed,
which helps in evaluating the robustness of the proposed approach. The multi-scale
connected-chain approach on various databases and a comparative study with other
state of art methods for micro-calcification classifications will be discussed in detail in
Section 5.4.
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Fig. 5.8 Connected-chain clusters formed for oriented ROIs: rows:- (a) original ROIs,
(b) denoised binary image, (c) chain pattern for original ROI, (d) chain pattern for
flipped ROI.
5.4 Multi-scale Connected-Chain Model for
Micro-Calcification Classification
To explore the topological and multi-scale distributional connectivity features of micro-
calcifications, the connected-chain method was modified to extract features from
multiple scales/levels. The proposed approach used the multi-scale morphological rela-
tionship of connectivity between micro-calcifications where connected-chains between
nearest micro-calcifications were generated at each level. Subsequently, graph/chain
connectivity features at each scale were extracted to estimate the topological connectiv-
ity structure of micro-calcification clusters for benign versus malignant classification.
The proposed approach was evaluated using publicly available digitized datasets:
MIAS and DDSM in addition to the digital OPTIMAM dataset as most of the related
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works are based on these datasets. The study showed that topological/connectivity
modelling using a multi-scale approach was appropriate for micro-calcification cluster
analysis and classification. The topological connectivity and distribution can be linked
to the clinical understanding of micro-calcification arrangements (Park et al., 2000).
5.4.1 Data
A multi-scale approach was developed, and the algorithm was performed on different
datasets to make the method independent of resolution effect (see Section 2.9 for
more information on the datasets). The DDSM and MIAS database were used for
analysis from which relevant MCC detected regions of interest (ROIs) were extracted
for evaluation. As discussed, 289 mammogram ROIs of varied sizes (average size of
482×450 pixels) from DDSM that were histologically confirmed and automatically
detected/segmented were used. Similarly, there were in total of 20 images in the MIAS
dataset containing micro-calcification cluster ROIs (image patch size of 512 ×512
pixels) with 11 benign clusters and nine malignant cases which were all categorised
by histology.
In addition to DDSM and MIAS, the digital dataset, OPTIMAM was used. A
total of 286 mammographic images with micro-calcification clusters were used for
estimating the robustness of the algorithm, where 136 ROIs were histologically re-
ported as benign and 150 were categorised as malignant. The micro-calcifications for
OPTIMAM were segmented using the detection approach developed by Alam et al.
(2018). This was done to study the segmentation and resolution effect of mammograms
on classification.
5.4.2 Proposed Methodology :- Multi-scale Connected-Chain Mod-
elling
The proposed methodology used the micro-calcification abnormality patches as the
input which were binarized and denoised for the classification process. The closeness
of micro-calcifications was estimated through connected-chain graphs at different
scales. Then, the extraction and classification of connected-chain graph features
at respective scales was used for classification as malignant or benign. A detailed
description showing each step of the process is shown in Figure 5.9 and a brief
explanation can be found in of Algorithm 1.
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Fig. 5.9 Detailed representation of the proposed multi-scale connected chain graph
method for benign/malignant micro-calcification classification.
Pre-processing
The automatically segmented mammographic ROIs are binarized for further morpho-
logical operations. Denoising is performed on the binary image by removing regions
which are less than 4 pixel considering those as noise or as low probability micro-
calcification regions as in the previous study. The binarization and pre-processing
procedures are demonstrated in detail in Figure 5.2.
Constructing Connected-Chains at Multiple Scales/levels
Following denoising, the centroid of each micro-calcification was calculated for finding
the nearest micro-calcifications. Initially, all centroids were considered as independent
nodes. The number of scales/levels was set (e.g. S = 3, i.e. the number of times the
morphological dilation will be performed). We selected S to be equal to three because
a large scale number with large structuring element for dilation can morphologically
merge all the micro-calcifications at an early stage, making it a single unit. At each
scale, a morphological dilation operation using a disc-shaped structuring element with
5 pixels radius size was performed for estimating the connectivity between micro-
calcification centroids. Similarly, reducing the size of the structuring element would
need additional scales to merge the micro-calcifications.
The distance between each centroid point was calculated to estimate the closeness
in distribution generated by each distance map. Subsequently, connected-chains
were created to describe the morphological distribution of each micro-calcification
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with respect to other micro-calcifications. For the first scale, nodes were connected,
which were distributed within 40 pixels. The Euclidean distance measure (Lele and
Richtsmeier, 1991) was used for distance calculations. The initial node from the
distance map was selected as the first node in the chain. The procedure continued
by selecting the next unvisited node to start the next chain. The method repeated
recursively until all the nodes were visited. So, each connected chain represented a
sub-cluster of a micro-calcification cluster. For the following scale, morphological
dilation (Soille, 2013) using a disk structural element of size five was performed on
the binary micro-calcifications and the centroids and distance map were calculated
followed by the connected-chain estimation.
The connected-chains at each scale/level represented the arrangement or pattern of
micro-calcification in the clusters. The connected-chain structure differed with each
level as some dilated micro-calcifications merged, giving a single centroid for distance
estimation. The closely distributed micro-calcifications merged at the initial stages
of dilation forming a single unit. Therefore, the morphological dilation process gave
different connectivity patterns between the micro-calcifications, building different
independent sub-clusters. The detailed multi-scale space clustering is illustrated in
Figure 5.10. Since the malignant micro-calcifications were closely located, with
increasing scales, they tended to merge early as a region. In contrast, the benign
micro-calcifications needed additional levels to be united as they were more diffusely
distributed.
Feature Extraction In the connected-chain each node is the centroid of a micro-
calcification and is considered independent. It is noted that the number of connections
between nodes decreased with increasing scales as the micro-calcifications started
merging. The graph features of the connected-chains at each scale were extracted
and concatenated to form the feature vector for classification. The cluster properties
calculated at each scale were the number of clusters, the benign clusters (the chains
containing less than 6 nodes), the number of malignant chains (the chains with more
than 5 nodes), the size of the longest chain, the number of independent nodes/leaf
nodes, similar to the previous study.
Classification The classification of mammographic patches into benign or malignant
cases using the connected-chain features at different scales was performed using
classical k-nearest neighbour (KNN) (Duda et al., 2012) on the MIAS, DDSM and
OPTIMAM databases. We selected the KNN classifier as most of the literature used




Fig. 5.10 Connectivity pattern of micro-calcifications with morphological dilation at
increasing scales:, (a) original image ROI, (b) segmented micro-calcification mam-
mographic ROI, (c) connected-chains at scale 1, (d) connected-chains at scale 2
(micro-calcifications have started merging), (e) connected-chains at scale 3 (most
of micro-calcifications have merged), (f) connected-chain at scale 4 (majority of
micro-calcifications overlapped forming a single unit).
the classical KNN approach although it should be clear that alternative classifiers are
possible as performed in the previous study.
Experimental Results and Discussion
The graph features extracted at different scales were used with a leave-one-out, and ten-
fold cross-validation (FCV) approaches on the MIAS, DDSM and OPTIMAM datasets
to investigate how significantly these approaches affected the classification accuracy.
We used the KNN classifier with a ten-run 10-fold cross-validation scheme to calculate
the accuracy of classification on a different dataset. The ’k’ value (the number of
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neighbors used for classification) was selected based on the best classification accuracy
(a small value of k means that noise will have a higher influence on the result and a
large value of k make it computationally expensive). An example of the variation of
classification accuracy with k values for the DDSM dataset (highest CA% when k=3) is
shown in Figure 5.11. The same procedure was applied for the MIAS and OPTIMAM
datasets for selecting the k value for the KNN classifier. The best classification results
using the KNN (k=3) classifier on the DDSM dataset is illustrated in Table 5.3, which
shows an average classification accuracy (CA%) of 86.47 % ± 5.94 % for a 10 run 10
fold cross-validation and 87.5% for the leave-one-out approach (see Table 5.6). The
sensitivity/recall found to be 86.76%, precision of 86.86% with an F-score (to measure
the performance of the test for the positive class) of 86.34% for the DDSM dataset.
Similarly, the classification of micro-calcifications as benign or malignant for the
MIAS dataset using the KNN classifier (k=3, see Figure 5.11) gave a classification
accuracy (CA%) of 82.5 % ± 2.63 % for 10 run 10-FCV and 80.0% for leave-one-out
Algorithm 1: Multi-scale connected-chain algorithm
Input: Automatically or manually segmented micro-calcification cluster ROIs,
threshold distance, number of scales/levels.
Output: Multi-scale connected-chain features.
1 Binarize and denoise the image to remove low probability micro-calcification
regions from ROI.
2 Compute the centroid of each micro-calcification considering them as
independent nodes of the chain.
3 for scale less than 4 do
4 Generate a distance map by computing the closest nodes to each node
based on the threshold distance.
5 for scan each node in the distance map node-list do
6 Merge the closest node to each node in distance map to form a chain
till all nodes in the node list are visited.
7 end
8 Extract the chain features from each scale like number of independent
nodes in each scale, number of malignant chains (chains with more than 5
nodes), number of benign nodes (chains with less than 6 nodes) and the
size of longest chain.
9 Increment the scale/level number
10 Dilate the micro-calcification objects in ROIs using a disc structuring
element of size 5 pixels.
11 end
12 Generate the feature vector for classification by merging the features extracted
at different scales.
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Fig. 5.11 Variation of classification accuracy (CA%) with k-values for KNN classifier
(The dotted line shows the trendline of classification accuracy with-respect to k values).
approaches (see Table 5.4 (for the best classification accuracy) and Table 5.6). The test
results shows a specificity of 82.25%, sensitivity of 82.50%, and F-score of 83.05%.
Subsequently, the classification of micro-calcifications as benign or malignant
for the OPTIMAM dataset using the KNN classifier (k=11, see Figure 5.11) gave a
classification accuracy (CA%) of 76.75 % ± 0.66 % and 77.27% for 10-run 10-FCV
and leave-one-out approaches (see Table 5.6), respectively. The best classification
accuracy for the 10 fold cross validation is illustrated in Table 5.5. The specificity and
sensitivity/recall for the classification test for OPTIMAM using the KNN classifiers
was found to be 76.68%, 76.69% respectively, attaining the F-score of 76.63%.
The second evaluation process used for investigating the efficiency of classification
was performed by ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) under the curve analysis.
The area under the ROC curve (Az) for the three datasets is shown in Table 5.7 for the
10-run 10-FCV.
As DDSM and MIAS datasets have similar resolution (50 micron), we combine
the datasets (309 cases) for MCs classification. We performed a 10-run 10-FCV and
leave-one-out classification using KNN classifier (k=3). The classification obtained a
CA% of 84.142±1.22 with Az, specificity, sensitivity and F-measure of 0.880±0.010,
0.85, 0.84, and 0.84 respectively. The leave-one-out approach obtained a CA% of
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Table 5.3 Confusion matrices for automatic classification using a KNN classifier for
10-FCV (CA=87.88%) and Leave-one-out (CA=87.54%) approaches for DDSM.
Automatic Classification
10 -FCV Leave-one-out
Benign Malignant Benign Malignant
Truth Data Benign 149 9 148 10Malignant 26 105 26 105
Table 5.4 Confusion matrices for automatic classification using a KNN classifier for
10-FCV (CA=85.0%) and Leave-one-out (CA=80.0%) approach for MIAS.
Automatic Classification
10 -FCV Leave-one-out
Benign Malignant Benign Malignant
Truth Data Benign 10 1 10 1Malignant 2 7 3 6
84.79% with Az, specificity, sensitivity and F-measure of 0.886, 0.85, 0.85, and 0.85
respectively.
While performing a quantitative comparison with alternative state of art methods
which used topological methods for micro-calcification classification using the DDSM
dataset, our results are comparable with the results obtained by Chen et al. (2015)
using multi-scale graph modelling with a classification accuracy (CA%) of 85.2 %
± 5.7 % for a set of 300 ROIs without feature selection and Suhail et al. (2018b)
with classification accuracy of 91.0% using tree-based modelling on a subset of 129
ROIs from the DDSM dataset. The classification accuracy of our approach was found
to be 86.47 % ± 1.30 % for a set of 289 ROIs from the DDSM dataset. Additional
comparison of our results with those achieved by other related work with the same
datasets are shown in Table 5.8.
While comparing to other topological modelling methods in detail for micro-
calcification classifications on the DDSM dataset using the KNN classifier, Strange
et al. (2014) attained classification accuracy of 80.0% for a set of 300 cases and mod-
elled the relationship between micro-calcification regions in the form of mereotopo-
logical barcodes. Similarly, Chen et al. (2015) utilized morphology and the spatial
connectivity relationship for building a multi-scale graph model where two nodes
are linked as edge if the corresponding micro-calcifications overlap each other. The
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Table 5.5 Confusion matrices for automatic classification using a KNN classifier for
10-FCV (CA=77.27%) and Leave-one-out (CA=77.27%) approach for OPTIMAM.
Automatic Classification
10-FCV leave-one-out
Benign Malignant Benign Malignant
Truth Data Benign 99 37 99 37Malignant 28 122 28 122
Table 5.6 The classification accuracy for MIAS, DDSM and OPTIMAM datasets for




MIAS 82.50 % ± 2.63 % 80.0%
DDSM 86.47 % ± 1.30 % 87.5%
OPTIMAM 76.75 % ± 0.66 % 76.9%
MIAS + DDSM 84.14 % ± 1.22 % 84.79%
method obtained a classification accuracy of 85.2%± 5.7% for a set of 300 cases.
Later, Suhail et al. (2018b) developed a topological model using the binary tree prop-
erties and classified the clusters as benign/malignant based on the height of the tree
and obtained an accuracy of 55.0% for the whole dataset and 91.0% for a subset of 129
images. To investigate the strength of topological modelling for micro-calcification
classification, Ashiru and Zwiggelaar (2016) conducted a study to compare the topolog-
ical modelling by Chen et al. (2015) and location-based classification by Andreadis
et al. (2015). The study found that topological models performed better in explain-
ing the micro-calcification clusters. Unlike other topological models discussed, we
utilized the distributional arrangement of micro-calcifications in a cluster to form
sub-chain-clusters to represent the relative arrangement of benign and malignant
micro-calcifications. We obtained a classification accuracy of 86.47%±1.30% for a
set of 289 cases.
Though the proposed approach can classify most of the cases correctly, there were
misclassified instances like the mammographic patches shown in Figure 5.12. The top
row ROI was misclassified as a malignant case by the proposed approach, where the
micro-calcifications were closely distributed. However, they were larger, and so they
merged quickly to become a single cluster with minimum scaling which contradicts the
assumption that benign calcifications are widely spread and needed a higher number of
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Table 5.7 The area under the ROC curve (Az) for the MIAS, DDSM and OPTIMAM







MIAS + DDSM 0.880±0.010 0.886
Table 5.8 Overview of our results with related works on same dataset.
Feature Database Cases Classifier Method Result
Intensity, shape and linear structures DDSM 150 ANN/SVM Ren (2012) Az=0.94
Shape DDSM 183 Threshold Ma et al. (2010) Az=0.96
Cluster MIAS 25 SVM Papadopoulos et al. (2005) Az=0.81
Topology & location MIAS 20 KNN Ashiru and Zwiggelaar (2016) Az=0.95
Topology & location DDSM 280 KNN Ashiru and Zwiggelaar (2016) Az=0.75
Law features MIAS 322 SVM Dheeba and Selvi (2011) CA=86.1
Topological features DDSM 300 KNN Strange et al. (2014) CA=80%
Tree-based modelling DDSM 129 Majority voting Suhail et al. (2018b) CA=91%
Topology DDSM 300 KNN Chen et al. (2015) CA=85.2 % ± 5.7 %
Connected-chain model DDSM 289 KNN George et al. (2018c) CA=86%
Multi-scale connected-chain DDSM 289 KNN Ours
CA=86.47 % ± 1.30 %
Az=0.893±0.008
Multi-scale connected-chain MIAS 20 KNN Ours
CA=82.5 % ± 2.63 %
Az=0.849±0.013
Multi-scale connected-chain OPTIMAM 286 KNN Ours
CA=76.75 % ± 0.66 %
Az=0.779±0.005
scales before they overlap. This was unexpected for the proposed approach where we
assumed that for benign cases, the micro-calcifications were widely spread. Similarly,
the second row represents a malignant ROI reported as benign because the micro-
calcifications were widely distributed though they were of small size. So with a limited
number of scales, the merging of micro-calcifications was not possible, which led to
the extraction of features similar to benign properties.
Fig. 5.12 Misclassified examples. First row: a benign ROI reported as malignant,
second row: a malignant ROI reported as benign.
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The proposed novel approach of considering the topological distribution of micro-
calcifications in mammogram ROIs using a multi-scale approach found to have com-
parable results to the literature. The method takes the clinical description of micro-
calcification distribution into account for the cluster classification process (Henrot
et al., 2014). The results obtained are similar with techniques reported in the literature
for the MIAS and DDSM datasets, as discussed in the previous Section and Table 5.8.
The proposed algorithm was implemented for a specific number of scales, and the
optimum number of levels is an essential factor which will be investigated in the
future. Similarly, additional datasets will be considered to evaluate the robustness of
the algorithm. Simultaneously, the effect of the segmentation method on the classi-
fication results will be studied in more detail. In addition to the micro-calcification
distribution features, the surrounding tissue characteristics and morphological traits
can be extracted for additional discrimination between benign/malignant cases.
As most of the micro-calcification classification works in the literature uses sta-
tistical and morphological properties like individual micro-calcification features and
cluster region features, the prominence of topological features over traditional ap-
proaches are to be investigated. Therefore, a investigative study on traditional texture,
morphological and statistical features are compared with the topological features for
micro-calcification classification in the next Section 5.5.
5.5 Combined Chain and Tissue Features for Micro-
calcification Classification
In the previous sections, we have discussed in detail the proposed connected-chain
modelling method for micro-calcification classification. There are various studies
in the literature where the MC tissue features were investigated to classify micro-
calcification’s into benign or malignant. Here, the efficiency of topological distribu-
tional models and tissue features in classification of micro-calcifications are explored.
Similarly, we investigate whether the shape of the tissue region will bring a large
variation in the classification of micro-calcifications. So for this purpose, we extract
convex and concave shapes surrounding tissue for texture analysis.
5.5.1 Data
The data used for the evaluation were from the DDSM as in the previous studies. We
used DDSM as it has an appropriate size dataset and is used by other researchers,
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which helps in providing a comparison with other methods. As discussed in previous
studies, the distribution of malignant and benign MCCs differ. In case of malignant
cluster, the MCs are closely packed with numerous number of MCs while in case of
benign cluster, the MCs are widely distributed or has fewer number of MCs in a cluster.
Since the concave and convex regions are analysed for the surrounding tissue region
analysis, we choose only ROIs with a minimum of three MC’s after the denoising
procedure to form a region. The surrounding tissue regions are analysed along with
the MC individual statistical and morphological features and connected-chain to find
the effect of each feature on the classification of MCC into benign or malignant cases.
After the selection of ROI’s, the dataset contained 241 mammogram ROIs for feature
extraction and classification (see to Section 2.9 for more details on the dataset).
5.5.2 Experimental Set-up
The experimental study evaluated the connectivity and distributional features of
micro-calcifications in a segmented ROI and the texture of tissue around each micro-
calcification cluster along with the statistical characteristics of individual MCs. From
a clinical perspective, the distribution of micro-calcifications in benign cases are
widely spread while the malignant micro-calcifications are closely located, forming a
dense and compact cluster. We utilized these distributional characteristics of micro-
calcification for constructing the connected-chain graph. Subsequently, the clusters
formed through the connected-chain approach were extracted as objects to evaluate
the tissue features around the micro-calcification clusters. Haralick features (Haralick
et al., 1973) and M-ELBP features (see Chapter 3), were extracted for cluster texture
analysis.
The input to the experimental study was histologically confirmed MCCs segmented
ROIs. The input ROIs were pre-processed and binarized to perform binary morpholog-
ical operations on the selected ROIs during processing. The distributional closeness of
micro-calcifications was calculated through a connected-chain graph method forming
chains of closely distributed micro-calcifications. Subsequently, to evaluate the effect
of surrounding tissue, the texture features of MC cluster was computed. Similarly, the
individual MC features like mean intensity, eccentricity, the distance between MCs,
intensity features, elongation, the size and area of MCs were calculated. A correlation-
based feature subset (CFS) selection method with a best-first-search method was used
to select the unique features from the extracted feature vector. The detailed overview
of the approach is shown in Figure 5.13.
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Fig. 5.13 Overview of feature extraction through connected chain and MC cluster
surrounding tissue region.
The connected chain model for investigating the distributional pattern are con-
structed as explained in Section 5.3.1.
5.5.3 Texture Feature Extraction from Surrounding Tissue
Various studies have shown that the texture properties of the tissue surrounding MCs
can contribute to breast cancer diagnosis (Chan et al., 1998; Karahaliou et al., 2007).
Generally speaking, the intensity distribution of MCCs is an important characteristic
of micro-calcification segmentation. Therefore, some pattern recognition approaches
use a grey-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) to extract characteristics features of
patterns. The approach behind GLCM is to represent textures by a matrix of pair of
grey-level appearing probabilities. The grey-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) was
chosen to calculate the texture features of the cluster region formed by MCCs (Haralick
et al., 1973; Karahaliou et al., 2007; Soltanian-Zadeh et al., 2001; Thiele et al., 1996).
We used four angles (0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦). The Haralick texture features extracted
at all four angles included energy, contrast, correlation, homogeneity, sum average,
sum variance, sum entropy, entropy, difference variance, difference entropy, maximal
correlation coefficient and two information measurement of correlations.
Surrounding Tissue Region Extraction
In-order to evaluate the effect of tissue region for classification, we evaluated the
concave and convex tissue regions around the MCC. The difference in shape of the
tissue regions are shown in Figure 5.14.
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(a) ROI (b) Detected MCC (c) Binarised MCC
(d) Labelled MC centroids (e) Concave region (f) Convex region
Fig. 5.14 Extraction of concave and convex regions of MC cluster for tissue texture
feature evaluation.
We performed the cluster morphological feature extraction from both the concave
hull region and convex region. We found that there is not much variation in classifica-
tion accuracy by the shape of the region as both regions could include healthy tissues
for feature extraction. The features extracted included area, eccentricity, orientation,
perimeter, major-axis and minor-axis length of the regions along with few intensity
features of the region like max, mean, minimum intensity of the region and number of
MC in the region. The feature selection was performed, and the features like major-axis
length, intensity features and number of MCs were selected as a prominent feature for
classification. The Bayesian Network classifier was used to estimate the performance
of the chosen features. The concave cluster features obtained a CA% of 73.31% with
an Az of 0.756 while the convex cluster features obtained a classification accuracy of
CA = 73.72% with an Az of 0.751. The results showed that there is not much variation
in CA% and Az with the shape features of the cluster region. Still, the number of MCs,
intensity, length features have more potential effect in classification.
Therefore for further experimental studies, we chose the convex region for texture
feature extraction and classification. For texture feature extraction, tissue around the
cluster is segmented as shown in Figure 5.15
5.5.4 Individual Micro-Calcification Features
In our experimental study, we extract morphological and gray level features. The set
of features included the features like minimum and mean distance between MCs, total
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Fig. 5.15 Extraction of MC cluster region for tissue texture feature evaluation.
area covered by MCs, eccentricity, elongation, the mean intensity level and standard
deviation of the intensity level were selected after feature selection.
The comparative study between the connected-chain features, cluster tissue region
and individual micro-calcifications were performed alone and in combination. To
estimate the potential of individual feature set and combination of feature sets, the
selected features were classified using the Bayesian Network and AdaBoost classifiers.
5.5.5 Experimental Results and Discussion
To explore the texture, topological distributional features and individual MC features,
we use histologically proved clusters ROIs segmented from the DDSM database. The
chain-connected sub-clusters were evaluated using AdaBoost and Bayesian classifiers
using a ten-run ten-fold cross-validation for chain features. The best classification
accuracy obtained using Adaboost was 84.23% with an Az= 0.87 with a sensitivity
of 0.85, a specificity of 0.84 and F-measure of 0.84. While the 10 run-10 fold
cross-validation obtained a CA of 83.734%± 0.381 and Az = 0.864± 0.007. With
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the Bayesian classifier, the connected-chain features obtained a CA of 82.99% with
Az=0.86, specificity and sensitivity of 0.83. While the 10 run-10 fold cross-validation
obtained a CA of 82.448%±0.519 and Az = 0.854±0.007 as shown in Table 5.9.
While considering the morphological and intensity features for individual MC
features, the features selected were minimum and mean distance between MC, the
area covered by MCs, the standard deviation of eccentricity, elongation features, the
intensity features like mean, min and max intensity of MCs. Using the selected features,
the classification done by AdaBoost obtained the best classification of CA=74.57%,
Az=0.79, sensitivity of 0.76, specificity, and F-measure to be 0.75. The 10-run 10-
FCV obtained a CA=72.425%±1.102% and Az = 0.778±0.010. Similarly, with the
Bayesian Network, it achieved the best CA of 75.0%, Az = 0.82 with a specificity
of 0.74, sensitivity of 0.75, and F-measure to be 0.75. The 10-run 10-FCV achieved
CA=74.237%±1.034 and Az = 0.813±0.006.
While considering the surrounding tissue of the MC cluster, we extracted the
Haralick features of the concave pattern of the cluster, as shown in Figure 5.15. With
the AdaBoost classifier, the selected Haralick features obtained the best CA=75.52%
with Az=0.78, a sensitivity of 0.75, specificity and F-measure to be 0.76. The ten-run
ten-FCV achieved a CA of 75.269%±0.981% and Az = 0.777±0.009. Similarly, with
the Bayesian Network, the best CA achieved was 75.52% with Az =0.77, specificity
and sensitivity of 0.76 and F-measure of 0.75. The average CA achieved for a 10
run 10 FCV was 72.904%± 1.341% and Az = 0.764± 0.010. It was noted that the
strongest features among the Haralick features in classification were contrast, variance
and maximal correlation coefficient. In addition to Haralick features, we explored the
M-ELBP features for the convex regions attaining a CA% to be 67.887%±0.612%
and Az = 0.684±0.013 with specificity of 0.68, sensitivity and F-measure to be 0.69.
The poor results of M-ELBP could be due to the smaller tissue convex region, which
results in a lack of texture information for the operator. Therefore, we focus more
on Haralick feature for the combination study as it is used as the standard feature
extraction by other researchers.
Each feature vector was combined to investigate the efficiency of classification. A
10-run 10-FCV was performed on the combined features and found that the classifica-
tion accuracy and ROC increase with the feature combination. A detailed table for the
classification accuracy and Az can be seen in Table 5.9
The classification results in Table 5.9 shows a promising result with the combina-
tion of a distributional model with texture and individual MC features. To statistically
analyse the classification on the feature combination by classifiers, each selection or
the 10-FCV was repeated ten times to obtain 100 classifier models (10 folds× ten runs).
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Table 5.9 The classification accuracy and Az for the Bayesian Network and AdaBoost
classifiers.
CA% Az
Bayesian Network AdaBoost Bayesian Network AdaBoost
Connected-chain 82.448%±0.519% 83.734%±0.381% 0.854±0.007 0.864±0.007
M-ELBP texture 67.887%±0.612% 68.457%±0.861% 0.684±0.013 0.700±0.012
Individual MC features 74.237%±1.034% 72.425%±1.102% 0.813±0.006 0.778±0.010
Cluster texture /GLCM 72.904%±1.341% 75.269%±0.981% 0.764±0.010 0.777±0.009
GLCM and Individual MC 79.576%±1.227% 79.364%±0.663% 0.863±0.852 0.815±0.006
GLCM and Connected chain 77.800%±1.177% 81.535%±1.361% 0.864±0.006 0.893±0.008
Individual MC and Connected chain 82.167%±0.479% 81.701%±1.676% 0.911±0.004 0.889±0.011
GLCM, Individual MC and Connected chain 81.991%±0.710% 80.705%±1.977% 0.912±0.003 0.815±0.006
The classification accuracy and the area under the ROC curve Az was calculated for all
combinations. It was found that the topological distributional methods perform better
than all other combinations with a CA of 83.734%±0.381% and Az = 0.864±0.007
by the AdaBoost classifier with average sensitivity and specificity of 0.84.
Similarly, the classification of feature combinations with chain features performed
better than with tissue texture or individual MC features. The area under the ROC
curve Az has improved from 0.854±0.007 and 0.813±0.006 for chain feature and in-
dividual MC feature respectively to 0.911±0.004 by the Bayesian Network. Similarly,
for AdaBoost classifier, the Az improved from 0.864± 0.007 and 0.778± 0.010 to
0.889±0.011. Similarly, the Az of individual MC, texture feature, the connected-chain
had improved from 0.854± 0.007, 0.813± 0.006, 0.764± 0.010 to 0.912± 0.003
when the features got combined and classified using the Bayesian Network classifier.
The experimental study shows the importance of investigating the MC distributional
structure pattern in a cluster using the surrounding tissue.
To evaluate the performance of feature combination in detail, the classification
accuracy by both classifiers are plotted in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17.
The graph shows that the connected-chain features alone have the potential in
discriminating the malignant and benign MC cluster with both classifiers. Similarly,
the surrounding tissue and individual micro-calcification features tend to have similar
classification behaviour when comparing the results of the classifiers.
Classification accuracy is not the single factor that determines the potential of
features or classifiers in a CAD system. Therefore the area under the curve, Az is
calculated for each run for the ten-run 10-FCV for the Bayesian network classifier and
Adaboost as shown in Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19.
It is to be noted that the Az value has been improved when the distributional pattern
features are combined with tissue texture features and the individual MC features for
the Bayesian network. The texture features of the surrounding tissue have the least Az
value as it could be because of the appearance of healthy tissue in the cluster region.
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Fig. 5.16 Classification accuracy (CA%) of feature combinations with respect to each
run in 10 run 10 FCV using AdaBoost classifier
Fig. 5.17 Classification accuracy (CA%) of feature combinations with respect to each
run in 10 run 10 FCV using the Bayesian Network classifier
The combination of chain features with individual MC statistical features and all the
three feature set combinations obtained more than 0.90 in every run, improving the
average Az to 0.911±0.004 and 0.912±0.003 respectively.
The Az value by AdaBoost classifier has increased above 0.90 when all the features
are combined with an average of 0.893±0.008 for a feature combination of tissue and
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Fig. 5.18 The Az for feature combinations with respect to each run in 10-run 10-FCV
using the Bayesian Network classifier.
Fig. 5.19 The Az for feature combinations with respect to each run in 10 run 10 FCV
using the AdaBoost classifier.
individual micro-calcifications and 0.889±0.011 for chain and individual statistical
features. While comparing the classification accuracy and Az values, we can predict
that the tissue or statistical features along the distributional features could improve the
feature discrimination power of the CAD system.
To investigate the results further, we have compared similar state of the art studies.
Table 5.10, represent the various studies related to micro-calcification classification
studies combining different approaches. The study found that connected chain topo-
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logical model performed better than the texture or individual MC feature set. It is
noted that with the addition of more features, for instance, the CA% decreases slightly
as in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17. The studies show that for a fixed number of
data points/objects, the accuracy increases then decreases for increasing numbers of
features (Hua et al. (2005); Hughes (1968); Jensen and Shen (2009); Trunk (1979)).
Table 5.10 Qualitative comparison of our results with those achieved by related work.
Feature Dataset Cases Classifier Method Result
Texture+cluster Unknown 191 ANN Dhawan et al. (1996) Az=0.86
Shape+cluster Liverpool 38 KNN Betal et al. (1997) Az=0.79,Az=0.84









Tree-based modelling DDSM 129 Voting Suhail et al. (2018b) CA=91%
Topology DDSM 80 KNN Chen et al. (2015) CA=95%,Az=0.96
Connected-chain+texture DDSM 241 AdaBoost Ours Az = 0.893±0.008
Connected-
chain+Individual MC




DDSM 241 Bayesian Network Ours Az = 0.912±0.003
Table 5.10, indicates that the results obtained through the proposed approach was
comparable with alternative approaches. The presented study along with Ashiru and
Zwiggelaar (2016) shows that the connectivity/topological distribution is an important
research area to be explored further for micro-calcification classification.
5.6 Summary
Micro-calcifications are small deposits of calcium seen as white specks in mammo-
graphic images. Detection and classification of benign and malignant microcalcifica-
tions is an essential issue for CAD systems as it can assist in the early diagnosis and
treatment of breast cancer. CAD systems with high accuracy for detection and classifi-
cation can act as a second reader of mammographic images and can reduce incorrect
treatment. A novel MCC classification method called connected-chain model based on
the distributional patterns of MCs in the cluster was proposed and found comparable
result with state of the art methods. Similarly, the multi-scale connected-chain model
was introduced to analyse the effect of distribution and resolution on MC classification
using a connected-chain method.
Similarly, a comparative study to estimate the potential of the proposed method
with tissue texture and morphology of the MCs was done. The study showed that a
combination of tissue features or MC features along with the distributional pattern
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analysis features could improve the potential of a CAD system in discriminating the
micro-calcifications as benign or malignant.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
In this final chapter, we present the summary of this thesis and the conclusions drawn
from the work. Moreover, we summarise the main contributions and applications
of the work and novel aspects of our research in the field of mammographic image
analysis. Towards the end of this chapter, a list of our publications related to this thesis
is provided.
6.1 Summary and Conclusion of the Thesis
In this thesis, we have developed a set of mammographic image analysis methods
using computer vision and image processing techniques. The image analysis methods
explored various mammographic image analysis approaches for parenchymal patterns
modelling, risk assessment, and breast density classification. Besides, an automated
micro-calcification classification method has been proposed to classify the segmented
MCC as benign or malignant clusters.
The thesis started (Chapter 1) with a study on the current breast cancer statistics
worldwide showing the necessity and possibility of more research in breast cancer
diagnosis. Moreover, brief descriptions on different breast imaging modalities, breast
cancer risk factors, various breast density classification schemes have been covered.
Furthermore, a detailed study on the nature of micro-calcification and its clinical
features used for discriminating the benign and malignant cases were covered. Follow-
ing these, we set the basis for our thesis work on risk assessment and parenchymal
pattern modelling, breast density classification and micro-calcification discrimination
as benign or malignant. Following this (Chapter 2), we carried out a literature review
on the role of CAD systems in medical image analysis and studied existing approaches
in the literature. We performed a detailed study on various existing methods for breast
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density scoring and estimation, followed by micro-calcification descriptors and its
different classification approaches used in the literature. From all these studies in the
literature, we concluded that it is still worth developing methods for mammographic
image analysis on risk estimation, breast density estimation and MCC classification
although there were many methods developed in the past decade. The studies estab-
lished a basis for our work in the thesis. So, for the image analysis methods and feature
extraction approaches related to the works presented in the thesis, a detailed study on
texture, its uses and various descriptors for feature extraction were explored. Moreover,
a detailed description of the datasets used in the thesis was presented towards the end
of Chapter 2.
For mammographic density estimation (Chapter 3), we developed a topology-
based LBP variant named Mean-Elliptical Local Binary Pattern (M-ELBP) for BI-
RADS based and tissue-based breast density classification. Unlike traditional LBP or
ELBP, the method explored the mean intensity value of neighbourhood pixels along
with texture information to generate the binary pattern. The classification accuracy
performance of the proposed method was tested on two datasets, DDSM and MIAS
using tissue-based (77.38% for MIAS) and BI-RADS (75.4% for MIAS and 47.65%
for DDSM) based ground truth information. The proposed method was tested against
various traditional texture analysis methods like GLCM, LBP, ELBP, U-ELBP, and
LDP for performance evaluation. Moreover, a study on the descriptor size effect, ROI
size effect, and the role of classifiers in density estimation was explored. Based on our
experimental investigations, it was found that the proposed method performed better
compared to traditional methods and was more robust for breast density estimation.
For breast parenchymal modelling and risk estimation (Chapter 4), a new multi-
scale elliptical blob-based approach was developed. We focused on approximately
blob-like tissue patterns in mammograms and used elliptical multi-scale blobs to
represent the tissue patterns. Distance-based and qualitative relations among blobs
were used to merge the overlapping blobs. The performance of the approach was
tested on the MIAS dataset for discriminating between high/low risk (CA% = 66.13).
Besides, multi-scale elliptical blobs were used to represent different orientations of
tissue patterns in mammograms.
For mammographic MCC classification (Chapter 5), a new method called connected-
chain was proposed for discriminating segmented MCC as benign or malignant MCC.
The connectivity/closeness of micro-calcifications in MCC was explored in the pro-
posed approach. The features were extracted from a single scale and also from
multi-scale connected-chains to classify MCCs as benign or malignant. The validity
of the method was tested using three datasets, MIAS, DDSM and OPTIMAM. The
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method found to be promising and comparable with other topological methods in the
literature using the same dataset (86.47%, 82.50%, and 76.75% for DDSM, MIAS and
OPTIMAM, respectively ).
In summary, we conclude that the methods proposed and the results obtained in
the thesis have the potential for classification of breast density and MCCs. While
considering the multi-scale elliptical blob representation of tissue patterns, the vi-
sual evaluation of blobs at different orientation and scale showed the possibility of
representing and evaluating the nature of parenchymal patterns for risk estimation.
Similarly, using intensity features along with texture features provided a better classi-
fication for the M-ELBP operator. Both the multi-scale elliptical blob study and the
M-ELBP method showed that intensity information plays an essential role in breast
tissue density characterisation/classification. The study showed that exploring more
intensity related features can improve the performance and efficiency when combined
with spatial (texture) information in discriminating the tissue type. Moreover, the
connected-chain approach for MCC classification showed the possibility of exploring
more topological/distributional features in determining the nature of MCC. The method
found to be promising and comparable with related topological works in the literature.
In short, the methods proposed in this thesis found to be efficient in representation,
discrimination of breast tissue density and MCC classification.
6.1.1 Alternative Application Area
The main objective of the thesis was to analyze mammographic images and develop
a model for parenchymal pattern representation, breast density estimation and MCC
classification. From the research studies and experimental set-ups, we proposed a
multi-scale elliptical blob model for representing the parenchymal breast patterns.
The proposed method was successful to an extent in representing the orientation of
parenchymal tissue in a mammogram, although it needs further development to be used
as a clinical application. The method can be translated in representing different size
objects in an image at different orientations and size like in historical photos, satellite
images. Similarly, the process can be utilized in other computer vision applications
such as nuclei detection, object tracking, precise particle detection, blood vessel
reconstruction, and phantom generation.
We proposed a texture feature extraction descriptor named M-ELBP as a modifica-
tion to ELBP by incorporating the mean intensity value of the neighbouring pixel to
generate a binary pattern. The method was found to be successful in breast density
classification using MIAS and DDSM dataset. Unlike traditional LBP, where the
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descriptor fails with noise, the proposed descriptor found to perform better with noise
as there was no direct comparison between pixels. Moreover, the addition of the mean
intensity features with texture features enhanced the feature set for better classification.
Other than breast density classification, the proposed method can find various other
application like face expression recognition, in textile industries for determining the
type and quality of rugs, identifying and classifying regions from satellite images, and
crowd density estimation.
For the classification of MCCs, we proposed a connected-chain method where
the micro-calcifications that were closely packed/distributed were connected to each
other as a chain, based on a threshold distance. The method found to be successful in
its multi-scale/level approach in discriminating MCCs as benign or malignant. The
method explored the distributional/topological pattern of micro-calcifications in the
MCC. Other than the mentioned application, the proposed approach can be utilized
in other image processing applications like building a cluster region and isolating the
region in case of pandemic disease by evaluating the distance between positive cases,
in generating a topological pattern of a region, and in generating the route map of
moving objects or tracking moving objects through specific chain patterns.
6.2 Future Work
In this section, we outline a few aspects which could be investigated further in future
research based on the work presented in this thesis:
• While developing the breast density segmentation methods, instead of consider-
ing the image density class, the segmented regions could be evaluated based on
radiologist-annotated images.
• While considering the risk assessment, linear structures and other similar geo-
metrical patterns could be regarded as features for assessment in addition to the
texture or parenchymal region density.
• Considering the local feature extraction for density estimation, M-ELBP and
LDP indicated better result which indicated the potential of directional filter
methods. So, more directional texture features and gradient feature extractors
could be considered for breast density estimation. Similarly, the addition of
more intensity features into existing descriptors could be studied.
• Though the studies showed that the fibroglandular disc region provides better
density classification results than the whole mammograms, extracting the ROI
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could be investigated in a way to include maximum fibro-glandular areas for
classification.
• While considering the connected chain method, an automated approach to detect
the appropriate threshold for distance estimation based on dataset resolution can
be investigated to make the process independent of dataset resolution parameters.
Similarly, the effect of the segmentation method on classification result could be
explored.
• While considering the blob analysis method, we used a Laplacian of Gaussian
detector which gives strong responses at the edges and boundaries. Instead of
LOG operator, other operators like Hessian-Laplacian or related operators could
be used as they will not produce strong extrema in boundaries and can detect
larger blobs than LOG making it more computationally cost-effective.
• While merging the elliptical blobs at different orientations, we used area and
distance-based methods for removing overlapping blobs. A better merging could
improve the classification because, during the image processing steps, certain
blobs with a strong response get deleted due to blob size sorting in the merging
process. Instead, the intensity features inside the blobs at different orientations
at a particular region could be investigated and used for merging.
• While calculating the blob direction, automatic scale selection, and orientation
selection for the blob from the extrema could be investigated to avoid the
problem of blob merging based on scale and orientation.
• In this thesis, some of the works are based on digitized datasets. So, the studies
could be extended on large digital datasets to estimate the robustness of the
method.
6.3 Novel Contributions
• A new method for breast density estimation was done using the proposed novel
method, mean-elliptical local binary pattern (M-ELBP). The proposed method
incorporated intensity features into texture features to improve the feature ex-
traction property of the operator.
• The study investigated the variation in classification results for breast density
classification for the whole breast region and the ROI extracted from the fibro-
glandular disc region.
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• In addition to the selection of ROI from the fibro-glandular region, the size for
ROI selection for the tested dataset was studied.
• To study the effect of the classifier on the classification process for the same set
of features, we compared many classifiers with the same feature set and same
feature selection method.
• The effect of descriptor size for feature extraction in the classification of breast
density was investigated for the M-ELBP operator.
• For categorizing micro-calcification into benign and malignant, we introduced
a new approach based on the topological distributional connectivity of MCs
in MCC. The method was called connected-chain model where the closely
distributed MCs are linked to form a connected-chain. The chain properties
were later used for classification.
• To reduce the effect of the resolution of mammograms from different dataset
to an extent, we performed a multi-scale model of connected-chain for MC
classification.
• To investigate the efficiency of the proposed connected-chain approach, we
compared the method with existing feature extraction factors like surrounding
tissue texture analysis of MCs and individual MC morphological and statistical
features.
• For investigating the effect of MCC surrounding tissue structure shape, we
extracted convex and concave shapes for MC classification.
• For the mammographic risk estimation, we modelled the mammographic parenchy-
mal structures using elliptical blobs in different orientations.
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